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ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF COUNTRY

The Queensland Art Gallery | Gallery of Modern Art (QAGOMA)
acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land upon which
the Gallery stands in Brisbane. We pay respect to Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander Elders past and present and, in the spirit of
reconciliation, acknowledge the immense creative contribution
First Australians make to the art and culture of this community.

REPORT OF THE QUEENSLAND ART GALLERY
BOARD OF TRUSTEES

25 August 2021

The Honourable Leeanne Enoch MP
Minister for Communities and Housing,
Minister for Digital Economy and Minister for the Arts
GPO Box 806
BRISBANE QLD 4001

Dear Minister
I am pleased to submit for presentation to the Parliament the Annual Report 2020–21
and financial statements for the Queensland Art Gallery Board of Trustees.
I certify that this annual report complies with:
•
•

the prescribed requirements of the Financial Accountability Act 2009
and the Financial and Performance Management Standard 2019, and
the detailed requirements set out in the Annual report requirements
for Queensland Government agencies.

A checklist outlining the annual reporting requirements can be found on
page 79 of this report.

Yours sincerely

Professor Emeritus Ian O’Connor AC
Chair
Queensland Art Gallery Board of Trustees
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PART A

INTRODUCTION
Vision
To be the leading institution for the contemporary art of Australia, Asia and the Pacific.
Purpose
To engage people with art and artists through memorable and
transformative experiences.

Principles
•

Access for all

•

Recognition of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples

•

Leadership built on research and innovation

•

Commitment to a sustainable, collaborative and
inclusive workplace.

Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art
Queensland’s premier visual arts institution, the Queensland
Art Gallery | Gallery of Modern Art (QAGOMA, or the Gallery)
connects people through exhibitions and programs that
showcase diverse historical and contemporary art by
Australian and international artists.
Two vibrant and accessible buildings in the Queensland Cultural
Centre at South Bank, the Queensland Art Gallery (QAG) and the
Gallery of Modern Art (GOMA) offer complementary experiences
that enrich the state’s cultural life.
Established in 1895 as the Queensland National Art Gallery,
the institution was housed in temporary premises until the
opening of the QAG building at South Bank in 1982. GOMA
opened in December 2006.
The Gallery’s Collection (the Collection) comprises more than
19 000 historical and contemporary Australian, Indigenous
Australian, Asian, Pacific and international works of art.

Since 1993, the Gallery has presented its flagship project,
the Asia Pacific Triennial of Contemporary Art (APT) —
the only major recurring international exhibition series to focus
exclusively on the contemporary art of Asia, the Pacific and
Australia. Through the APT series, the Gallery has cultivated
an internationally significant collection of art from the region.
QAGOMA curates regional touring exhibitions and programs,
giving people across the state access to the Collection.
The Gallery is committed to profiling Queensland artists and
strengthening relationships with Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander communities through a dedicated acquisition focus,
exhibition program and public engagement activities.
QAGOMA is the only art museum in Australia with a purposebuilt cinémathèque dedicated to film and the moving image.
The Gallery’s Australian Cinémathèque presents retrospective
and thematic film programs and exhibitions to showcase the
work of influential filmmakers and artists.
The Gallery’s Children’s Art Centre offers interactive art
projects for children and families, and has published books
for children in collaboration with leading Australian and
international artists.
QAGOMA also publishes research and scholarship on the
Collection, exhibitions and artists in exhibition catalogues,
monographs, books, brochures and online.
The development of a public collection, as well as exhibitions,
publications and public and regional touring programs, makes
art more accessible to Queenslanders. Education and public
programs highlight the visual arts as an interconnected part
of broader culture, relevant to the lives of diverse audiences
of all ages.
The Queensland Art Gallery is governed by the Queensland
Art Gallery Board of Trustees (the Board).
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Queensland Art Gallery Board of Trustees
The Board is a statutory body. Its existence, functions and powers
are set out in the Queensland Art Gallery Act 1987 (the Act).
Under the Act, the Board’s functions include:
(a) to control, manage and maintain the Queensland Art
Gallery and each branch thereof and all property in the
possession of the Board
(b) to develop the Queensland Art Gallery’s collection
of works of art
(c) to minister to the needs of the community in any or all
branches of the visual arts, including by displaying works
of art; promoting artistic taste and achievement through
the illustration of the history and development of the visual
arts; promoting and providing lectures, films, broadcasts,
telecasts, publications and other educational or cultural
instruction or material; and promoting research
(d) to control and manage all land and premises vested in or
placed under the control of the Board
(e) to restore and repair works of art in the possession of
the Board
(f) to frame and package, and manufacture display materials
for works of art in the possession of the Board
(g) to encourage artistic achievement by artists resident
in Queensland.
For performing its functions, the Board has all the powers of
an individual and may, for example: enter into arrangements,
agreements, contracts and deeds; acquire, hold, deal with and
dispose of property; engage consultants; appoint agents and
attorneys; charge, and fix terms, for goods, services, facilities
and information supplied by it; and do anything else necessary
or desirable to be done in performing its functions.
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CHAIR'S FOREWORD

At the Queensland Art Gallery Board of Trustees’ annual
strategic workshop in November, the Board championed bold
and ambitious programming in the face of the COVID-19
pandemic as the best strategy for the Gallery to serve its
community through these unprecedented times.
The Gallery has certainly seen this approach pay dividends
in the 2020–21 reporting year. In November, GOMA’s ‘The
Motorcycle: Design, Art, Desire’ was the first blockbuster
exhibition with international loans to open in an Australian art
museum since the beginning of the pandemic. Despite two
snap lockdowns during its season, it attracted over 112 000
visits. In June, the magnificent ‘European Masterpieces from
The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York’ opened to acclaim
in The Fairfax Gallery and the Eric and Marion Taylor Gallery
on GOMA’s ground floor. Exhibitions of this quality and scale,
exclusive to Queensland, serve to inspire and reconnect our
audiences to art and each other. They make an important
contribution to individual and community wellbeing, particularly
in these challenging times. They also drive visitation and
cultural tourism for Queensland and support the arts sector’s
economic recovery.
The Palaszczuk Government’s renewed commitment to
blockbuster and major exhibition funding for QAGOMA to
2024–25, announced in June, ensures the continuation of
this vital exhibition program. On behalf of the Board and
Gallery management, I extend sincere appreciation to The
Honourable Annastacia Palaszczuk MP, Premier of Queensland;
The Honourable Leeanne Enoch MP, Minister for Communities
and Housing, Minister for Digital Economy and Minister for
the Arts; Clare O'Connor, Director-General, Department of
Communities, Housing and Digital Economy; and Kirsten
Herring PSM, Deputy Director-General, Arts Queensland,
for their continued support and advocacy for the Gallery.
As in the previous reporting year, the Queensland Government
and, in particular, Queensland Health, provided valuable
assistance to the Gallery in terms of managing its ongoing
response to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Professor Emeritus Ian O’Connor AC
Chair, Queensland Art Gallery Board of Trustees

At a special event on 10 October, it was a great pleasure to
publicly announce the transformative $35 million bequest of
Gallery Medallist Win Schubert AO. Her bequest — the largest
received by the Gallery — established The Josephine Ulrick
and Win Schubert Charitable Trust at QAGOMA. The Board,
as trustee of this Trust, looks forward to working with the
Gallery to realise Mrs Schubert’s vision to develop a collection
of major Australian and international works of art, created since
1880, to further art education in Australia. Following the public
announcement, Mrs Schubert’s bequest was subsequently
ranked in the top five of The Australian Financial Review’s
2019–20 survey of the largest philanthropic gifts in Australia.
The Gallery’s supportive community of donors continued
to engage with QAGOMA throughout the year, including
demonstrating outstanding generosity towards the Collection
Online Campaign, chaired by Trustee Paul Taylor.
I thank Liz Pidgeon, Deputy Chair, and my colleagues on the
Board this year for their invaluable contribution. I also extend
my appreciation to Tim Fairfax AC, for his 13th year serving
as President of the QAGOMA Foundation, and Foundation
Committee members; Catherine Sinclair, Chair of the Board’s
Audit and Risk Management Committee, and members;
and Avril Quaill, Chair of the Gallery’s Indigenous Advisory
Panel, and panel members. I acknowledge the chairs and
chief executive officers of the Gallery's Queensland Cultural
Centre partners — the Queensland Museum, State Library
of Queensland and Queensland Performing Arts Centre.
Finally, I congratulate Director Chris Saines CNZM, his executive
team and staff who have once again demonstrated unwavering
commitment and skill in delivering world-class cultural
experiences for the benefit of all.
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DIRECTOR'S OVERVIEW

The Gallery closed the 2020–21 reporting year with the
opening and first successful weeks of ‘European Masterpieces
from The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York’. Working
together on the exhibition since 2018, the Gallery’s partners at
The Metropolitan Museum of Art and Art Exhibitions Australia
shared our vision to present this extraordinary collection of
major paintings by a roll call of Europe’s most acclaimed
and influential artists over 500 years. Despite the greatest
challenge to international collaboration and travel in recent
history, this exclusive exhibition of remarkable quality has been
beautifully displayed, and opened to enthusiastic audience and
critical response. I am particularly proud of the interpretive
resources and experiential elements developed for the exhibition
by QAGOMA’s creative engagement teams, including the most
extensive digital companion site ever produced by the Gallery,
and the stunning interactive space within the exhibition —
The Studio — which includes daily live music, life drawing
and other sensory and contextual enrichments. ‘European
Masterpieces’ also offers the most comprehensive range of
accessibility initiatives of any QAGOMA exhibition to date. At
the time of writing, we look forward to welcoming many more
visitors to this once-in-a-generation exhibition for Queensland.
Preceding ‘European Masterpieces’, the Gallery’s summer
blockbuster focused on a design icon of the last two centuries.
‘The Motorcycle: Design, Art, Desire’ attracted an attendance
of 112 000, putting it firmly in the top ten ticketed exhibitions
since GOMA opened in 2006. This world-exclusive, curated
by US-based experts and aficionados Professor Charles M
Falco and Ultan Guilfoyle, was a triumph of curatorial inquiry,
exhibition design and visitor interactivity. While we have
previously staged major exhibitions of design, fashion and
film, ‘The Motorcycle’ was in many ways without precedent
for QAGOMA: a history of innovation told through a single
design object, combining industrial design, art, film and digital
interactives to create an immersive exhibition experience.
The exhibition achieved an impressive visitor satisfaction
rate of 98 per cent, and we anticipate that the unusually
high number of first-time Gallery-goers for this exhibition —
more than one-third of attendees — will be eager to return
for new experiences.
Two major solo exhibitions during the year presented the work
of significant Queensland contemporary artists. ‘Unfinished
Business: The Art of Gordon Bennett’ was a compelling review
of the work and life of one of Australia's most insightful artists,
and the first survey of Bennett’s work since his death in 2014.
It was also a privilege to support Queensland-born, Sydneybased artist William Yang to realise the first survey exhibition
of his photographic work in a state gallery, ‘Seeing and Being
Seen’. These exhibitions demonstrate QAGOMA’s ongoing
determination to showcase Queensland and Australian artists
to the public.

Several Collection-based exhibitions also opened during the
year that showcased the strength of the Gallery’s Indigenous
Australian Art holdings. ‘Two Sisters, A Singular Vision:
Celebrating the Gifts of Margaret and Cathryn Mittelheuser’
highlighted these important patrons' support, particularly for
Indigenous women artists. 'Welcome to Colour Television',
which accompanied the 2020 Brisbane International Film
Festival, presented video works by artists including Richard
Bell, Destiny Deacon, Vernon Ah Kee, Christian Thompson,
Genevieve Grieves and Douglas Watkin. ‘Get Up, Stand Up’
showcases works by Indigenous Queensland artists that
demonstrate the makers’ engagement with cultural,
familial, historical and political movements, their assertion
of sovereignty and desire for political and social equality.
Following the acceleration of virtual event offerings during the
onset of the pandemic in early 2020, the Gallery continued to
offer a program of both digital and in-person engagement and
learning events this year. There were several notable moments in
our COVID-recovery journey, with easing of restrictions allowing
a return to official opening events after a hiatus of nearly
18 months, and the successful staging of large-scale public
programs such as The Motorcycle: Up Late and Motorcycles
on the Green (both detailed further within this report).
Significant strides were made this year towards the Gallery’s
longer-term strategic projects. Through the generous support
of donors to our Collection Online Campaign, our digital
transformation initiative made important progress towards
three primary aims: making the Collection more available
and accessible, with two thirds of our holdings now digitised
to modern standards; fully embracing digital technology as a
communication tool; and aligning organisational processes with
the opportunities afforded by digital platforms. The feasibility
study for a Learning Centre envisaged for the Queensland Art
Gallery building, made possible by Government funding through
Arts Queensland, was near-final at the end of the reporting
year. The concept design by Architectus, completed as part of
the study, provided an exciting first visualisation of the Learning
Centre as a custom-designed facility supporting the twin pillars
of creativity and wellbeing. We look forward to continuing to
work with Arts Queensland, the Queensland Heritage Council
and other stakeholders as we move forward to the schematic
design phase of this important project.
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In November, I had the opportunity to present a five-year vision
for the Gallery to Trustees and key stakeholders — the third such
statement I have delivered as Director. This vision acknowledged
the impact of COVID-19, while remaining ambitious and true to
our core principles, and will be further developed as part of the
Gallery’s formal review of its strategy in 2021–22. This review
will also look for opportunities to further strengthen the Gallery’s
contribution to the Queensland Government’s Unite and Recover
objectives for the community, as well Arts Queensland’s Creative
Together 2020–2030 roadmap, both of which were published in
the latter part of 2020.

Finally, I want to applaud the untiring dedication and
responsiveness of the Gallery’s staff, including my executive
leadership team colleagues, in confronting and adapting to the
uncertainties of this extraordinary year. Of all the metrics used
to track the Gallery’s endeavours, this year I was particularly
proud of our agency engagement rating in the Public Service
Commission’s 2020 Working for Queensland employee survey.
At 84 per cent, I believe this score places the Gallery’s staff as
one of the most engaged in the Queensland Public Service, and
affirms a very positive working culture and commitment to the
organisation by the people at its heart.

I echo the Chair’s acknowledgment of the Queensland
Government, including Arts Queensland and Tourism and
Events Queensland, and the many Gallery supporters who
were integral to our achievements during the year. The Gallery
was delighted to welcome Shayher Group as our new longterm major exhibitions partner, including for the upcoming
tenth iteration of the Asia Pacific Triennial of Contemporary
Art. I thank Queensland Art Gallery Board Chair, Professor
Emeritus Ian O’Connor AC, and the Gallery’s Trustees, for
their leadership and support this year. I am grateful for the
continued contribution of Tim Fairfax AC, President, QAGOMA
Foundation, and that of Foundation Committee members; and
for Catherine Sinclair’s contribution as Chair of the Audit and
Risk Management Committee. I also wish to acknowledge the
valued engagement of the Gallery’s Indigenous Advisory Panel,
led so capably by Avril Quaill.

Given that the pandemic has had a dramatic effect on access to
art museums around the world — limiting most to approximately
a third of their pre-pandemic annual visitation levels, according
to The Art Newspaper’s 2020 global survey — it has truly been
a privilege to safely welcome just over 700 000 visitors to
QAGOMA and its touring programs this year. Despite everything,
the community’s support of the Gallery has, in many respects,
been strengthened by the new ways in which we have sought
to innovate and to use this extraordinary opportunity to engage
even more deeply with our purpose: to engage people with art
and artists through memorable and transformative experiences.

Chris Saines CNZM
Director
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BACKGROUND

Queensland Government objectives
for the community
The Queensland Art Gallery Board of Trustees is committed to
the Government’s objectives for the community, built around
Unite and Recover – Queensland’s Economic Recovery Plan.
The Gallery contributes to Safeguarding our health through
the positive impacts that engagement with art and culture has
on individual and community wellbeing, including emotional
and social connection, resilience, understanding and tolerance
of difference, and sense of belonging. As a cultural tourism
destination that presents exclusive-to-Queensland blockbuster
and major exhibitions, the Gallery is Supporting jobs, contributing
to Queensland’s economy, and working to continually strengthen
the state’s visual arts sector and champion the work of its artists.
QAGOMA is Investing in skills through its leading role in art
education for all ages and abilities, its Digital Transformation
Initiative, and its creative career pathway programs for young
people. The Gallery’s program of touring exhibitions and
programs in regional Queensland contributes to Growing our
regions, and the Gallery’s retail and food and beverage services
support Backing small business by buying local and supporting
Queensland makers and growers. The Gallery is working
to Protect the environment by being a leader in sustainable
museum practices and promoting environmental awareness
through aspects of its program.
The Gallery’s contributions to the arts policy priorities of the
Government are outlined on pages 14–15.

Object and guiding principles
In performing its functions, the Board must have regard to the
object of, and guiding principles for, the Queensland Art Gallery
Act 1987 (the Act). The object of the Act is to contribute to the
cultural, social and intellectual development of all Queenslanders.
The guiding principles for achieving this object are that:
(a) leadership and excellence should be provided in the visual arts
(b) there should be responsiveness to the needs of communities
in regional and outer metropolitan areas
(c) respect for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander cultures
should be affirmed
(d) children and young people should be supported in their
appreciation of, and involvement in, the visual arts
(e) diverse audiences should be developed
(f) capabilities for lifelong learning about the visual arts
should be developed
(g) opportunities should be developed for international
collaboration and for cultural exports, especially to
the Asia Pacific region
(h) content relevant to Queensland should be promoted
and presented.
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Strategic Plan 2020–24

Operational Plan 2020–21

The Queensland Art Gallery Board of Trustees’ Strategic Plan
2020–24 sets out three strategic objectives:

The Queensland Art Gallery Board of Trustees’ Operational
Plan 2020–21 was based on its Strategic Plan 2020–24.

Collection and exhibitions

The operational plan included key undertakings to:
•

develop the Collection

•

1.1 Develop and exhibit the Collection with a focus on
contemporary art from Australia, Asia and the Pacific
and a commitment to Queensland art and artists.

deliver an ambitious exhibition program, including the
ticketed exhibitions ‘The Motorcycle: Design, Art, Desire’ and
‘European Masterpieces from The Metropolitan Museum of
Art, New York’

•

1.2 Develop and deliver blockbuster and major exhibitions
that hold wide audience appeal and contribute to
non-government revenue outcomes.

present exhibitions of work by Queensland artists
Gordon Bennett and William Yang, with new scholarship
commissioned and published to support these exhibitions

•

continue development of ‘The 10th Asia Pacific Triennial
of Contemporary Art’ (APT10), including progressing major
commissions and acquisitions, the Interlocutors Program
and the QAGOMA Library’s APT Archive

•

progress the Gallery’s Digital Transformation Initiative
including procurement and implementation of a collection
and digital asset management system

•

present the third Brisbane International Film Festival (BIFF)
at QAGOMA

•

implement strategies to attract corporate giving to support
Gallery initiatives such as sustainability, First Nations and
Asia Pacific programs

•

2.2 Encourage and develop lifelong learning for people of
all ages through QAGOMA Learning and the Children’s
Art Centre.

finalise the feasibility study and begin planning for the
Learning Centre envisioned for QAG, and continue to deliver
related pilot programs

•

2.3 Provide exhibitions and programs to Queenslanders in
regional, remote and outer metropolitan communities.

commence the public phase of a large-scale fundraising
campaign towards QAGOMA’s Collection Online project.

The operational plan was not modified during the year.

1. Build Queensland’s globally significant Collection
and deliver compelling exhibitions.
Strategies:

1.3 Develop the Asia Pacific Triennial of Contemporary
Art, Australia’s leading exhibition series on the region’s
contemporary art.
1.4 Take a leading role in research and debate in the arts
and share knowledge broadly.

Audiences and engagement
2. Connect people with the enduring power of art and ideas.
Strategies:
2.1 Offer and promote exceptional experiences onsite
and online that target attendance and enhance
visitor satisfaction.

2.4 Engage with and provide access for diverse audiences
and communities.

Partnerships and practices
3. Build our community of partners and organisational capability.
Strategies:
3.1 Collaborate to extend the Gallery’s capacity and
influence through partnerships and networks.
3.2 Attract philanthropic support for our inspiring and
ambitious program through the QAGOMA Foundation.
3.3 Develop non-government revenue through sponsorships,
grants and profitable commercial services.
3.4 Sustain a safe, innovative and inclusive workplace
that empowers people to perform at their best.
3.5 Improve the functionality of the Gallery’s physical
spaces to enhance visitor experience.

The Strategic Plan 2020–24 was modified in January 2021 to
reflect the Government’s new objectives for the community.
The Minister (formerly Minister for Environment and the Great
Barrier Reef, Minister for Science and Minister for the Arts;
currently Minister for Communities and Housing, Minister for
Digital Economy and Minister for the Arts) gave no directions
to the Board during or relating to the financial year.
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Operating environment
The COVID-19 pandemic continued to have an impact on
the Gallery’s operations and performance in 2020–21, and,
looking ahead, remains the prevailing strategic and operational
risk for the organisation. QAGOMA continues to respond and
scenario-plan in the short-, medium- and long-term for current
and potential pandemic impacts affecting museums and
galleries worldwide.
Unscheduled Gallery closures (detailed on page 72) were
required during the year to comply with COVID-19 restrictions.
As a result of closures and of changing visitor behaviour
related to the pandemic, the ongoing impacts of COVID-19
are primarily on performance indicators that relate to, or are
directly impacted by, visitation. The full details of QAGOMA’s
performance outcomes can be found on page 12 of this report.
Looking ahead to the Gallery’s Strategic Plan 2021–25,
QAGOMA will build its profile as the leading institution for
the contemporary art of Australia, Asia and the Pacific by
delivering the milestone tenth exhibition in the flagship
Asia Pacific Triennial of Contemporary Art (APT) series.
The Gallery will continue work on both the Learning Centre
project and the Digital Transformation Initiative to expand
and transform the ways audiences access, experience and
interact with the Collection. QAGOMA continues to actively
pursue non-government revenue sources and funding for
forward blockbuster exhibitions. Audience growth and
digital investment also remain strategic risks for the Gallery,
particularly given uncertainty around continued impacts of
the COVID-19 pandemic.
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OUTCOMES

Performance measures

Notes

2020–21
target /
estimate

2020–21
actual

1, 2

60%

72%

Value of artworks acquired for the Collection through philanthropic support

3

$2.50 million

$3.13 million

Number of publications, papers presented and awards

4

45

50

Visits to QAGOMA onsite and at touring venues
[Service Delivery Statement measure]

5

1 420 000

701 482

Website visits and use of digital interactives

6

1 500 000

2 412 518

Audience satisfaction with exhibitions and programs
[Service Delivery Statement measure]

1, 7

92%

94%

Percentage of visitors whose experience at QAGOMA inspired further learning

1, 8

70%

68%

Non-government revenue as a percentage of total revenue
[Service Delivery Statement measure]

9

30%

36%

Queensland Government subsidy per visit

10

$25.00

$49.86

Reduction of landfill waste and energy consumption

11

5%

30%

OBJECTIVE 1 – COLLECTION AND EXHIBITIONS

Visitors who had a memorable or transformative experience at QAGOMA

OBJECTIVE 2 – AUDIENCES AND ENGAGEMENT

OBJECTIVE 3 – PARTNERSHIPS AND PRACTICES

Notes
1.

Due to COVID-19, visitor surveying did not commence for the reporting year until
20 September, and was undertaken via an adapted COVID-safe delivery method.

7.

Favourable result was influenced by the broad appeal of exhibitions including
‘The Motorcycle: Design, Art, Desire’.

2.

Favourable result was influenced by the exhibitions program and is further
supported by the strong audience satisfaction result this year.

8.

Unfavourable to target by 2 percentage points.

9.

Favourable result was influenced by a significant bequest received through
the QAGOMA Foundation, strong investment returns, and revenue generated
by ‘European Masterpieces from The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York’.

3.

Patterns of giving can fluctuate and are influenced by the strength of the Gallery’s
institutional profile, its exhibition program and its reputation and relationships with
artists and philanthropists.

4.

Result is influenced by the exhibition program, invitations from other institutions
and professional bodies, and available research funding.

5.

Unfavourable result can be attributed to the impacts of COVID-19, especially on
interstate and overseas visitation. Unscheduled Gallery closures (detailed on
page 72) were required during the year to comply with COVID-19 restrictions.
Visitation to QAGOMA Touring exhibitions in regional Queensland was also
affected by COVID-19.

6.

Favourable result reflects high levels of online and onsite digital activity,
particularly associated with ‘The Motorcycle: Design, Art, Desire’ and the
lead-up to and early weeks of ‘European Masterpieces from The Metropolitan
Museum of Art, New York’.

10. Subsidy per visit is the annual amount of Queensland Government-administered
funding for the Gallery divided by the number of visits received over the same
period. Achieving the target for this measure is therefore reliant on meeting
the annual visitation target, which was unfavourable due to COVID-19 impacts.
11. New measure. Key impacts on the favourable result included significant landfill
reduction achieved through diverting waste to recycling initiatives; advances
in energy-efficient climate control for the museum environment, including the
continuation of an LED lighting installation program; and reductions in energy
consumption due to COVID-19 closure periods.
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Statistics
ONSITE ATTENDANCE

PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT
85

QAGOMA attendance

675 886

Onsite public programs presented 4

QAG attendance

288 300

Attendees at onsite public programs

GOMA attendance

387 586

Virtual public programs presented

Children

108 354

Participants in virtual public programs

4, 5

9013
41
4643

EXHIBITION ATTENDANCE (blockbuster and major)

QAGOMA Member programs

Mavis Ngallametta:
Show Me the Way to Go Home 1

156 520

QAGOMA Member program attendees

2573

QAGOMA Members

6281

Unfinished Business:
The Art of Gordon Bennett 1

202 194

The Motorcycle: Design, Art, Desire (ticketed)

112 367

PUBLICATIONS

TOURING ATTENDANCE
QAGOMA exhibitions and programs in
regional Queensland
Other offsite venues (Qld)
National venues
International venues

20 449

Publications published by the Gallery

12

Staff contributions to external publications

10

Papers presented (unpublished)

18

VOLUNTEERS
Curatorial volunteers

10

0

Library volunteers

10

0

Volunteer guides

87

5147

COLLECTION

Trainee volunteer guides

Total number of works 2

DIGITAL ENGAGEMENT

Works acquired in 2020–21

19 660

Website user sessions (qagoma.qld.gov.au)

508

Uses of onsite digital interactives

AUSTRALIAN CINÉMATHÈQUE 3
Short and feature films presented

249

Cinema screenings and events

457

Attendees at screenings and cinema programs
Volunteer-guided tours

1015

Participants in volunteer-guided tours

2612

Participants in volunteer-guided tours for
visitors with disability
Staff-led Art and Dementia programs
Participants in staff-led Art and
Dementia programs
School group visits

29
272
16 031

Student group visits (includes tertiary and
English language colleges)

1423

Special interest group visits
(includes adult and international)

1453

1 482 360
389 080

1.

Visitation listed shows the total attendance at either QAG or GOMA (as applicable)
for the duration of the relevant free exhibition, and also includes attendance at any
opening events for the exhibition.

2.

An acquisition previously catalogued as two works of art was corrected during
the reporting year to be regarded and counted as a single work of art.

3.

The Australian Cinémathèque closed from 31 March 2020 due to COVID-19
lockdown and reopened with the launch of the Brisbane International Film
Festival (BIFF) on 1 October 2020, with reduced seating capacity. Subsequent
lockdowns resulted in the cancellation of 15 screenings post BIFF reopening,
and social distancing measures continued to reduce seating capacity at screenings.
Where possible, both Cinemas A and B were used to increase capacity.

4.

Includes onsite Children’s Art Centre programs (46).

5.

Includes attendees (588) at onsite Children’s Art Centre programs; includes
virtual participants where applicable on the date of the event (e.g. where an
onsite event was also livestreamed).

39
252

0

Notes

20 155

LEARNING

Tours for visitors with disability

92
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Contribution to Creative Together 2020–2030
This section details the Gallery’s key contributions during
the reporting year to the five key pillars of the Queensland
Government’s Creative Together 2020–2030: A 10-year
Roadmap for arts, culture and creativity in Queensland strategy
and the associated Sustain 2020–2022 action plan. It should
be read in association with the Gallery’s broader outcomes as
detailed in the ‘Strategic objectives’ section (pages 16–25).

Elevate First Nations arts
•

•

•

The Gallery’s first Reconciliation Action Plan, proposed for
Innovate level, continued to be refined with Reconciliation
Australia during the reporting year. The Gallery anticipates
it will become only the second state gallery in Australia to
have a RAP in place, pending final approval anticipated in
the latter half of 2021. The plan establishes demonstrable
and measurable actions across the Gallery, encompassing
economic opportunity and procurement, approaches to
collecting cultural material, championing Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander values, increased employment and
opportunity, and cultural safety and community engagement.
During the reporting period, a total of 152 works by Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander artists were acquired for the
Collection, at a total value of $1.17 million. Approximately 83
per cent of works in the Indigenous Australian Art Collection
are by contemporary artists, many of whom directly address
Australia’s post-colonial history in their work. Artists include
Gordon Bennett, Tony Albert, Judy Watson, Tracey Moffatt,
Richard Bell, Vernon Ah Kee, Gordon Hookey, Jennifer Herd,
Naomi Hobson and Dale Harding. Works from the Indigenous
Australian Art Collection are displayed in dedicated Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander display spaces and contextualised
throughout the Australian art display at QAG. Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander Art makes up more than 50 per cent
of this display.
The Gallery presents a range of exhibitions, Collection
displays and public programs that recognise Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander knowledge and truth-telling
and connect Indigenous and non-Indigenous communities.
During the reporting year, the major exhibition ‘Mavis
Ngallametta: Show Me the Way to Go Home’, which
opened in early 2020, came to a close on 7 February.
This was followed by the opening in GOMA of ‘Unfinished
Business: The Art of Gordon Bennett’, a major survey
accompanied by a scholarly catalogue. In conjunction
with ‘Unfinished Business’, performances by First Nations
poets from the Queensland-based organisation Voices of
Colour were recorded in the exhibition and made available
on the Gallery’s YouTube channel. A virtual talk series

titled ‘Disrupt the Narrative’ featured high-profile First
Nations speakers on topics of art, media, protest and
history. The successful Up Late series programmed during
‘The Motorcycle: Design, Art, Desire’ featured standout
performances by Indigenous Australian singer-songwriters
Tia Gostelow and JK-47. More exhibitions focused on the
work of First Nations artists are detailed in the Exhibitions
section on page 56.
•

In May, in conjunction with National Reconciliation Week
2021, a new program of regular tours led by First Nations
storytellers launched at QAGOMA. Titled Art and This
Place, the free monthly tours focus on different works in
the Gallery’s Indigenous Australian Art Collection and
connect to the history of Kurilpa Point. The tours are a
partnership with Blaklash Creative, whose involvement
is supported through a Growing Indigenous Tourism in
Queensland initiative through the Queensland Government
Department of State Development, Tourism and Innovation.

Activate Queensland’s local places and
global digital spaces
•

The Gallery’s major and blockbuster exhibitions activate
the Cultural Centre and generate intrastate and interstate
visitation. During the reporting year, the Gallery successfully
opened two blockbuster exhibitions: ‘The Motorcycle:
Design, Art, Desire’ and ‘European Masterpieces from The
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York’, both detailed further
in this report. Throughout the reporting period, a number
of public programs pivoted successfully to online delivery,
connecting new audiences with content and live interactions,
and establishing new online attendance benchmarks.
Upcoming in December 2021 is the landmark ‘The 10th
Asia Pacific Triennial of Contemporary Art’ (APT10).
This continued ambitious programming is crucial to
rebuilding the Gallery’s audience share following the
impacts of COVID-19 and contributes to the recovery
of the arts and cultural sector in Queensland.

•

The Gallery’s Digital Transformation Initiative is a major
four-year strategic project that seeks to significantly
increase connectivity, access and utility for Queenslanders
and other audiences to the Gallery’s Collection, research,
educational resources, content, products and services.
For more information see page 24. COVID-19 has served
as an accelerant for the Gallery’s virtual events and
programs. During the reporting year, online programs
such as drawing workshops and contemporary art
lectures have been successful in meeting strong
demand for virtual experiences from audiences
across the state and beyond.
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Drive social change across the state
•

COVID-19 amplified the importance of participation in
the arts as a means of building community cohesion and
reducing isolation. Public, learning and access programs at
QAGOMA connect audiences with arts and culture, provide
a platform for diverse voices including First Nations people,
and play a role in the wellbeing of participants. Programs
with particular social impact outcomes during the reporting
period included the Gallery’s regular Art and Dementia
program, and a new twice-monthly program for individuals
with younger-onset dementia, presented in partnership with
The Prince Charles Hospital Internal Medicine Dementia
Research Unit; a low-sensory viewing of ‘The Motorcycle:
Design, Art, Desire’ on 21 January; four Art and Mindfulness
programs designed for members of professional medical
associations interested in engaging with works of art as a
catalyst for wellbeing; and 39 volunteer-guided tours for
252 visitors with disability.

•

The Quiet program provided audiences with onsite and
online opportunities to engage with the Collection through
yoga, meditation and slow looking sessions; the online
sessions were viewed more than 22 000 times.

•

The Art Pal project, held from August to September,
explored the role of art and creativity in connecting people
during the COVID-19. Over 300 people across Australia
submitted a postcard, documenting and reflecting on this
significant moment in time. The submissions are featured
in an online gallery and were archived by the QAGOMA
Research Library.

•

•

During the reporting year, QAGOMA Learning delivered 24
student programs for 563 students and eight professional
learning programs for 640 teachers, fostering high-quality
arts experiences for Queensland schools. Over 30 schools
participated in education programming at QAGOMA,
with a positive trend of more regional schools engaging
in the Gallery’s virtual student and teacher programs.
The ‘Creative Generation’ project partnership with the
Queensland Government Department of Education
continued to play an essential role in engaging students
across Queensland.
In November, the annual Design Tracks Creative Pathways
initiative — created to improve the confidence of First Nations
senior secondary students in their creative abilities — was
presented as an online program for 29 Indigenous students
from the Brisbane School of Distance Education, Foxwell
State Secondary College (Coomera), James Nash State

High School (Gympie), Meridan State College (Caloundra),
Nambour State College, St Ursula’s College (Toowoomba)
and Toowoomba State High School. Artists Dale Harding and
Jenna Lee, along with poet Ellen van Neerven, were the lead
mentors for this program, which challenged the students to
respond to the 2020 NAIDOC theme of ‘Always was, Always
will be’ through papermaking, pigment mixing and poetry.
Program partners Gilimbaa produced an animation that
combined the students’ creative responses. In March,
the same student participants had the opportunity to
attend a follow-up session in person at QAGOMA.

Strengthen Queensland communities
•

QAGOMA works with Queensland's network of regional
galleries and community centres to deliver exhibitions,
talks, workshops and children’s programs across the state.
During the reporting year, QAGOMA’s touring programs,
including Kids on Tour and ‘Patricia Piccinini: Curious
Affection on Tour’, activated more than 100 venues
across Queensland and the Torres Strait. The Gallery
also worked to engage with communities that have
previously had limited or no engagement with
QAGOMA's touring programs, including Girringun
Aboriginal Corporation (Cardwell), TYTO Regional
Art Gallery (Ingham) and Texas Art Gallery.

Share our stories and celebrate our storytellers
•

Storytelling is at the heart of the practice of Queenslandborn artist William Yang, whose major solo exhibition
opened at QAG on 27 March. This exhibition traced
his career from documentary photography through to
explorations of cultural and sexual identities and his
depictions of landscape, and was informed by the cultural
and political pressures of growing up as a gay man from
a Chinese immigrant family in north Queensland. Yang
integrates his photographic practice with writing, video
and performance, and a major publication on the artist
accompanied the exhibition.

•

The Gallery’s publishing program of major exhibition
catalogues provides a lasting legacy of exhibitions that
celebrate Queensland artists and their stories. For more
on publications produced during the reporting year,
see page 19.
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Strategic objectives
Collection and exhibitions — Build Queensland’s
globally significant Collection and deliver
compelling exhibitions.

members and Gallery Medallist Cathryn Mittelheuser AM;
alongside a series of hanging scrolls donated by the artist,
these works bridge the gap between early and more recent
holdings by Lee in the QAGOMA Collection. Five works by
Australian modernist printmakers Florence M Higgs and
Jessie Traill, active in the 1940s and 1950s, were purchased
through the Helen Dunoon bequest. Traill’s Their time has
come, in Northumberland 1938 is a fine example of both the
artist’s masterful control of the etching plate and press, and
her passionately held interest in conservation and nature.
Higgs’s four works are an important selection from this
productive period of Australian printmaking by an intriguing
and exacting artist not previously represented in the
Collection. The Gallery also acquired Kiln 1973 by another
printmaker, Dora Chapman, and is a strong example of the
artist’s screenprinting expertise, on which the Gallery can
begin to build a profile selection of work by this artist. Other
important gifts during the year included Charles Blackman’s
charcoal work on paper, Sugar town c.1978, gifted by Philip
Bacon AO, and Luke Roberts’s Pope Alice’s Miracle Baby /
Pope Alice as Madonna and Child 1993, gifted by the artist
to honour the 40th anniversary of the exhibition ‘Pope Alice
presents Luke Roberts’.

1.1 Develop and exhibit the Collection with a focus on
contemporary art from Australia, Asia and the Pacific
and a commitment to Queensland art and artists.
•

QAGOMA acquired 508 works of art during the year,
bringing the total number in the Collection at 30 June to
19 660. Twenty-three exhibitions and Collection displays
were presented onsite at QAGOMA during the year.
The full lists of acquisitions and exhibitions are included
in this report (see pages 26 and 56 respectively).

•

For the Gallery’s collection of Indigenous Australian Art,
Leanne Bennett generously donated two works by her
late husband Gordon Bennett, one of Queensland’s most
celebrated artists. Both works were included in ‘Unfinished
Business: The Art of Gordon Bennett’: the abstract work
Number three 2004 from Bennett’s so-called ‘Stripe
painting’ series, which signalled a dramatic shift in his
practice; and Psycho(d)rama 1990, one of the artist’s most
significant early installations. Queensland-born Indigenous
contemporary artist Danie Mellor gifted the Gallery two
of his recent major works: A time of the World’s making
2019 extends his widely admired and meticulous drawings
executed in monochromatic blue crayon; and the large-scale
sculptural work Matter Matters 2019, which echoes the
dramatic life-giving root network of the ancient mangrove
species seen growing on the Brisbane River. Two works by
Dhuwarrwarr Marika were acquired with funds from Anne
Best for the ‘Yolngu/Macassan Project’ that will be part of
the forthcoming APT10 exhibition. Continuing his generous
support of the Gallery, donor Glenn Manser gifted a group
of works including three Spinifex paintings, ten works by a
core group of Papunya Tula artists, a group of watercolours
by the Hermannsburg School and a painted pot by senior
artist Judith Pungkarta Inkamala. In August, QAGOMA was
invited to participate in the Cairns Indigenous Art Fair’s
Collectors and Curators online program, acquiring six prints
by emerging artists Jeannie Holroyd, Daphne de Jersey,
Glen Mackie and Tommy Pau. Six early Papunya board
paintings were acquired during the year, as part of a group
of 13 in total being acquired over three years from 2019–20,
made possible by funding from the Australian Government’s
National Cultural Heritage Account.

•

The Gallery’s Australian art holdings were enhanced by
the first landscape by Grace Cossington Smith to enter our
Collection: Deep water, Bobbin Head c.1942, gifted by donor
Des Park. A group of works by Brisbane-born artist Lindy Lee —
a major sculpture and a group of works on paper — entered
the Collection through the support of QAGOMA Foundation

•

The Asian and Pacific Art department acquired, through
the Jennifer Taylor bequest, the video and performance
pieces of The Last Resort 2020 by Pasifika artist Latai
Taumoepeau, which were presented as part of the 2020
exhibition ‘NIRIN: 22nd Biennale of Sydney’. A number
of Pacific Art acquisitions have been made for ‘The 10th
Asia Pacific Triennial of Contemporary Art’ (APT10): Fijian
water vessels and cooking pots; ceramic works by senior
Papua New Guinean artist Mary Gole; woven flowers and
toys from the island of Ebeye in the Marshall Islands;
Micronesian flower adornments from the island of Kosrae;
and embroidered and appliqued skirts (urohs) from Pohnpei.
These acquisitions were made possible by the Oceania
Women’s Fund, the Estate of Jessica Ellis and general
donations. Also purchased for APT10, Lee Paje’s The stories
that weren’t told 2019 is an exquisitely executed triptych
painting on copper panels. It combines elements from
precolonial Filipino creation stories and Judaeo-Christian
myths of the origin of the world and humankind into a hybrid
creation story that envisages an inclusive paradise that is
not defined by heterosexual norms. The painting, generously
supported by Terry and Mary Peabody and Mary-Jeanne
Hutchinson, is one of Paje’s most recent and ambitious
large-scale works, important for reflecting her perspective
on gender and the diverse cultural and historical influences
that have formed the Philippines as a nation. Donor Richard
Eves gifted a work by Mathias Kauage OBE, who was a
leading figure in the story of contemporary art in
Papua New Guinea.
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•

•

Purchased with funds from the Henry and Amanda Bartlett
Trust, Mary Hillier and Four Other Women ("Have we not
heard the Bridegroom is so sweet!") 1874, by pioneering
nineteenth-century female photographer, Julia Margaret
Cameron, joined two high-quality albumen photographs
by the artist already in the Gallery’s International Art
Collection. Three pieces of Art Nouveau jewellery were
also purchased with funds from the Henry and Amanda
Bartlett Trust; the small dragonfly brooch, orchid pendant
necklace and hair comb will contribute significantly to
the Gallery’s representation of this important moment in
art history. Nine photographs comprising the ‘Dwelling: in
this space we breathe’ 2017–18 series by Gambian-British
artist Khadija Saye were acquired with funds from Peter
and Agnes Cooke, Michael and Vanessa Myer, Jan Murphy
and Sydney Williams QC and the Contemporary Patrons.
In these works, Saye explores the migration of traditional
Gambian spiritual practices into a contemporary world and
offers testimony to the black experience of trauma and
recovery. A gift by donors Alex and Kitty Mackay included
four works by Chilean photographer Paz Errázuriz from
her seminal series ‘La manzana de Adán (Adam’s apple)’
1983–87. These frank images trace the life of one of two
brothers operating illegally as vulnerable queer sex workers
under the repressive military dictatorship of President
Augusto Pinochet. Known for her work in documenting
marginalised communities in Chile, these works will be
the first by Errázuriz to enter the Collection, representing
an increasingly important figure in twentieth-century
photography and Latin American art.
The QAGOMA Research Library acquired a significant
gift of Australian international books and exhibition
catalogues from Alex and Kitty Mackay through the
QAGOMA Foundation. Gael Newton AM and Tim Roberts
also continued to support the Library’s research collection
through donations.

1.2 Develop and deliver blockbuster and major
exhibitions that hold wide audience appeal.
•

See the Director’s overview (page 7) for an overview of this
year’s blockbuster exhibitions ‘The Motorcycle: Design,
Art, Desire’ (more information also follows below) and
‘European Masterpieces from The Metropolitan Museum
of Art, New York’.

•

Innovative and exacting exhibition and interactive design
was a key component of the successful delivery and
positive audience response to ‘The Motorcycle’ exhibition.
While previous exhibitions at QAGOMA have incorporated
cars, motorcycles and even caravans, displaying over

100 icons of motorcycle design on the ground floor of
GOMA was an unprecedented challenge. Each motorcycle
was displayed as if it were moving (rather than as a
static object), suspended via customised wire cabling.
The final design of the exhibition responded to COVID-19
by creating ample circulation space and points of choice
when circulating through the displays. The design also
supported the exhibition narrative of the earliest motorcycle
technology and design building momentum throughout
the twentieth century and evolving towards electric power
and new technologies that promise to reshape the transport
of tomorrow. There were two key interactive projects
for visitors of all ages. In Let’s Ride, visitors were able
to experience and share their dream motorcycle ride
through augmented-reality and green-screen technology.
This activity featured three motorcycles from the exhibition:
a 1960 Vespa, 1967 Husqvarna and 2020 Savic. Sixty-nine
per cent of the more than 55 000 posters made as part of
the activity were shared. Visitors could also create their own
unique motorcycle in the digital bike-customising activity
Build a Bike. In this interactive, visitors were invited to join
the team from Brisbane motorcycle designers Ellaspede
to transform a Yamaha SR400 into a custom creation like
no other. During the exhibition period, visitors created over
37 000 bikes.
•

The marketing and media campaign for ‘The Motorcycle’
proactively sought to engage an audience that was not
historically typical for the Gallery. The marketing and media
campaign for ‘The Motorcycle’ proactively sought to engage
an audience that was not historically typical for the Gallery.
New strategies targeted niche sports, entertainment and
motorcycle enthusiasts, with a focus on male audiences.
Strategic Partner Tourism and Events Queensland (TEQ)
provided key support through a substantial intra- and
interstate campaign. TEQ also supported QAGOMA bringing
four motorcycle influencers to visit Brisbane and engage in a
full city experience, including the exhibition. The influencers
were asked to post both on their experience of the exhibition
and their explorations and impressions of Brisbane, resulting
in more than half a million impressions and reach of just over
400 000. Content around ‘The Motorcycle’ on QAGOMA’s
WeChat channel, targeting the domestic Chinese market,
resulted in the highest viewed post and highest engagement
rate since platform launch. Promotional video content
produced for the exhibition resulted in views over one
million on YouTube, with activity reaching more men than
women. ‘The Motorcycle’ exhibition brand and marketing
creative concept was named a 2021 finalist in the Museums
Australasia Multimedia and Publication Design Awards.
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•

The 2020 Brisbane International Film Festival (BIFF, 1–11
October) was the final festival organised and curated by
QAGOMA’s Australian Cinémathèque under its threeyear partnership with Screen Queensland and supported
by Screen Australia. BIFF 2020 featured 109 films
(39 feature films, 34 documentaries and 36 short films),
with 204 screenings across six venues to accommodate
reduced cinema capacities in line with social distancing
requirements. The line-up included 50 Australian premieres
and two world premieres, a global short film competition,
special events, panels and conversations with filmmakers
and industry experts, and two associated exhibitions in
GOMA: ‘Cut It: Collage to Meme’ and ‘Welcome to Colour
Television’. BIFF 2020 patrons were Australian film industry
icons, acclaimed actor Jack Thompson AM and Academy
Award-nominated editor Jill Bilcock AC, both of whom
worked on the Opening Night film High Ground, which had
its Australian premiere at QAGOMA. Closing Night featured
the world premiere of the moving documentary, Firestarter:
The Story of Bangarra, a compelling look at the rise of
Australia’s premier dance company and its Queenslandborn Artistic Director, Stephen Page.

•

The Children’s Art Centre commissioned six artists to
develop a range of projects for APT10 Kids. These will
include immersive environments, interactive installations,
and multimedia and hands-on making and drawing
activities. Differing forms of engagement in the projects
will allow for children of all ages — from toddlers through
to primary school students — to find something to enjoy
and connect with. A drawing project with the Uramat
community in Papua New Guinea and regional Queensland
communities will also feature.

•

The Gallery’s Publishing team commenced the
production of the APT10 exhibition catalogue, which will
feature texts on each of the 69 artists and collaborative
projects involved in the exhibition — written by QAGOMA
curators and, in some cases, by the artists themselves —
accompanied by photographs of works of art and images
of artists’ communities, studios and working practices.
With the generous support of the Australia Council,
production of the Asia Pacific Art Papers: Contemporary
Contexts, Practices, Ideas digital publication commenced,
with design by Autumn Studio and published in celebration
of APT’s role in increasing cultural understanding and
expanding artistic dialogue through research. This newly
commissioned collection of online texts by both external
and QAGOMA writers will fill a gap in English-language
publishing on the Asia Pacific and will be published in
three stages: in September 2021, December 2021 and
March 2022, under the auspices of the Australian
Centre of Asia Pacific Art.

•

The Australian Centre of Asia Pacific Art (ACAPA),
the Gallery’s Asia Pacific research and publishing arm,
continued to host the long-running 'Perspectives: Asia'
lecture series, in partnership with the Griffith Asia Institute.
Work continued on the digitisation of the Asia Pacific
Triennial Archive, an important resource held in the
Research Library for researchers, curators and students.
The ACAPA Community Engagement project commenced
during the year — a major new initiative involving more
than 10 individual contributors and community groups
to specifically target Pacific communities to develop
ways to build engagement before and during APT10.

1.3 Develop the Asia Pacific Triennial of Contemporary
Art, Australia’s leading exhibition series on the region’s
contemporary art.
•

On 1 June, the first group of artists and projects were
publicly announced for ‘The 10th Asia Pacific Triennial of
Contemporary Art’ (APT10, 4 December 2021 – 25 April
2022). The landmark tenth edition of the APT will look to
the future of art and consist of newly commissioned works
developed through the Gallery’s sustained engagement
with this culturally diverse region. Major projects include a
spectacular installation by Bangladeshi artist Kamruzzaman
Shadhin and Gidree Bawlee Foundation of Arts; a worldfirst co-curated project of eight contemporary Taiwanese
Indigenous artists in partnership with the Indigenous Peoples
Cultural Development Centre; a project showcasing Uramat
dance masks from the community of East New Britain, Papua
New Guinea; and a dramatic collaboration between Torres
Strait Islander artists Grace Lillian Lee and Ken Thaiday
Snr. Other artists announced included Kaili Chun (Hawai'i),
Kimiyo Mishima (Japan), Salote Tawale (Fiji/Australia) and
the Seleka International Art Society Initiative (Tonga). In total,
APT10 will feature 69 artist and group projects incorporating
more than 100 individual artists, plus cinema programs,
projects for children, and dedicated engagement with
Pacific communities in south-east Queensland.
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1.4 Take a leading role in research and debate in the arts
and share knowledge broadly.
•

○

The Gallery produced five major publications during the year:
○

Unfinished Business: The Art of Gordon Bennett,
generously supported by the Gordon Darling Foundation,
was produced in close collaboration with the Gordon
Bennett Estate and featured more than 120 colour
reproductions of the artist’s paintings, installations
and video works, as well as commentaries by Dr Zara
Stanhope, Abigail Bernal, Simon Wright, Dr J Faith
Almiron and Tim Riley Walsh. Pages reproduced from
the artist’s personal notebooks, as well as personal
archival photographs, provided intimate insight into
how Bennett worked, and the publication sold out
before the exhibition’s close.

○

Two Sisters, A Singular Vision: Celebrating the Gifts
of Margaret and Cathryn Mittelheuser paid tribute to
the Mittelheuser sisters’ philanthropy and dedication
to enriching the QAGOMA Collection. It featured
reproductions of every work supported by the
Mittelheusers, as well as text by exhibition curator
Diane Moon elaborating on the benefactors’ origins
and motivations.

○

The Gallery partnered with renowned creative arts
publisher Phaidon Press, London, to produce the lavishly
illustrated The Motorcycle: Design, Art, Desire. This major
publication included spectacular images of machines in
the exhibition, coupled with texts on the design, history
and culture of the motorcycle by curators Professor
Charles M Falco and Ultan Guilfoyle. The result was a
compelling exploration of the automotive icon, and the
book sold out during the exhibition period.

○

William Yang: Seeing and Being Seen explored the
photographer and performer’s five decades of prolific
art practice, and was the first major monograph on the
artist published by a state art gallery. The book featured
more than 200 photographs, tracing Yang’s career
from his heady early days as a social photographer in
1970s Sydney, mid-career explorations of growing up in
north Queensland and through to his well-known series
addressing family ties, sexual and cultural identity, and
the Australian landscape. A limited-edition version of
the book, personally signed and numbered by Yang,
was also produced, containing a limited signed and
numbered print of his work Golden Summer 1987/2016.

Co-published by QAGOMA, Art Exhibitions Australia and
The Metropolitan Museum of Art, European Masterpieces
from The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York is
a generously illustrated full-colour hardback edition
produced to accompany the blockbuster exhibition
of the same name. Featuring 65 masterworks from
the collection of one of the world’s pre-eminent art
museums, this popular title serves as a primer to 500
years of European art and artists — from the Renaissance
to the early twentieth century — with scholarly
contributions from Katharine Baetjer, Curator Emerita
in the Department of European Paintings, Metropolitan
Museum of Art, New York, and Chris Saines CNZM,
Director, QAGOMA.

•

The QAGOMA Research Library continued its focus on
access through blogs and curated vitrine displays featuring
ephemera, photographs, artist books, artist sketches and
other items in the Library’s collection. Vitrine displays
during the year included preparatory sketches and samples
from Mella Jaarsma’s APT3 installation and Collection
work, Hi Inlander 1999, and a selection of material from
the Peter Tyndall and Robert MacPherson Correspondence
Archives 1970–2014. This display coincided with a paper
on the archive presented by Jacklyn Young, Librarian
(Collections) at the Arts Libraries Society of New Zealand
and Australia Biennial Conference at the State Library of
Queensland in November.

•

With the renewed focus on digital transformation at
QAGOMA, the Library published the Jon Molvig Project
Database of the artist’s works compiled by Glenn R Cooke,
former curator at the Gallery, and added full-text flipbooks —
including each of the Asia Pacific Triennial catalogues,
conference papers and exhibition reports to date — to the
Library’s online catalogue. Significant numbers of digitised
photographs and other resources were contributed to the
Gallery’s Digital Asset Management System.
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Strategic objectives (continued)
Audiences and engagement – Connect people with
the enduring power of art and ideas.

•

The Studio — an immersive, interactive visitor space —
was developed for ‘European Masterpieces from The
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York’ by QAGOMA’s
exhibition design, public engagement, learning and
multimedia teams. In a nod to the iconic Paris Opera, the
Studio includes a stage adorned with mirrors and stylised
theatre flats, and is activated daily with two-hour live
performances by musicians from Griffith University’s
Queensland Conservatorium performing a repertoire of
Renaissance, Baroque, Classical and Romantic music.
Another daily activation is life drawing of costumed models
recreating scenes from three works in the exhibition:
Johannes Vermeer’s Allegory of the Catholic Faith
c.1670–72, Jean-Baptiste Greuze’s Broken Eggs 1756 and
Marie Denise Villers’s Marie Joséphine Charlotte du Val
d’Ognes (died 1868) 1801. In the central part of The Studio,
still-life displays made with jewels, vessels, fruit and fabric
are inspired by the works in the exhibition. The Studio’s
multimedia interactives provide opportunities to connect
with paintings in the exhibition with special focuses on
music, symbolism, and the connections between the artists.

•

As part of its cultural tourism strategy, the Gallery
has commenced promotion of new exclusive visitor
experience packages, commencing in the latter half of
2021. They include a group evening experience focused
on Indigenous Australian art and art-making, supported
by bespoke culinary offerings, and a soon-to-be-released
signature art and dining experience associated with
‘The 10th Asia Pacific Triennial of Contemporary Art’.
These experiences have been co-designed with Indigenousowned business Blaklash Creative. QAGOMA also hosted
an event for Brisbane-based members of the Australian
Tourism Export Council to drive awareness of QAGOMA’s
cultural tourism offerings and drive partnership
opportunities.

2.1 Offer and promote exceptional experiences
onsite and online that target attendance and enhance
visitor satisfaction.
•

•

The public engagement program presented in association
with ‘The Motorcycle: Design, Art, Desire’ traced the history
and impact of the motorcycle through diverse stories,
perspectives and voices. A series of virtual events for the
exhibition’s opening featured Kim Krebs, Australia’s fastest
woman and land speed racer, who shared exhilarating tales
from her career; leading Australian designers and innovators
Dare Jennings (Deus Ex Machina), Michelle Nazzari
(Fonzarelli Electric Moto) and Leo Yip (Ellaspede) debated
the future of the motorcycle; and artists Reko Rennie and
Monika Behrens explored the interplay between art, design
and motorcycle culture. More virtual talks explored the
role that motorcycles play in shaping history, culture and
design, including a lecture by Dr Anna Hickey unpacking the
history of the leather jacket; a Vehicle for Change discussion
debunking stigmas associated with motorcycle groups; an
International Women’s Day talk highlighting the women
changing the image of riding; and a focus talk on motorcycles
in pop culture. Other events included a live-streamed Trivia
Night, a PechaKucha session presented in collaboration with
the Asia Pacific Architecture Festival 2021, and a storytelling
night hosted by Yarn Storytelling. Budding designers aged 13
to 18 were invited to submit a design for a motorcycle helmet
as part of a national competition inspired by ‘The Motorcycle’
exhibition. Major large-scale events for the exhibition
were Motorcycles on the Green, where more than 100
motorcycles were displayed outside GOMA by the members
of the Historical Motorcycle Club of Queensland and Ducati
Owners Club of Queensland, and two sold-out sessions of Up
Late, which featured the program’s flagship mix of art, live
music, bars and dining and was presented with support from
Tourism and Events Queensland as part of Curiocity Brisbane.
On the opening day of ‘Seeing and Being Seen’, artist
William Yang performed In Search of Home, a mesmerising
new performance commissioned by the Gallery for the
exhibition that explores his search for identity. Films of past
monologue works by the artist were also screened each
weekend of the exhibition in the lecture theatre. Public
engagement programs supporting the exhibition included
a teen workshop by local artist and photographer Seamus
Platt on the importance of documenting your community
through art. In May, exhibition curator Rosie Hays hosted a
virtual talk that delved deeper into works of art and themes
in the exhibition. Also in May, QAGOMA partnered with
Queerstories for a storytelling event held in conjunction
with ‘Seeing and Being Seen’, where six local storytellers
shared tales of pride, visibility and resilience.
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2.2 Encourage and develop lifelong learning for
people of all ages through QAGOMA Learning and
the Children’s Art Centre.
•

The Gallery’s online Learning Collection resource (qagoma.
qld.gov.au/learn/teaching-and-learning) for schools was
expanded with new content for primary and secondary
students for the exhibitions ‘Creative Generation 2021’,
‘The Motorcycle: Design, Art, Desire’ and ‘Unfinished
Business: The Art of Gordon Bennett’. Special events for
‘The Motorcycle’ included a professional development
program for 35 design teachers from metropolitan and
regional schools featuring sessions on curating and
exhibition design; while a hands-on design workshop for
middle school students gave 59 students the opportunity
to explore custom design principles and engage in drawing
activities facilitated by designers from custom motorcycle
company Ellaspede. In association with the ‘Creative
Generation 2020’ exhibition, QAGOMA Learning and the
Department of Education held two multi-day residencies
for art and design students from throughout Queensland.
Open Studio exhibiting artist Abdul Abdullah was a lead
mentor for the Creative Generation: In Residence program.

•

The Children’s Art Centre presented three major exhibitions
by Australian and international artists during the year.
Raquel Ormella’s ‘Now is the Time’ invited children to
share their thoughts on climate change through interactive
activities, while ‘The Gifting Tree’ by Sonia Chitrakar,
Archana Kumari and Kamta Tahed invited reflection on the
importance of trees via two drawing activities. Queensland
artist Ross Manning’s ‘Idling Engines’ engaged young visitors
in new ways — with their physical presence and movements
triggering Manning’s kinetic sound installation, much to the
delight of children and their families.

•

Onsite children’s programming resumed after being on hold
due to COVID-19 in 2020. Art Starters, for babies aged four
to 12 months and their parents and carers, focused on the
‘I, Object’ exhibition, as did the Art Explorers program for
three- to five-year-olds. Art Play Date for toddlers one to
three years of age focused on exploring shape through an
interactive tour that encouraged children to engage with
works of art using song and movement. A new collaboration
with Kinderling Kids Radio, supported by the Neilson
Foundation, resulted in resources for primary and secondary
students that explored design styles and included ideas
for making and responding. A custom-built app enabled
users to ride a Yamaha SR400 through abstract landscapes
inspired by each design style.

•

Submissions from Australian and international artists
were received during the reporting year in response to a
call for expressions of interest to create a new play-based
public artwork for children at QAGOMA. The proposals are
under consideration, with the work envisaged to be situated
adjacent to the GOMA Bistro’s outdoor dining area.

2.3 Provide exhibitions and programs to Queenslanders
in regional, remote and outer metropolitan communities.
•

A new QAGOMA Touring exhibition, ‘Patricia Piccinini:
Curious Affection on Tour’, commenced its five-venue regional
Queensland tour in September. Two distinct Kids on Tour
programs were held: ‘Island Fashion’ concluded in October
following an extension in its dates as a result of COVID-19,
while ‘Now is the Time’, developed with contemporary artist
Raquel Ormella, ran in more than 100 arts and community
venues from January to April. Regional touring exhibitions
and programs attracted 20 449 visitors. During the year,
17 per cent of participants in QAGOMA’s online public
programs identified as living in outer metropolitan Brisbane,
or regional or remote Queensland communities.

•

Since 2018, QAGOMA Learning’s Art as Exchange, which
aims to strengthen regional access to arts education,
has developed into a significant program. Art as Exchange
brings together leaders in art education to develop the
communities they serve. The program involves collaborations
and residencies, and assists the development of local arts
and culture policies. In June, Art as Exchange was held over
two days in Cardwell on Girramay Country with artists from
the Girringun Art Centre, and involved participants from Palm
Island, Burdekin, Townsville, Ingham, Mission Beach and Tully.
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2.4 Engage with and provide access for diverse
audiences and communities.
•

As part of its commitment to access for all, QAGOMA
continued to present regular and on-request guided tours
for visitors with dementia, visitors with low or no vision,
members of the Deaf and low-hearing communities,
and visitors with other physical or cognitive impairments.
This year the Gallery was able to significantly increase the
number of public programs that were Auslan interpreted
and captioned.

•

Accessibility offerings for ‘European Masterpieces
from The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York’
were a particular focus of the reporting year. The mobile
companion site developed by the Gallery for exhibition
featured audio tours for more than 40 works of art that
included Audio Description, Auslan translation and Closed
Captions. The Studio interactive space within the exhibition
included three-dimensional tactile interpretations of two
featured works of art with braille overlaid on the carded
labels that accompanied the tactile models. Queensland
Braille Writers Association at Braille House helped
produce a braille guide with general exhibition information,
instructions for accessing the mobile site, didactic texts
and links to audio descriptions, plus a tactile floorplan.
A digital text version of the braille guide was available on
the Gallery’s website in large print for people with low vision.
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Strategic objectives (continued)
Partnerships and practices – Build our community
of partners and organisational capability.

who walk through the Gallery’s doors. Digitisation and online
interpretative and education resources will help the Gallery
promote Indigenous Australian art across the world and
make the entire Collection accessible to a global community
of artists, curators, students, academics and general
audiences. The response to the Digital Appeal, as at 30 June,
was very positive, with more than $405 000 raised for the
broader Collection Online campaign — the highest received
for an annual appeal program in the Foundation’s history.

3.1 Collaborate to extend the Gallery’s capacity and
influence through partnerships and networks.
•

•

The Gallery continued to collaborate regionally and
internationally to deliver exhibitions and programs.
Working with Art Exhibitions Australia and The Metropolitan
Museum of Art, the Gallery delivered the blockbuster
exhibition ‘European Masterpieces from The Metropolitan
Museum of Art, New York’ at GOMA in June 2021.
The Gallery also collaborated with Professor Charles M
Falco and Ultan Guilfoyle on ‘The Motorcycle: Design,
Art, Desire’. National and international loans from private
and public collections featured in the major exhibitions
‘The Motorcycle: Design, Art, Desire’, ‘Mavis Ngallametta:
Show Me the Way to Go Home’, ‘Unfinished Business:
The Art of Gordon Bennett’ and ‘William Yang: Seeing and
Being Seen’. In partnership with Mori Art Museum, the major
touring exhibition ‘Chiharu Shiota: The Soul Trembles’ has
been rescheduled and is due to be presented at QAGOMA
in 2022. The Gallery has also been in collaboration with
various national and international networks in preparation
for ‘The 10th Asia Pacific Triennial of Contemporary Art’,
due to open in December 2021.
Project partnerships were also integral to the Gallery’s
delivery of public engagement, learning and cinema
programs throughout the year. The Gallery acknowledges
its important relationships across these sectors that
contribute to positive outcomes and programs for
audiences. Significant Cultural Precinct partnerships
saw QAGOMA contribute to the Brisbane Writers
Festival at State Library of Queensland, and the World
Science Festival presented by Queensland Museum.

3.2 Attract philanthropic support for our inspiring and
ambitious programs through the QAGOMA Foundation.
•

The QAGOMA Foundation generated $6.074 million in
2020–21, of which cash donations and bequests were
$3.720 million and gifted works of art were $2.354 million.

•

The launch of the 2021 QAGOMA Foundation Digital Appeal
on 29 April signified the commencement of the public phase
of the Gallery’s Collection Online Campaign. This campaign
aims to realise the long-held goal of broadening access
to the state’s extraordinary Collection via an expansive
digitisation program, and as at 30 June has raised more than
76 per cent of its $5 million target. The Gallery is working
towards the goal of 100 per cent of the QAGOMA Collection
being accessible digitally, ensuring that regional and remote
audiences have access to the same works of art as visitors

•

The Foundation’s specialist giving groups — Contemporary
Patrons and Future Collective — continued to pool their
donations towards annual acquisitions. The Contemporary
Patrons voted to support Brisbane artist Justene Williams’s
major multimedia work The Vertigoats 2020. The Future
Collective supported Sydney artist Yasmin Smith's
archeological ceramics installation Flooded Rose Red Basin
2018, the first work poised to enter the Gallery’s Collection
by this widely exhibited artist. Following her successful
residency in QAG’s Open Studio project, Natalya Hughes
served as the Future Collective’s Artist Ambassador for
2020, which included working with the QAGOMA Foundation
to produce a virtual tour of her exhibition at Milani Gallery,
‘Maybe I Was Painting the Woman in Me’, in order to deepen
Future Collective members’ engagement with local artists.

•

The Foundation’s outcomes and activities are detailed in its
annual Year in Review publication, released each November.

3.3 Develop non-government revenue through
sponsorships, grants and profitable commercial services.
•

The Gallery’s Business Development and Partnerships team
secured support for the Gallery’s programs from external
funding bodies through strategic advocacy to Tourism and
Events Queensland and the Department of Foreign Affairs
and Trade, as well as through corporate partnerships,
memberships and the Gallery’s Business Leaders Network.
There were six new Business Leaders Network members
during the reporting year, growing membership to 22.
HSBC’s eight-month partnership as QAGOMA’s presenting
partner of online programs, which concluded at the end of
2020, saw 39 live virtual events presented to an audience
of over 6000 participants, including corporate members,
and viewed over 35 000 times via YouTube and IGTV.
Grants were confirmed for APT10 from the Taipei Economic
and Cultural Office, and the Department of Foreign Affairs’
Australian Cultural Diplomacy Grant Program and AustraliaJapan Foundation. The Gallery’s Business Development and
Partnerships Team continued to work on the case for support
for corporate pillars including First Nations engagement,
art and wellbeing initiatives, and sustainability.
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•

‘The Motorcycle: Design, Art, Desire’ exhibition received
generous support from the Queensland Government,
sponsors and tourism and media partners. The exhibition’s
Strategic Partner was Tourism and Events Queensland.
The Gallery acknowledges the ongoing support of Tourism
and Media Partners Brisbane Economic Development
Agency, Seven Network, JCDecaux, and Southern Cross
Austereo through Hit105 and Triple M. Supporting Partners
were Archie Rose Distilling Co., Bacchus Wine Merchant,
Deus Ex Machina, Ellaspede, Emporium Hotel South Bank
and Newstead Brewing Co. Custom motorcycle icons Deus
Ex Machina and Brisbane’s own Ellaspede made significant
contributions to the exhibition’s content and public
engagement programs.

•

The Gallery worked with Art Exhibitions Australia and
its corporate partners on ‘European Masterpieces from
The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York’. The Shayher
Group commenced a six-year relationship to support the
Gallery’s blockbuster and major exhibitions, commencing
as Major Partner of the ‘European Masterpieces’ exhibition.
Significant investment was made by Tourism and Events
Queensland, alongside extensive partnerships with
Mazda, Singapore Airlines, News Limited, Australian Radio
Network, Brisbane Airport Corporation, Brisbane Economic
Development Agency, Seven Network, JCDecaux and Accor,
and beverage partners Archie Rose Distilling Co., Bacchus
Wine Merchant and Newstead Brewing Co.

•

COVID-19 lockdowns and restrictions continued to impact
the Gallery’s food and beverage services, including events.
A number of corrective operational actions were implemented
over the past year in order to appropriately adjust to the
effects of COVID-19 on the hospitality and events industry,
the impacts of which were acutely felt at QAGOMA.
In August, the GOMA Bistro reopened as a sit-down dining
venue, following its operation as a Pop-up Providore in the
latter half of the previous reporting year due to the pandemic.
In September, the GOMA Restaurant re-launched with a
re-positioned offering for a broader segment of the Gallery’s
visitors, within a more limited range of operating hours.

•

During the year, the footprint of the dedicated Indigenous
artists and makers feature area in the Artists and Writers
Store (QAG) was increased, with a focus on sourcing from
Indigenous owned and operated businesses. The Store’s
festive season shopping period was successful, with a
significant increase (+300 per cent) in online sales as
compared to 2019, due largely to an improved online store,

more effective marketing and integration with the Store’s
Instagram account. The annual Christmas Design Market
was held on 5 December, attracting more than 6000 people.
Custom exhibition shops accompanied ‘The Motorcycle:
Design, Art, Desire’ and ‘European Masterpieces from
The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York’.

3.4 Sustain a safe, innovative and inclusive workplace
that empowers people to perform at their best.
•

The Gallery’s Digital Transformation Initiative continued,
with dedicated new positions created in order to progress
Collection digitisation, Digital Asset Management System
(DAMS) administration and change management. Several
key software project milestones were reached during
the reporting year: the Gallery’s new DAMS was put
into production and rolled out to over 100 users; the
implementation of a new Collection Management System
(CMS) — the largest technology project undertaken by the
Gallery — progressed; and a new consolidated Customer
Relationship Management (CRM) software was rolled out.
Planning was undertaken in relation to replacing aging
events management, point-of-sale and ticketing software
applications. All these packages represent critical digital
infrastructure that will enable QAGOMA to continue
efficient functioning with more interconnected data and
back-of-house processes. Enhancements for the Gallery’s
Collection Online resource have continued to be developed,
including high-resolution imagery, comparison photography,
mobile-first publishing techniques, voice search, and
contextual media and resources.

•

The Gallery achieved an 84 per cent engagement rate
in the 2020 whole-of-government employee survey
Working for Queensland, a rate significantly higher than
the Queensland Public Service and Public Service Office
median. The results revealed continuing positive trends in
staff relationships with their manager and colleagues, job
empowerment and confidence in organisational leadership.
As a result of implementing a range of initiatives to address
improvement opportunities from the previous year’s survey,
staff’s perceptions of the Gallery’s support for their learning
and development and workload management increased
by 7 per cent, while opinions towards the effectiveness of
internal processes also improved by 5 per cent. Improvement
opportunities identified through the survey were to continue
to look for occasions to improve efficiencies in internal
processes and for the Gallery to maintain a focus on
learning and development opportunities for staff.
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•

The Gallery continued to record significant improvements
in all key areas of work health and safety management and
reporting culture. The Lost Time Injury Frequency Rate has
increased above the reach target this reporting year. Four
Lost Time Injuries were recorded during the financial year.
The injury severity has remained low, and this is reflected
in the continued reduction in workers’ compensation
costs. This reduction can be attributed to effective injury
management strategies and a continued safety focus on
higher-risk tasks. The work health and safety response in
relation to COVID-19 is discussed on page 72.

3.5 Improve the functionality of the Gallery’s physical
spaces to enhance visitor experience.
•

In its first year as a formal performance measure, the
Gallery achieved 30 per cent reduction in landfill waste and
energy consumption, compared to its target of 5 per cent.
The Gallery’s Centre for Contemporary Art Conservation
team continued work in sustainable collection management
practices and energy-efficient museum climate control,
publishing and promoting this work at national and
international forums. LED lighting installation program
continued in spaces across QAGOMA. The Gallery’s retail
stores introduced waste-stream eco bins, adopted recycled
packing materials and continued to expand their range
of products from local and environmentally-conscious
suppliers. The Gallery’s food and beverage services worked
with the Facilities team to roll out a green-waste collection
project across QAGOMA and eliminate customer-facing
single-use plastics in outlets and events. The framing
workshop commenced the sourcing of sustainable timbers
for its work.

•

The Gallery’s Facilities team, in partnership with Arts
Queensland’s Arts Property and Facilities team, undertook
a significant refurbishment and equipment upgrade
relating to the Gallery’s closed-circuit television (CCTV)
monitoring function. This involved the relocation of the
existing CCTV room to an area that provided a larger
footprint to accommodate the new equipment, which
included additional and larger viewing monitors, adjustable
tables and seating, dimmable LED lighting and new
air-conditioning. This upgraded facility enabled extra
surveillance of the Gallery’s assets and additional security
and safety for staff and patrons.

•

In August, the Gallery secured an additional warehouse
located at its off-site storage space. The warehouse
provides an extra 925 square meters of additional storage
space, enabling a reduction of congestion (and thus safer
working spaces) within QAG and GOMA collection storage
and other temporary storage areas.
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Acquisitions
Donations and gifts through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation

Helen Lai in memory of her son,
Hiram To
Lindy Lee

Cultural Gifts Program
Anonymous donor
Anonymous donor

Airey Family

Alex and Kitty Mackay

Philip Bacon AM

Glenn Manser

Henry and Amanda Bartlett Trust
Anonymous donor

Peter McKay, Miriam Aman and Alfie
Aman McKay

Anonymous donor

Danie Mellor

Andrew Clouston

David Archer

Metamorphic Foundation

Tony Coleing and Shayne Higson

Australian Government through the
National Cultural Heritage Account

Cathryn Mittelheuser AM

Joshua Fisher

Gael Newton AM and Paul Costigan

George Gittoes

Leanne Bennett

Oceania Women’s Fund

Anne Best

Des Park

Saskia Havekes and Louise HavekesWalker in memory of Robert Walker

Marion Borgelt

Beth Parsons

Peter Bourke in recognition
of the people and culture of
Papua New Guinea

Terry and Mary Peabody and MaryJeanne Hutchinson

Philip Bacon AM
Leanne Bennett
Marion Borgelt

Taloi Havini
Dr Daryl Hewson
Jaeger Art Pty Ltd

Luke Roberts

Lindy Lee

John and Ross Searle in memory of
their mother Jean Searle

Alex and Kitty Mackay

Ross Searle
Martin Smith

Peter McKay, Miriam Aman and
Alfie Aman McKay

Bruce Sowter

Danie Mellor

Geoffrey and Lorelle St Clair in memory
of Arthur and Rosamond Smith

Des Park

Andrew Clouston

Wendy Stavrianos

Bequest of Helen Dunoon

Ross Searle

Salote Tawale

Dr Anna Edmundson

Martin Smith

Bequest of Jennifer Taylor

Estate of Jessica Ellis

Wendy Stavrianos

Cora Trevarthen and Andrew Reeves

Richard Eves

Salote Tawale

Joshua Fisher

Clinton Tweedie as a tribute to his
parents Heather and Arthur Tweedie

Clinton Tweedie as a tribute to his
parents Heather and Arthur Tweedie

Future Collective

David and Judy Tynan

David and Judy Tynan

George Gittoes

Joost van den Bergh

Judy Watson

Saskia Havekes and Louise HavekesWalker in memory of Robert Walker

Judy Watson

Jay Younger

Taloi Havini

Jay Younger

Constantine Carides and Elene Carides
in memory of their parents Kiryacos
and Mary Carides
Tony Coleing and Shayne Higson
Peter and Agnes Cooke, Michael
and Vanessa Myer, Jan Murphy
and Sydney Williams QC and
Contemporary Patrons

Dr Daryl Hewson
Jaeger Art Pty Ltd

Rick and Carolle Wilkinson

Glenn Manser

Luke Roberts
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Purchased through bequests,
trusts, funds and foundations
Henry and Amanda Bartlett Trust
Bequest of Helen Dunoon
Estate of Jessica Ellis
Andrew and Lilian Pedersen Trust
Bequest of Jennifer Taylor

Commissioned
Oceania Women’s Fund
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Gifts, Bequests, Purchases
ABELAM PEOPLE
Papua New Guinea
Ceremonial bowl c.1965–75
Earthenware, hand-built with incised
decoration and natural pigments
18 x 25 x 25cm
Acc. 2020.365
Ceremonial bowl c.1965–75
Earthenware, hand-built with incised
decoration and natural pigments
21 x 25 x 25cm
Acc. 2020.366
Ceremonial bowl c.1965–75
Earthenware, hand-built with
incised and applied decoration
and natural pigments
23 x 28 x 25cm
Acc. 2020.367
Gift of Peter Bourke in recognition
of the people and culture of Papua
New Guinea through the Queensland
Art Gallery | Gallery of Modern Art
Foundation 2020
ALAND, John
Australia 1937–2005
Nude in bed 1968
Pen, ink and pastel on paper
36 x 24cm (sight)
Acc. 2021.115
Gift of Ross Searle through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation 2021
ALOKOA, Ines J (Artist)
Federated States of Micronesia
b.c.1963
MORIS, Seniolyn T (Collaborating artist)
Federated States of Micronesia
b.c.1964
Miracle flower arrangement 2021
Taro fibre, wire, betel nut fibre
and synthetic dyes
120 x 60 x 50cm (approx.)
Miracle flower arrangement 2021
Taro fibre, wire, betel nut fibre
and synthetic dyes
120 x 60 x 50cm (approx.)

Miracle flower vine 2021
Taro fibre, wire, betel nut fibre
and synthetic dyes
100 flowers: 12 x 10 x 10cm (approx.)
Commissioned 2021 with funds
from the Oceania Women’s Fund
through the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
BAILEY & WINTER (Studio)
United States c.1869–71–1890
BAILEY, Wilbur Fisk (Photographer)
United States c.1840–unknown
WINTER, Robert (Photographer)
England/United States 1821–93
Mary and James O’Coner c.1875
Albumen photograph on paper
8.6 x 5.4cm (comp.); 10.1 x
6.3cm (mount)
Acc. 2020.335
Gift of Gael Newton AM and
Paul Costigan through the
Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation 2020
BAINIVALU, Apenisa
Fiji b.1959
LAISEANE, Laweni Tekina
Fiji b.1964
Saqa water vessel 1 2020
Earthenware
61 x 42 x 42cm
Muairua water vessel 2020
Earthenware
28 x 40 x 40cm
Saqa water vessel 2 2020
Earthenware
61 x 42 x 42cm
Saqa gusuirua water vessel 2020
Earthenware
46 x 36 x 36cm
Saqa gusuitolu water vessel 2020
Earthenware
49 x 40 x 40cm
Tagaurua water vessel 1 2021
Earthenware
34 x 18 x 18cm

Muairua water vessel 2 2021
Earthenware
28 x 40cm
Saqa gusuitolu water vessel 2 2021
Earthenware
49 x 40 x 40cm
Saqa gusuirua water vessel 2 2021
Earthenware
46 x 36 x 36cm
Tagaurua water vessel 2 2021
Earthenware
24 x 18 x 18cm
Purchased 2021 with funds from
the Oceania Women’s Fund through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
BARKER, George
Canada/United States 1844–94
recto: Rock of Ages, Niagara
verso: General view of the Falls from
Prospect Point c.1875
Albumen photograph on paper
recto: 24.4 x 19.5cm (comp.); verso:
24.6 x 19.6cm (comp.); album page:
28.2 x 22.4cm
Acc. 2020.336ab
Gift of Gael Newton AM and
Paul Costigan through the
Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation 2020
BARNABAS, Yukimi
Federated States of Micronesia b.1974
Urohs dereht (thread skirt) with wehi
(turtle), malek (chicken) and ngarangar
(coconut shell for sakau drinking)
mwahi (design) 2021
Poly-cotton machine embroidery on
cotton with acetate
76 x 98cm
Acc. 2021.073
Commissioned 2021 with funds
from the Oceania Women’s Fund
through the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
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BECK, Richard
United Kingdom/Australia 1912–85
Inge King at Realities Gallery 1977
Gelatin silver photograph on paper
21 x 19cm
Acc. 2021.036
Purchased 2021. Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
BENJAMIN, Elygene
Federated States of Micronesia b.1984
‘Kaselehli’ urohs dereht (thread skirt)
with ngarangar (coconut shell for sakau
drinking) and wehi (turtle) mwahi
(design) with hibiscus flowers and
roses 2021
Poly-cotton machine embroidery on
cotton with acetate
71 x 89cm
Acc. 2021.075
Commissioned 2021 with funds
from the Oceania Women’s Fund
through the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
BENNETT, Gordon
Australia 1955–2014
Number three 2004
Synthetic polymer paint on linen
Diptych: 152 x 182.5cm (each panel);
152 x 365cm (overall)
Acc. 2020.369ab
Remnant 1994
Synthetic polymer paint on cotton duck
and rope with canvas
7 x 165 x 90cm (installed); painting:
165 x 90cm; rope with canvas:
7 x 116 x 16.5cm
Acc. 2020.393ab
Gift of Leanne Bennett through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation 2020.
Donated through the Australian
Government’s Cultural Gifts Program

Psycho(d)rama 1990
Mixed media
700 x 700cm (installed, approx.);
16 ‘chessboard’ pieces: 100 x 100cm
(each), 400 x 400cm (overall);
two photographs: 188 x 130 x 3.5cm
(each, framed); watercolour: 12 x 8cm;
plinth: 82 x 30cm; three sculptures:
92 x 30 x 26cm, 92 x 30 x 26cm
and 31 x 17 x 12cm
Acc. 2021.001aw
Gift of Leanne Bennett through the
Queensland Art Gallery | Gallery of
Modern Art Foundation 2021. Donated
through the Australian Government’s
Cultural Gifts Program
BIRKELAND, Camilla
Norway/Australia b.1980
ide rom hvitt #3
(from ‘ide rom’ series) 2003
Photograph on paper, ed. 8/10
33 x 32cm (comp.)
Acc. 2021.136
Other shadows #1
(from ‘Other shadows’ series) unknown
Photograph on paper, ed. 10/10
32.5 x 31.7cm (comp.)
Acc. 2021.137
Other shadows #2
(from ‘Other shadows’ series) unknown
Photograph on paper, ed. unknown
26.4 x 20.1cm (comp.)
Acc. 2021.138
Stone (from ‘Staged’ series) 2006
Photograph on paper, ed. 5/5
137.5 x 44.5cm (comp.)
Acc. 2021.139
Gift of Dr Daryl Hewson through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation 2021.
Donated through the Australian
Government’s Cultural Gifts Program

BLACKMAN, Charles
Australia 1928–2018
Sugar town c.1978
Charcoal on paper
100.5 x 121cm
Acc. 2020.334
Gift of Philip Bacon AM through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation 2020.
Donated through the Australian
Government’s Cultural Gifts Program
BORGELT, Marion
Australia b.1954
Moondance mural: no 1 2014
Oil on medium density fibreboard
Eight panels: 220 x 352.5cm (overall)
Acc. 2021.033ah
Gift of the artist through the
Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation 2021.
Donated through the Australian
Government’s Cultural Gifts Program
BRADLEY & RULOFSON (Studio)
United States 1863–78
BRADLEY, Henry William
(Photographer)
United States 1813–91
RULOFSON, William Herman
(Photographer)
United States 1826–78
Group portrait of men and women
wearing bowler hats 1870s
Albumen photograph on paper
14.8 x 10cm (comp.);
16.6 x 10.8cm (mount)
Acc. 2020.337
Gift of Gael Newton AM and
Paul Costigan through the
Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation 2020
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BRODZIAK, AM
Fiji
Water carriers, Fiji c.1890–1900
Carte de visite, postcard
Image: 13 x 8.5cm; card: 13.5 x 8.5cm
Acc. 2021.253
Making pottery, Fiji c.1890–1900
Carte de visite, postcard
Image: 14 x 7.5cm; card: 14 x 8cm
Acc. 2021.254
Gift of Bruce Sowter through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation 2021
BROWN & OTTO
United States
Sister and younger brother 1871–72
Albumen photograph on paper
8.6 x 5.4cm (comp.);
10.2 x 6.2cm (mount)
Acc. 2020.338
Gift of Gael Newton AM and
Paul Costigan through the
Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation 2020
BROWN, attrib. to CA
Australia 1850–1908
Silver and mother-of-pearl shell
brooch c.1890
Silver mount with a border of
intertwined vine leaves, set with
a central carved motherofpearl
shell piece, decorated with flowers
and leaves
6.5 x 6.6 x 2.9cm (irreg.)
Acc. 2020.372
Purchased 2020. Andrew and Lilian
Pedersen Trust
BROWN, Leonard
Australia b.1949
St Sergius of Radonezh, with biographical
scenes 2003–04
Egg tempera on beech panel with
American oak supports
89 x 61cm (image);
93 x 65 x 6.7cm (framed)
Acc. 2021.147

I do not know from where
to where 2011
Oil on linen
50.6 x 150.5cm
Acc. 2021.148
Gift of Dr Daryl Hewson through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation 2021.
Donated through the Australian
Government’s Cultural Gifts Program
BROWN, TA
United States c.1876–1903
Clare Christ, May 13 1867
Albumen photograph on paper
10 x 5.8cm (comp.);
10.5 x 6.3cm (mount)
Acc. 2020.339
Gift of Gael Newton AM and
Paul Costigan through the
Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation 2020
BURTON, Illyampi Victor
Martu Manyjilyjarra people
Australia b.1955
Punmu 2017
Synthetic polymer paint on canvas
61 x 101.5cm
Acc. 2020.426
The Glenn Manser Collection.
Gift of Glenn Manser through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
2020. Donated through the Australian
Government’s Cultural Gifts Program
FW CAINE and COMPANY
Fiji 1904–unknown
Pottery making, Kadavu, Fiji
c.1904–10
Carte de visite, postcard
Image: 14 x 8.2cm; card: 14 x 9cm
Acc. 2021.257
Gift of Bruce Sowter through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation 2021

CAMERON, Julia Margaret
England 1815–79
Mary Hillier and Four Other Women
(“Have we not heard the Bridegroom
is so sweet!”) 1874
Albumen print on original mount
35.4 x 28.3cm
Acc. 2021.009
Purchased 2021 with funds from the
Henry and Amanda Bartlett Trust
through the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
CHAPMAN, Dora
Australia 1911–95
Kiln 1973
Colour screenprint on paper, ed. 14/50
50 x 40cm
Acc. 2020.321
Purchased 2020 with funds from
the Bequest of Helen Dunoon through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
CONSTABLE, Alan
Australia b.1956
Not titled (green and brown Polaroid
camera) 2015
Earthenware with glazes
15 x 19 x 16cm
Acc. 2020.409
Gift of Alex and Kitty Mackay through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation 2020
COOK, Ray
Australia b.1962
Puppy training 1988
Gelatin silver photograph with multiple
toning and negative manipulation on
paper, ed. unknown
40.5 x 40.5cm (comp., irreg.)
Acc. 2020.410
Symbiosis: Meg & Su 1990
Gelatin silver photograph with multiple
toning and negative manipulation on
paper, ed. 6/10
54 x 51cm (comp., irreg.)
Acc. 2020.411
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The tusker triplets – Beatrice 1990
Gelatin silver photograph with multiple
toning and negative manipulation on
paper, ed. 4/10
39 x 40.5cm (comp., irreg.)
Acc. 2020.412
My new tattoo 1992
Gelatin silver photograph with multiple
toning and negative manipulation on
paper, ed. 1/10
39 x 38cm (comp., irreg.)
Acc. 2020.413
Unnamed 1992
Gelatin silver photograph with multiple
toning and negative manipulation on
paper, ed. 1/10
41 x 41cm (comp., irreg.)
Acc. 2020.414
Assault on Persia: Self portrait heavy
with child 1993
Gelatin silver photograph with multiple
toning and negative manipulation on
paper, ed. 1/10
41 x 37cm (comp., irreg.)
Acc. 2020.415
Mother of nations: Portrait of the artist
neglecting to keep himself nice 1993
Gelatin silver photograph with multiple
toning and negative manipulation on
paper, ed. 1/11
40.5 x 40.5cm (comp., irreg.)
Acc. 2020.416
Lessons in male bonding: Portrait
of the artist & his lover as portly
courtesans 1994
Gelatin silver photograph with multiple
toning and negative manipulation on
paper, ed. 1/10
47 x 47cm (comp., irreg.)
Acc. 2020.417

Dawn patrol
(from ‘The Transportation’ series) 1994
Gelatin silver photograph with multiple
toning and negative manipulation on
paper, ed. 2/10
43 x 43cm (comp., irreg.)
Acc. 2020.418
Gift of Alex and Kitty Mackay through
the Queensland Art Gallery | Gallery of
Modern Art Foundation 2020. Donated
through the Australian Government’s
Cultural Gifts Program
D MACKAY AND CO
Australia
Gold and topaz bangle c.1900
18k yellow gold in hinged triple-bar
design, set with a large central facetted
topaz, approx. 22.5cts
5.5cm (inside diam.); 24 grams (weight)
Acc. 2020.370
Purchased 2020.
Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
DAKAMAS, Kimberly
Federated States of Micronesia b.1985
Urohs dereht (thread skirt) with orange
ngarangar (coconut shell for sakau
drinking) and ‘tribal’ mwahi (design) 2021
Poly-cotton machine embroidery on
cotton with acetate
72 x 82cm
Acc. 2021.077
Commissioned 2021 with funds
from the Oceania Women’s Fund
through the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
DANIEL, Rodleen
Federated States of Micronesia b.1974
Urohs dereht (thread skirt) with white
hibiscus mwahi (design) 2021
Poly-cotton machine embroidery on
cotton with acetate
67 x 89cm
Acc. 2021.267
Commissioned 2021 with funds
from the Oceania Women’s Fund
through the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation

DAWS, Lawrence
Australia b.1927
Asylum in Eden 1982
Oil on hardboard
122 x 137cm
Acc. 2021.259
Gift of David and Judy Tynan through
the Queensland Art Gallery | Gallery
of Modern Art Foundation 2021.
Donated through the Australian
Government’s Cultural Gifts Program
DE JERSEY, Daphne
Gangaliddam people
Australia b.c.1969
Gweeni 2020
Screenprint on paper
56 x 38cm
Acc. 2020.444
Meugu (Timber Yam) 2020
Screenprint on paper
76 x 56cm
Acc. 2020.445
Purchased 2020 with funds from
the Estate of Jessica Ellis through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
DIAZ, Vicente
United States b.c.1965
Paafu stories 2021
HD video: 5 minutes, colour, sound
Purchased 2021 with funds from
the Bequest of Jennifer Taylor
through the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
DONRE, Caroline
Federated States of Micronesia b.1963
Urohs dereht (thread skirt) with yellow
flowers and ngarangar mwahi (coconut
shell for sakau drinking design) 2021
Poly-cotton machine embroidery on
cotton with acetate
69 x 84.5cm
Acc. 2021.262
Commissioned 2021 with funds
from the Oceania Women’s Fund
through the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
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DONRE, Jacelynn
Federated States of Micronesia b.1984
Urohs dereht (thread skirt) with red,
yellow and pink hibiscus mwahi
(design) 2021
Poly-cotton machine embroidery on
cotton with acetate
69 x 88cm
Acc. 2021.261
Commissioned 2021 with funds
from the Oceania Women’s Fund
through the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation

DREW, Marian
Australia b.1960
One of four ways to fly #1
(from ‘Germany’ series) 1985–86
Type C photograph on paper
46.4 x 46.3cm (comp.)
Acc. 2021.269

DOOLAN, Tiara
Western Aranda people
Australia b.2002
Mt Hermannsburg Ljalkaindirma,
NT 2019
Watercolour on paper
17 x 36cm
Acc. 2020.420
The Glenn Manser Collection.
Gift of Glenn Manser through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation 2020.
Donated through the Australian
Government’s Cultural Gifts Program

One of four ways to fly #3
(from ‘Germany’ series) 1985–86
Type C photograph on paper
46.2 x 46.3cm (comp.)
Acc. 2021.271

DOWNS, Jarinyanu David
Wangkajunga/Walmajarri people
Australia c.1925–95
Kurtal with pink cloud c.1992
Natural pigments and synthetic
polymer paint on canvas
91.5 x 71cm
Acc. 2021.045
Jakarra wearing Murungkurra
headdress with Napjarri women c.1992
Natural pigments and synthetic
polymer paint on canvas
75 x 59cm
Acc. 2021.046
Gift of Alex and Kitty Mackay
through the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation 2021.
Donated through the Australian
Government’s Cultural Gifts Program

One of four ways to fly #2
(from ‘Germany’ series) 1985–86
Type C photograph on paper
46.4 x 46.5cm (comp.)
Acc. 2021.270

One of four ways to fly #4
(from ‘Germany’ series) 1985–86
Type C photograph on paper
46.3 x 46.1cm (comp.)
Acc. 2021.272
Twelve mountains/Twelve
summers 1987
Type C photograph on paper
35 x 37.5cm (comp.)
Acc. 2021.117
Dance 1/The argument
(from ‘Wynnum’ series) 1988
Type C photograph on paper
46 x 46.2cm (comp.)
Acc. 2021.118
Still life with bottle
(from ‘New York’ series) 1990
Type C photograph on paper
18 x 17cm (comp.)
Acc. 2021.119
Basalt 1997
Photograph on paper
32 x 40cm (comp.)
Acc. 2021.120

The Hammock 1997
Photograph on paper
26.5 x 34.5cm (comp.)
Acc. 2021.121
Genevieve with six rocks
(from ‘Light matter’ series) 1999
Type C photograph on paper
60 x 76cm (comp.)
Acc. 2021.122
Monolith (from ‘Powerhouse’ series) 2000
Type C photograph on paper
47 x 57cm (comp.)
Acc. 2021.123
Untitled (from ‘Powerhouse’ series) 2000
Type C photograph on paper
46.5 x 57cm (comp.)
Acc. 2021.124
Possum with five birds
(from ‘Australiana still life’ series) 2003
Archival pigments on cotton paper,
ed. 10/10
75.4 x 92cm (comp.)
Acc. 2021.125
Ice bricks c.2005
Offset lithograph on paper,
printer’s proof
30 x 60cm (comp.)
Acc. 2021.126
Frank’s horse unknown
Type C photograph on paper
46 x 69cm (comp.)
Acc. 2021.127
Untitled (water and rocks) unknown
Photograph on paper
39 x 49.4cm (comp.)
Acc. 2021.128
Gift of Dr Daryl Hewson through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
2021. Donated through the Australian
Government’s Cultural Gifts Program
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DUMBRELL, Lesley
Australia b.1941
Strand 1977
Synthetic polymer paint on canvas
130 x 213cm
Acc. 2021.040
Gift of Clinton Tweedie as a
tribute to his parents Heather
and Arthur Tweedie through the
Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
2021. Donated through the Australian
Government’s Cultural Gifts Program

Evelyn, Santiago (from ‘La manzana de
Adán [Adam’s Apple]’ series) 1983–87
Gelatin silver photograph on paper,
ed. unknown
29.8 x 20cm (comp.)
Acc. 2020.441

EHSA, Elwihter
Federated States of Micronesia b.1974
Urohs dereht (thread skirt) with white
flower on purple mwahi (design) 2021
poly-cotton machine embroidery with
patterned fabric appliqué on cotton
with acetate
60 x 88cm
Acc. 2021.260
Commissioned 2021 with funds
from the Oceania Women’s Fund
through the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation

Evelyn (from ‘La manzana de Adán
[Adam’s Apple]’ series) 1983–87,
possibly printed 2014
Gelatin silver photograph on paper,
ed. 1/6
32.3 x 50.7cm (comp.)
Acc. 2020.443
Gift of Alex and Kitty Mackay
through the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation 2020.
Donated through the Australian
Government’s Cultural Gifts Program

EMWALU, Dickson
Federated States of Micronesia/United
States b.1979
EMWALU, Phillipy
Federated States of Micronesia/United
States b.1987
Wa herak (canoe) 2021
Woven pandanus, twine and timber
50 x 37.5cm
Purchased 2021 with funds from
the Bequest of Jennifer Taylor
through the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
ERRÁZURIZ, Paz
Chile b.1944
Evelyn and Macarena, Santiago (from
‘La manzana de Adán [Adam’s Apple]’
series) 1983–87
Gelatin silver photograph on paper,
ed. unknown
22 x 31.6cm (comp.)
Acc. 2020.440

Evelyn, Santiago (from ‘La manzana de
Adán [Adam’s Apple]’ series) 1983–87
Gelatin silver photograph on paper,
ed. unknown
20 x 30.3cm (comp.)
Acc. 2020.442

FARRELL, Rose
Australia 1949–2015
PARKIN, George
Australia 1949–2012
After the fall, Act One 2004
Type C photograph on paper,
ed. unknown
145 x 99.5cm (comp.)
Acc. 2021.140
Edge of the divide, Act Seven 2004
Type C photograph on paper, ed.
unknown
146 x 99cm (comp.)
Acc. 2021.141

Shock Breakout
(from ‘Mangamorphosis’ series) 2009–10
Digital colour print on archival
cotton rag paper, ed. of 6
61.7 x 171cm (comp.)
Acc. 2021.142
Gift of Dr Daryl Hewson through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
2021. Donated through the Australian
Government’s Cultural Gifts Program
FERRAN, Anne
Australia b.1949
2 (from ‘138’ series) 2003, printed 2020
Inkjet print on archival paper, ed. open
32.8 x 48.3cm
Acc. 2020.373
6 (from ‘138’ series) 2003, printed 2020
Inkjet print on archival paper, ed. open
32.8 x 48.3cm
Acc. 2020.374
7 (from ‘138’ series) 2003, printed 2020
Inkjet print on archival paper, ed. open
32.8 x 48.3cm
Acc. 2020.375
8 (from ‘138’ series) 2003, printed 2020
Inkjet print on archival paper, ed. open
32.8 x 48.3cm
Acc. 2020.376
18 (from ‘138’ series) 2003,
printed 2020
Inkjet print on archival paper, ed. open
32.8 x 48.3cm
Acc. 2020.377
19 (from ‘138’ series) 2003,
printed 2020
Inkjet print on archival paper, ed. open
32.8 x 48.3cm
Acc. 2020.378
26 (from ‘138’ series) 2003,
printed 2020
Inkjet print on archival paper, ed. open
32.8 x 48.3cm
Acc. 2020.379
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31 (from ‘138’ series) 2003,
printed 2020
Inkjet print on archival paper, ed. open
32.8 x 48.3cm
Acc. 2020.380
38 (from ‘138’ series) 2003,
printed 2020
Inkjet print on archival paper, ed. open
32.8 x 48.3cm
Acc. 2020.381
Purchased 2020. Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
FOLEY, Fiona
Badtjala people, Wondunna clan,
Fraser Island
Australia b.1964
Mangrove seed pods 4 2002
Oil on linen
207 x 120cm
Acc. 2021.221
Sacred lotus lily 2003
Bronze, ed. 11/12
55.2 x 6.3 x 6.3cm (irreg.)
Acc. 2021.222
Sacred lotus lily I 2003
Oil on linen
137 x 92cm
Acc. 2021.223
Sacred lotus lily II 2003
Oil on linen
137 x 92cm
Acc. 2021.224
Opium poppy 2006
Aluminium, ed. 10/12
43 x 5 x 5cm (irreg.)
Acc. 2021.225
Opium dregs 2006
Oil on linen
137 x 92cm
Acc. 2021.226
Opium pipe 2010
Oil on linen
137 x 92cm
Acc. 2021.227

Breast plate 2010
Oil on linen
137 x 92cm
Acc. 2021.228
Badtjala shield 2010
Oil on linen
137 x 92cm
Acc. 2021.229
Kunm’arin (Wooden shield) 2010
Oil on linen
137 x 92cm
Acc. 2021.230
Gift of Andrew Clouston through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
2021. Donated through the Australian
Government’s Cultural Gifts Program
GAILLARD, Lucien
France 1861–1942
Comb (decorated with chestnut or
maple leaf and ladybird) c.1900
Horn and gold enamel
12.5 x 7cm
Acc. 2021.019
Purchased 2021 with funds from the
Henry and Amanda Bartlett Trust
through the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
GITTOES, George
Australia b.1949
Haircut (Samson and Delilah) 1972
Oil on linen
90 x 120cm
Acc. 2021.149
Gift of the artist through the
Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
2021. Donated through the Australian
Government’s Cultural Gifts Program
GLADWELL, Shaun
Australia b.1972
Woolloomooloo Nights (her hair) 2005
Lambda Durst C type photograph, ed. 3/5
95 x 95cm (comp.)
Gift of Joshua Fisher through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
2021. Donated through the Australian
Government’s Cultural Gifts Program

GOLE, OL, Joyce Mary Arasepa
Papua New Guinea b.1941
Water storage pot – woman’s face 2009
Handthrown earthenware with applied
decoration and natural wax
34.5 x 30 x 30cm
Acc. 2021.059
Susu mama with piglet and baby 2000
Handthrown earthenware with applied
decoration and natural wax
16 x 7 x 9.4cm
Acc. 2021.060
PNG warrior sitting on a pot 2007
Handthrown earthenware with applied
decoration, natural wax and coconut
frond stick
15 x 7 x 9.5cm
Acc. 2021.061
Young girl sitting down 2009
Handthrown earthenware with applied
decoration, natural wax and knotted
commercial wool bilum
11 x 6 x 8cm
Acc. 2021.062ab
Woman with a bowl 2015
Handthrown earthenware with applied
decoration, natural wax and knotted
commercial wool bilum
15 x 11.5 x 11.5cm
Acc. 2021.063ab
Mother feeding baby 2013
Handthrown earthenware with
applied decoration, natural wax,
knotted commercial wool bilum
and plastic beads
15.5 x 5 x 8.5cm
Acc. 2021.064ab
Pregnant mother sitting down 2003
Handthrown earthenware with applied
decoration and natural wax
8 x 10 x 8cm
Acc. 2021.065
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PNG man sitting on the ground 2018
Handthrown earthenware with applied
decoration, natural wax and woven
commercial string
12 x 7 x 10cm
Acc. 2021.066
Squatting mother 2011
Handthrown earthenware with applied
decoration and natural wax
14 x 11 x 10.5cm
Acc. 2021.067
Susu mama with baby 2009
Handthrown earthenware with applied
decoration and natural wax
17 x 7 x 10cm
Acc. 2021.068
Seated woman with child 2013
Handthrown earthenware with applied
decoration and natural wax
14.5 x 11 x 12cm
Acc. 2021.069

GRANT WG
Australia 1876–1951
Still life, white flowers c.1940s
Watercolour on paper
50 x 60cm
Acc. 2021.037
Gift of John and Ross Searle in
memory of their mother Jean Searle
through the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation 2021
GROUNDS, Marr
United States/Australia 1930–2021
Solar lines 1981
Gelatin silver photograph on paper
Three sheets: 15 x 15cm (each comp.);
42 x 80cm (framed)
Acc. 2021.116
Gift of Ross Searle through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation 2021

Seated girl 2011
Handthrown earthenware with applied
decoration and natural wax
15 x 11 x 9.7cm
Acc. 2021.070

HAUS YURIYAL (Men of the Yuri)
(Artist collective)
Papua New Guinea est. 2015
ARON, Enoch (Artist)
Papua New Guinea b. unknown
BEPI, Isaiiah (Artist)
Kondi Kanem tribe
Papua New Guinea b. unknown

Susu mama with baby 2009
Handthrown earthenware with applied
decoration, natural wax and knotted
commercial wool bilum
17.5 x 8 x 11cm
Acc. 2021.071ab

BRIDGEMAN, Yuriyal E (Artist)
Yuri Alaiku tribe
Australia/Papua New Guinea b.1986
DII, Peter (Artist)
Yuri Alaiku tribe
Papua New Guinea b. unknown

PNG warrior sitting on a pot 2012
Handthrown earthenware with applied
decoration, natural wax and dried
pandanus fibre
22 x 10 x 14cm
Acc. 2021.072
Purchased 2021 with funds from
the Estate of Jessica Ellis through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation

JOHN, Martin (Artist)
Yuri Alaiku tribe
Papua New Guinea b. unknown
KAMUN, Maiboi (Artist)
Kondi Kanem and Yuri Alaiku tribes
Papua New Guinea b. unknown
KAUPA, Mori (Artist)
Yuri Alaiku tribe
Papua New Guinea b. unknown
KAUPA, Steven (Artist)
Yuri Alaiku tribe
Papua New Guinea b. unknown

KAUPA, Philip (Artist)
Yuri Alaiku tribe
Papua New Guinea b. unknown
KEN, Simbil (Artist)
Kondi Kanem tribe
Papua New Guinea b. unknown
KIRUA, Moses Mote (Artist)
Yuri Alaiku tribe
Papua New Guinea b. unknown
LAIF, John (Artist)
Kondi Kanem tribe
Papua New Guinea b. unknown
MICHAEL, Felix (Artist)
Kondi Kanem tribe
Papua New Guinea b. unknown
MOTE, Sima (Artist)
Yuri Alaiku tribe
Papua New Guinea b. unknown
MUNUM, Mondo (Artist)
Yuri Alaiku tribe
Papua New Guinea b. unknown
NULAI, John Kokia (Artist)
Yuri Alaiku tribe
Papua New Guinea b. unknown
NULAI, Kale (Artist)
Yuri Alaiku tribe
Papua New Guinea b. unknown
NULAI, Paul (Artist)
Yuri Alaiku tribe
Papua New Guinea b. unknown
TAIMEL, Jason (Artist)
Kondi Kanem tribe
Papua New Guinea b. unknown
TALA, Rowel (Artist)
Yuri Alaiku tribe
Papua New Guinea b. unknown
TALPA, Joe (Artist)
Yuri Alaiku tribe
Papua New Guinea b. unknown
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TOLPARI, Munum (Artist)
Yuri Alaiku tribe
Papua New Guinea b. unknown
YALKUNA, Philipai (Artist)
Papua New Guinea b. unknown
YOPA, Ai (Artist)
Yuri Alaiku tribe
Papua New Guinea b. unknown
Kuman (Shields) 2019–20
Crayon and oil pastel on paper
115 sheets ranging from 29 x 21 to
35 x 27cm; 213 x 656.5cm (overall)
Purchased 2021. Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
HAVINI, Taloi
Hakö language group
Autonomous Region of Bougainville/
Australia b.1981
Habitat 2017
Multichannel HD video: 10:40 minutes,
colour, sound, 16:9, ed. 2/5
Habitat Konawiru 2016
Singlechannel HD video: 3:43 minutes,
colour, sound, 16:9, ed. 1/5
Gift of the artist through the
Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
2021. Donated through the Australian
Government’s Cultural Gifts Program
HENSON, Bill
Australia b.1955
Untitled 1985–86
Type C photograph on paper, ed. of 20
106.5 x 86.5cm (comp.);
134.5 x 113.5 x 4cm (framed)
Untitled 1985–86
Type C photograph on paper
106.5 x 86.5cm (comp.);
134.5 x 113.5 x 4cm (framed)
Gift of an anonymous donor through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
2021. Donated through the Australian
Government’s Cultural Gifts Program

HIGGS, Florence M
Australia 1918–2006
Golden cockerel 1956
Linocut on paper, ed. 2/15
28 x 20cm
Acc. 2020.323
Rock pool 1956
Linocut from four blocks
on paper, ed. TP
15 x 21.5cm
Acc. 2020.324
Parrots 1956
Linocut on paper, ed. 9/25
33 x 22.5cm
Acc. 2020.325
Wings c.1950s
Linocut on paper, ed. 8/12
28 x 20.5cm
Acc. 2020.326
Seagulls c.1954
Linocut on paper, ed. unknown
20 x 25.1cm (comp.)
Acc. 2021.003
Purchased 2020 with funds from
the Bequest of Helen Dunoon through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
Herons 1953
Linocut on paper, ed. unknown
23 x 17cm (comp.)
Acc. 2021.035
Purchased 2021 with funds from
the Estate of Jessica Ellis through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
HOLROYD, Jeannie
Kugu people
Australia b.1952
Two dilly bags 2020
Etching on paper
47 x 38cm (comp.)
Acc. 2020.356

Two dilly bags 2020
Etching on paper
48 x 45cm (comp.)
Acc. 2020.357
Purchased 2020 with funds from
the Estate of Jessica Ellis through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
HUDSON, Noreen
Western Aranda people
Australia b.1954
I live at YIPIRINYA HOSTEL 2018–19
Synthetic polymer paint and marker
pen on woven polypropylene bag
56 x 64.5 x 20cm
Acc. 2020.387
My Dream is for my Country 2018–19
Synthetic polymer paint and marker
pen on woven polypropylene bag
56 x 64.5 x 20cm
Acc. 2020.388
Purchased 2020 with funds from
the Estate of Jessica Ellis through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
IATMUL PEOPLE
Papua New Guinea
Au (sago pot) c.1965–75
Earthenware, hand-built with applied
decoration and natural pigments
19 x 18 x 20cm
Acc. 2020.360
Au (sago pot) c.1965–75
Earthenware, hand-built with applied
decoration and natural pigments
38.5 x 29 x 28.5cm
Acc. 2020.361
Gift of Peter Bourke in recognition
of the people and culture of
Papua New Guinea through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation 2020
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INKAMALA, Clara
Arrernte people
Australia b.1954
Aboriginal Hostel 2018–19
Synthetic polymer paint and marker
pen on woven polypropylene bag
58 x 64.5 x 20cm
Acc. 2020.386
Purchased 2020 with funds from
the Estate of Jessica Ellis through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
INKAMALA, Dellina
Western Aranda people
Australia b.1984
Camping in Todd River. House too
expensive $$$ 2018–19
Synthetic polymer paint and marker
pen on woven polypropylene bag
49.5 x 49.5 x 15cm
Acc. 2020.384
Purchased 2020 with funds from
the Estate of Jessica Ellis through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
INKAMALA, Judith Pungkarta (Potter)
Arrernte people
Australia b.1948
HERMANNSBURG POTTERS
(Pottery workshop)
Australia est. 1990
Albert Namatjira 2017
Earthenware, handbuilt terracotta
clay with underglaze colours and
applied decoration
33 x 28cm (diam.) (complete)
Acc. 2020.437ab
The Glenn Manser Collection.
Gift of Glenn Manser through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation 2020.
Donated through the Australian
Government’s Cultural Gifts Program

INKAMALA, Kathy
Western Aranda people
Australia b.1968
In Papunya there would be 3 or 4
generations of families living in one
house without their own space and it is
a health and safety issue. Many people
don’t want to stay in their communities
because of this 2018–19
Synthetic polymer paint and marker
pen on woven polypropylene bag
56 x 64.5 x 20cm
Acc. 2020.390
Purchased 2020 with funds from
the Estate of Jessica Ellis through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
Mt Hermannsburg - Ljalkaindirma,
NT 2019
Watercolour on paper
36 x 54cm
Acc. 2020.421
The Glenn Manser Collection.
Gift of Glenn Manser through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation 2020.
Donated through the Australian
Government’s Cultural Gifts Program
INKAMALA, Reinhold
Arrernte people
Australia b.1969
MY HOMELESS COUNTRY 2018–19
Synthetic polymer paint and marker
pen on woven polypropylene bag
56 x 64.5 x 20cm
Acc. 2020.389
Purchased 2020 with funds from
the Estate of Jessica Ellis through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation

INKAMALA, Vanessa
Western Arrernte people
Australia b.1968
Tjuritja
(West MacDonnell Ranges, NT) 2018
Watercolour on paper
20 x 30cm
Acc. 2020.419
The Glenn Manser Collection.
Gift of Glenn Manser through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation 2020.
Donated through the Australian
Government’s Cultural Gifts Program
IOANIS, Patsihpa
Federated States of Micronesia b.1963
Reverse appliqué and urohs dereht
(thread skirt) with wehi (turtle) and
stingray mwahi (design) with red
hibiscus flowers and seir en wahi
(fragrant head garland) 2021
Poly-cotton machine embroidery
on cotton with acetate
69 x 83cm
Acc. 2021.076
Commissioned 2021 with funds
from the Oceania Women’s Fund
through the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
ITIOTA, Vicky
Federated States of Micronesia b.1973
Urohs dereht (thread skirt) with ‘tribal’
mwangas (coconut), orange flowers
and ‘Pohnpei’ mwahi (design) 2021
Poly-cotton machine embroidery on
cotton with acetate
65 x 85cm
Acc. 2021.263
Commissioned 2021 with funds
from the Oceania Women’s Fund
through the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
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JACK, Kenneth
Australia 1924–2006
Grey Street Bridge, Brisbane 1953
Linocut on paper, ed. unknown
15.5 x 21.5cm
Acc. 2021.010
Gift of Ross Searle through the
Queensland Art Gallery | Gallery of
Modern Art Foundation 2021
JACOB, Leindrik
Republic of the Marshall Islands
b.c.1983
ALVIN, Keju
Republic of the Marshall Islands
b.c.1981
BOKTOK, Ketty
Republic of the Marshall Islands
b.c.1975
KIOTAK, Naer
Republic of the Marshall Islands
b.c.1977
HAX, Buoj
Republic of the Marshall Islands
b.c.1984
GOLD, Janice
Republic of the Marshall Islands
b.c.1983
LANWI, Almitha
Republic of the Marshall Islands
b.c.1971
Flowers 2021
Teneriffe needlework: wire, plastic
thread and florist tape
75 pieces: 15 x 8 x 8cm (each, approx.)
Flowers 2021
Teneriffe needlework: wire, plastic
thread and florist tape
100 pieces: 18 x 11 x 11cm
(each, approx.)
Flowers 2021
Teneriffe needlework: wire, plastic
thread and florist tape
100 pieces: 18 x 14 x 14cm
(each, approx.)

Flowers 2021
Teneriffe needlework: wire, plastic
thread and florist tape
75 pieces: 18 x 18 x 18cm (each, approx.)
Commissioned 2021 with funds
from the Oceania Women’s Fund
through the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
JACOULET, Paul
France/Japan 1896–1960
Chagrins d’Amour 1940
Colour woodcut on Japanese paper
39.4 x 29.8cm (comp.)
Fleurs du Soir. TruckToloas 1941
Colour woodcut on Japanese paper
39.4 x 30.2cm (comp.)
Retour de La Jungle. Tondano:
Celebes 1948
Colour woodcut on Japanese paper
39.4 x 30.2cm
Fumées de Santal. Mandchoukuo 1948
Colour woodcut with embossing on
Japanese paper
30.8 x 40.6cm (comp.)
Les Deux Adversaires Corée 1950
Colour woodcut on Japanese paper
39.4 x 30.2cm (comp.)
Les Deux Adversaires Corée 1950
Colour woodcut on Japanese paper
39.4 x 30.2cm (comp.)
Purchased 2021 with funds
from the Airey Family through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
JENNER, Isaac Walter
England/Australia 1836–1902
Kellsy & Cussen’s Pearl Shelling Station
on Prince of Wales Island, Torres Straits
Queensland c.1898
Oil on canvas
24.5 x 44.5cm
Acc. 2020.391

O’Hagan & McAlister’s Pearl Shelling
Station, Friday Island, Torres Straits
Queensland c.1898
Oil on canvas
24.5 x 44.5cm
Acc. 2020.392
Gift of Geoffrey and Lorelle St
Clair in memory of Arthur and
Rosamond Smith through the
Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation 2020
KAIEP PEOPLE
Papua New Guinea
Sepik storage pot c.1965–75
Earthenware, hand-built with incised
decoration
30.5 x 41.5 x 39cm
Acc. 2020.362
Gift of Peter Bourke in recognition
of the people and culture of
Papua New Guinea through the
Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation 2020
KAUAGE, Elisabet
Papua New Guinea b.1951
Kiapten Kuk Ship 2002
Synthetic polymer paint on canvas
100 x 90cm
Acc. 2021.249
Gift of Dr Anna Edmundson through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation 2021
KAUAGE, Mathias
Papua New Guinea 1944–2003
Widow views Okuk’s coffin 2000
Synthetic polymer paint on canvas
98 x 105cm
Acc. 2021.053
Gift of Richard Eves through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation 2021
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KAUKA, Susy
Federated States of Micronesia/United
States b.1961
EMWALU, Siena
Federated States of Micronesia/United
States b.1963
Paafu (navigation system) 2021
Woven pandanus mat and shells
Mat: 213.4 x 213.4cm; 24 small and 8
large shells: dimensions variable
Purchased 2021 with funds from
the Bequest of Jennifer Taylor
through the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
KEJU, Deonaire
Republic of the Marshall Islands
b.c.1959
Anikoj Loeak 2021
Digital print on paper
50.8 x 40.7cm
Acc. 2021.021
B J Amon 2021
Digital print on paper
40.7 x 50.8cm
Acc. 2021.022
Ebeye boys building toy waa
(canoe) 2021
Digital print on paper
40.7 x 50.8cm
Acc. 2021.023
Isaiah Benjamin 2021
Digital print on paper
50.8 x 40.7cm
Acc. 2021.024
Milton Saimon 2021
Digital print on paper
50.8 x 40.7cm
Acc. 2021.025
Bukko Elso 2021
Digital print on paper
50.8 x 40.7cm
Acc. 2021.026

Ramos Bolear 2021
Digital print on paper
40.7 x 50.8cm
Acc. 2021.027
Ramos Bolear 2021
Digital print on paper
50.8 x 40.7cm
Acc. 2021.028
Albert Sam 2021
Digital print on paper
50.8 x 40.7cm
Acc. 2021.029
Purchased 2021.
Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
KIMBALL (Photographic studio)
United States
SHEW, Jacob (Distributor)
United States 1826–79
Rebecca, Augusta, and Rosa,
emancipated slaves from
New Orleans c.1863
Albumen photograph on paper
9 x 5.8cm (comp.); 10 x 6cm (mount)
Acc. 2020.344
Gift of Gael Newton AM and
Paul Costigan through the
Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation 2020
KWOMA PEOPLE
Papua New Guinea
Wasau (Yam ceremony effigy)
c.1965–75
Earthenware, hand-built with
incised and applied decoration
and natural pigments
44 x 18 x 20cm
Acc. 2020.368
Gift of Peter Bourke in recognition
of the people and culture of
Papua New Guinea through the
Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation 2020

LEE, Lindy
Australia b.1954
‘Cycles through a Chinese landscape’
series 2006 comprising:
Auntie
Brother Wah
Grandma Lee Wooi
Lily-Amah
with SCOTT-MITCHELL Robert
(Photographer)
Australia b.1954
A stone woman gives birth by night
Buddhadharma
Chu-Chih, the Pilgrim
Dark Star
Guanyin
Shield maiden
Shin-Chi (True Encounter)
True World
Archival pigment inks on
pure cotton canvas
12 sheets: 210 x 61cm (each)
Acc. 2021.014.001-012
LEE, Lindy
Process/Journey 2007
Digital print on cloth banners
dimensions variable
Acc. 2021.015.001010
Gift of the artist through the
Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation 2021.
Donated through the Australian
Government’s Cultural Gifts Program
Following the Long Path 2018
Chinese ink, fire, giclée print on
coldpressed paper
152.2 x 106cm
Acc. 2020.327
Joy, joy, Joyce 2018
Chinese ink, fire, giclée print on
coldpressed paper
153 x 102.5cm
Acc. 2020.328
Leaving Birth and Death 2018
Chinese ink, fire, giclée print on
coldpressed paper
152.8 x 103cm
Acc. 2020.329
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No up, no down, just is 2018
Chinese ink, fire and rain on
coldpressed paper
153.5 x 102.5cm
Acc. 2020.330
Papa, take away the high, and there
will no longer be the low 2018
Chinese ink, fire, giclée print on
coldpressed paper
154 x 103cm
Acc. 2020.331
Whispering Truth 2018
Chinese ink, fire, giclée print on
coldpressed paper
152.5 x 102cm
Acc. 2020.332
Unnameable 2017
Bronze, ed. 2/3 (+ 2 A.P.)
150 x 80 x 100cm
Acc. 2020.352
Purchased 2020 with funds from
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
and Cathryn Mittelheuser AM
LEURA TJAPALTJARRI, Tim
Anmatyerre/Arrernte people
Australia c.1929–84
Untitled (Euro Dreaming
Ceremony) 1972
Synthetic polymer paint on
composition board
61 x 48cm
Acc. 2020.319
Purchased 2020 with the support of
the Australian Government through
the National Cultural Heritage Account
and the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
LYMBURNER, Francis
Australia 1916–72
Male dancer, Old Vic c.1955
Pen and ink on paper
23 x 32cm
Acc. 2021.114
Gift of Ross Searle through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation 2021

MACKIE, Glen
Kala Lagaw Ya people
Australia b.1975
The Coming of Sigai II 2013,
printed 2020
Linocut on paper, ed. 2/15
120 x 215cm
Acc. 2020.354
Purchased 2020 with funds from
the Estate of Jessica Ellis through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
MADDOCK, Bea
Australia 1934–2016
Trial canvas I for the ‘Tromemanner’
panels 1989
Pigment wash, oil paint and encaustic
wax on canvas
30.5 x 35.7cm
Acc. 2020.405
Trial canvas II for the ‘Tromemanner’
panels 1989
Pigment wash, oil paint and encaustic
wax on cotton canvas
35.8 x 30.7cm
Acc. 2020.406
Trial canvas III for the ‘Tromemanner’
panels 1989
Pigment wash, oil paint,
encaustic wax, acrylic paint
and pencil on cotton canvas
41 x 31cm
Acc. 2020.407
To the Ice 1991–92, issued 2014
Book: 132 unbound pages, zinc relief
photoetching, copper plate engraving
and monotype letterpress, printed in
offwhite ink on Magnani paper,
in slipcase, ed. 10/10
10.9 x 25.5cm (each sheet);
27.1 x 21 x 11.3cm (slipcase)
Acc. 2020.408.001135
Gift of Beth Parsons through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation 2020

Exhibition poster: Bea Maddock
“Ideas evolved” 1960–70 1970
Woodblock print and letterpress
on paper
21.3 x 17cm (comp.)
Acc. 2020.395
After showers (Preliminary drawing
of the Tunbridge Hills for ‘Tromemanner –
forgive us our trespass I-IV’ 1988–89) 1988
Pencil and pastel on spiral-bound
sketchbook paper
29 x 42cm
Acc. 2020.396
Changeable weather but not as this is
North East rain squalls (Preliminary
drawing of the Tunbridge Hills for
‘Tromemanner – forgive us our
trespass I-IV’ 1988–89) 1988
Pencil and pastel on spiral bound
sketchbook paper
29 x 42cm
Acc. 2020.397
North East rain squalls November
(Preliminary drawing of the Tunbridge
Hills for ‘Tromemanner – forgive us our
trespass I-IV’ 1988–89) 1988
Pencil and pastel on spiral bound
sketchbook paper
29 x 42cm
Acc. 2020.398
Showers (Preliminary drawing of the
Tunbridge Hills for ‘Tromemanner –
forgive us our trespass I-IV’ 1988–89) 1988
Pencil and pastel on spiral bound
sketchbook paper
29 x 42cm
Acc. 2020.399
Trial frame segment for the framing
of ‘Tromemanner – forgive us our
trespass I-IV’ 1988–89) c.1988
Wood with wrapped artifact
28 x 28 x 10.4cm
Acc. 2020.400
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MADDOCK, Bea (Artist)
Australia 1934–2016
RAWLING, Larry (Printer)
Australia b.1938
Figure fleeing 1988
Photoscreenprint, pencil on paper
78 x 46.8cm (comp.)
Acc. 2020.401
Figure fleeing 1988
Photoscreenprint on paper
78 x 46.8cm (comp.)
Acc. 2020.402
Figure standing 1988
Photoscreenprint, pencil on paper
78 x 46.8cm (comp.)
Acc. 2020.403
Figure standing 1988
Photoscreenprint on paper
78 x 46.8cm (comp.)
Acc. 2020.404
Gift of David Archer through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation 2020
MARIKA, Dhuwarrwarr
Rirratjingu people
Australia b.c.1945
Macassan swords and long knives 2021
Natural pigments on wood
240 x 120cm
Macassan swords and long knives 2021
Natural pigments on bark
132 x 72cm
Purchased 2021 with funds from Anne
Best through the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation

MASON, Samuel J
United States 1849–1917
Prospect Point, Prospect Park, Niagara
Falls, NY c.1870s
Albumen silver photograph on paper
5.4 x 9.7cm (comp.);
6.2 x 10.5cm (mount)
Acc. 2020.341
Gift of Gael Newton AM and
Paul Costigan through the
Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation 2020
McGREGOR, Carol
Wathaurung people
Australia b.1961
Skin Country 2018
Ochre, charcoal, wax thread and
pyroincision on Eastern grey
possum skins
266 x 282cm (irreg.)
Acc. 2020.333
Purchased 2020 with funds from
Constantine Carides and Elene
Carides in memory of their parents
Kiryacos and Mary Carides through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
MELLOR, Danie
Ngadjonjii/Mamu and
Anglo-Australian heritage
Australia b.1971
A time of the World’s making 2019
Wax crayon, wash with oil pigment,
watercolour, metallic ink, pencil,
marker, collage, twine, Satin Bower
Bird feathers and gilding on paper
236 x 292cm (image); 198 x 298 x
45cm (framed)
Acc. 2021.031a
Matter Matters 2019
Bronze, ed. 1/3 (+ 1 A.P.)
Three parts: 400 x 176 x 141cm (300kg
approx.); 280 x 155 x 143cm (160kg
approx.); 180 x 58 x 89.5cm (60kg approx.)
Acc. 2021.034ac
Gift of the artist through the
Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation 2021.
Donated through the Australian
Government’s Cultural Gifts Program

MIGUEL, Leonides
Federated States of Micronesia b.1970
Urohs dereht (thread skirt) with figures
drinking sakau at waterfall with birds
and red flowers mwhai (design) 2021
Poly-cotton machine embroidery on
cotton with acetate
71 x 89cm
Acc. 2021.268
Commissioned 2021 with funds
from the Oceania Women’s Fund
through the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
MOFFATT, Tracey
Australia/United States b.1960
Up in the sky 14 1997
Photo-offset on paper,
AP (8 AP + ed. of 60)
60.7 x 76cm (comp.)
Acc. 2021.143
Up in the sky 15 1997
Photo-offset on paper,
AP (8 AP + ed. of 60)
60.6 x 75cm (comp.)
Acc. 2021.144
Up in the sky 16 1997
Photo-offset on paper,
AP (8 AP + ed. of 60)
60.7 x 75cm (comp.)
Acc. 2021.145
Up in the sky 23 1997
Photo-offset on paper, AP
(8 AP + ed. of 60)
61 x 76cm (comp.)
Acc. 2021.146
Gift of Dr Daryl Hewson through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation 2021.
Donated through the Australian
Government’s Cultural Gifts Program
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MOLE, FJ
Australia active 1913–57
Silver card case c.1913–15
Silver, case and lid decorated with
flowers and scrolls
Case: 7.7 x 7.3 x 1.5cm; lid: 3.3 x 7.2 x
1.5cm; 10.5 x 7.3 x 1.5cm (complete)
Acc. 2020.371ab
Purchased 2020. Andrew and
Lilian Pedersen Trust
MOSES, Aileen G
Federated States of Micronesia b.1976
Leonides Miguel in her store, Kolonia,
Pohnpei 2021
Digital print on paper
30 x 21cm
Urohs sohn deidei (seamstress) Eriuter
Route, Pehleng Kitti, Pohnpei 2021
Digital print on paper
30 x 21cm
Urohs sohn deidei (seamstress)
Rodleen Daniel, Pehleng Kitti,
Pohnpei 2021
Digital print on paper
30 x 21cm
Urohs sohn deidei (seamstress) Beverly
Ann Seiola, Pehleng Kitti, Pohnpei 2021
Digital print on paper
30 x 21cm
Urohs sohn deidei (seamstress)
Elwihter Ehsa sewing at home,
Alohkapw, Madolenihmw, Pohnpei 2021
Digital print on paper
30 x 21cm
Urohs sohn deidei (seamstress)
Jacelynn Donre at work, Kolonia,
Pohnpei 2021
Digital print on paper
30 x 21cm
Urohs sohn deidei (seamstress) Virginia
Tom, Pehleng Kitti, Pohnpei 2021
Digital print on paper
21 x 30cm

Urohs sohn deidei (seamstress) Vicky
Itiota, Pehleng Kitti, Pohnpei 2021
Digital print on paper
30 x 21cm
Emma Moses wearing an urohs, Nan U,
Pohnpei 2021
Digital print on paper
30 x 21cm
Sandralyn Damarlane wearing an
urohs, Nett Elementary School,
Pohnpei 2021
Digital print on paper
30 x 21cm
Mehla (funeral) of Ruth Dano Primo, U,
Pohnpei 2021
Digital print on paper
21 x 30cm
Mehla (funeral) of Ruth Dano Primo, U,
Pohnpei 2021
Digital print on paper
21 x 30cm
Self-portrait wearing an orange urohs,
Nan U, Pohnpei 2021
Digital print on paper
30 x 21cm
Purchased 2021 with funds from
the Oceania Women’s Fund through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
MOSES, Burt
Federated States of
Micronesia b. unknown
Urohs sohn deidei (seamstress) Vicky
Itiota, Deeleeann Daniel (cocurator),
Virginia Tom, Rodleen Daniel, Beverly
Ann Seiola and Eriuter Route with
Aileen Gallen (photographer) at Last
Stop store, Pehleng, Kitti Pohnpei 2021
Digital print on paper
21 x 30cm

Urohs sohn deidei (seamstress)
Elwihter Ehsa at home in Alohkapw,
Madolenihmw, Pohnpei 2021
Digital print on paper
30 x 21cm
Purchased 2021 with funds from
the Oceania Women’s Fund through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
MOTUAN PEOPLE
Papua New Guinea
Cooking pot c.1975–85
Earthenware, hand-built
22 x 23 x 22cm
Acc. 2020.363
Water pot c.1975–85
Earthenware, hand-built
25.5 x 28 x 28cm
Acc. 2020.364
Gift of Peter Bourke in recognition
of the people and culture of Papua
New Guinea through the Queensland
Art Gallery | Gallery of Modern Art
Foundation 2020
NAMATJIRA, Albert
Arrernte people
Australia 1902–59
Ghost Gums, Finke River Valley, James
Range c.1950
Watercolour and pencil on paper
36 x 38cm
Acc. 2020.383
Purchased 2020 with funds from
the Bequest of Helen Dunoon
through the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
NANGALA, Josephine
Pintupi people
Australia b.c.1950
Untitled 2009
Synthetic polymer paint on linen
91 x 61cm
Acc. 2020.430
The Glenn Manser Collection. Gift of
Glenn Manser through the Queensland
Art Gallery | Gallery of Modern Art
Foundation 2020. Donated through
the Australian Government’s Cultural
Gifts Program
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NANGALA, Tatali
Pintupi people
Australia c.1925–99
Untitled 1998
Synthetic polymer paint on linen
91 x 61cm
Acc. 2020.431
The Glenn Manser Collection. Gift of
Glenn Manser through the Queensland
Art Gallery | Gallery of Modern Art
Foundation 2020. Donated through
the Australian Government’s Cultural
Gifts Program

NAPANGATI, Nanyuma
Pintupi people
Australia b.c.1944
Untitled 2014
Synthetic polymer paint on linen
91 x 46cm
Acc. 2020.434
The Glenn Manser Collection. Gift of
Glenn Manser through the Queensland
Art Gallery | Gallery of Modern Art
Foundation 2020. Donated through
the Australian Government’s Cultural
Gifts Program

NAPALTJARRI, Wintjiya
Pintupi people
Australia c.1930–2014
Untitled 2006
Synthetic polymer paint on linen
91 x 61cm
Acc. 2020.436
The Glenn Manser Collection. Gift of
Glenn Manser through the Queensland
Art Gallery | Gallery of Modern Art
Foundation 2020. Donated through
the Australian Government’s Cultural
Gifts Program

NAPURRULA, Kim West
Pintupi people
Australia b.c.1960
Untitled 2018
Synthetic polymer paint on linen
91 x 46cm
Acc. 2020.433
The Glenn Manser Collection. Gift of
Glenn Manser through the Queensland
Art Gallery | Gallery of Modern Art
Foundation 2020. Donated through
the Australian Government’s Cultural
Gifts Program

NAPANGATI, Mary
Pintupi/Warlpiri peoples
Australia b.c.1955
Untitled 2018
Synthetic polymer paint on linen
91 x 61cm
Acc. 2020.432
The Glenn Manser Collection. Gift of
Glenn Manser through the Queensland
Art Gallery | Gallery of Modern Art
Foundation 2020. Donated through
the Australian Government’s Cultural
Gifts Program

NELSON, Jan
Australia b.1955
Walking in tall grass, Iris 2007
Oil and liquin on linen
74.5 x 57cm
Gift of Joshua Fisher through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation 2021.
Donated through the Australian
Government’s Cultural Gifts Program
NIVANUATU PEOPLE
Vanuatu
Tamat (fern figure) c.1968–83
Carved tree fern (Cyathea lunulata)
214 x 34 x 32cm
Acc. 2021.054
Tamat (fern figure) c.1968–83
Carved tree fern (Cyathea lunulata)
254 x 28 x 26cm
Acc. 2021.055

Tamat (fern figure) c.1968–83
Carved tree fern (Cyathea lunulata)
226 x 30 x 26cm
Acc. 2021.056
Tamat (fern figure) c.1968–83
Carved tree fern (Cyathea lunulata)
259 x 30 x 25cm
Acc. 2021.057
Tamat (fern figure) c.1968–83
Carved tree fern (Cyathea lunulata)
235 x 30 x 30cm
Acc. 2021.058
Gift of Jaeger Art Pty Ltd through the
Queensland Art Gallery | Gallery of
Modern Art Foundation 2021. Donated
through the Australian Government’s
Cultural Gifts Program
NILANI JOSEPH, Jasmine
Sri Lanka b.1990
The absence of next door 2021
Ink on paper
15 sheets: 38 x 95cm (each, approx.)
Purchased 2021. Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
ORTEGA, Maurice
Mexico/Australia/United States/
Norway b.1964
Kid on pier (from ‘A family album’
series) unknown
Photograph on paper, ed. unknown
48.5 x 33.3cm (comp.)
Acc. 2021.129
Untitled 1 (from ‘A family album’ series)
unknown
Photograph on paper, ed. unknown
32.2 x 48cm (comp.)
Acc. 2021.130
Monkeys (from ‘Meditations’ series)
unknown
Photograph on paper, ed. unknown
63.7 x 64.5cm (comp., irreg.)
Acc. 2021.131
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Elizabeth (from ‘Vital objects’ series)
unknown
Photograph on paper, ed. unknown
65 x 67.5cm (comp.)
Acc. 2021.132
Monkeys (from ‘Vital objects’ series)
unknown
Photograph on paper, ed. unknown
64.7 x 67cm (comp.)
Acc. 2021.133
Untitled (nude) unknown
Photograph on paper, ed. unknown
14.7 x 13.7cm (comp.)
Acc. 2021.134
(Couple) unknown
Photograph on paper, ed. unknown
32.1 x 48cm (comp.)
Acc. 2021.135
Gift of Dr Daryl Hewson through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation 2021.
Donated through the Australian
Government’s Cultural Gifts Program
PAJE, Lee
The Philippines b.1980
The stories that weren’t told 2019
Oil on copper mounted on wood
243.8 x 300cm
Purchased 2021 with funds from
Terry and Mary Peabody and
Mary-Jeanne Hutchinson through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
PALMER, Ethleen
Australia 1906–58
Shags c.1950
Colour linocut on paper
18.6 x 22.3cm (comp.)
Acc. 2021.002
Purchased 2020 with funds from
the Bequest of Helen Dunoon through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation

PAREROULTJA, Hubert
Arrernte/Luritja people
Australia b.1952
Ghost Gum – Palm Valley (Alyape),
NT 2020
Watercolour on paper
36 x 26cm
Acc. 2020.422
Ghost Gum – study Palm Valley
(Alyape), NT 2020
Watercolour on paper
26 x 35cm
Acc. 2020.423
The Glenn Manser Collection.
Gift of Glenn Manser through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation 2020.
Donated through the Australian
Government’s Cultural Gifts Program
PARKER, Harold
Australia 1873–1962
Seated nude with flower 1928
Plaster with painted patina
42.5 x 25 x 22cm
Acc. 2020.353
Purchased 2020. Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
PAU, Robert Tommy
Samsep, Erub Island
Australia b.1967
Kangaroo Court 2019
Linocut on paper, ed. 1/25
110 x 200cm
Acc. 2020.355
Purchased 2020. Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
PAULINA, Veniana Maraia
Fiji b.1951
Saqa water vessel 3 2021
Earthenware
40 x 32cm
Saqa water vessel 4 2021
Earthenware
42 x 40cm
Saqa water vessel 5 2021
Earthenware
32 x 27cm

Saqa water vessel 6 2021
Earthenware
55 x 48cm
Muairua water vessel 3 2021
Earthenware
23 x 18cm
Muairua water vessel 4 2021
Earthenware
29 x 23cm
Muairua water vessel 5 2021
Earthenware
27 x 24cm
Dratabua water vessel 2021
Earthenware
22 x 20cm
Saqa Niwai water vessel 2021
Earthenware
64 x 70cm
Saqamoli water vessel 1 2021
Earthenware
44 x 30cm
Saqamoli water vessel 2 2021
Earthenware
44 x 30cm
Tagaurua water vessel 3 2021
Earthenware
26 x 29cm
Ramarama water vessel 2021
Earthenware
29 x 23cm
Tagautolu water vessel 2021
Earthenware
70 x 30cm
Gusurua water vessel 2021
Earthenware
26 x 24cm
Purchased 2021 with funds from
the Oceania Women’s Fund through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
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PELEP, Regina
Federated States of Micronesia b.1975
Urohs dereht (thread skirt) with ‘tribal’
mwahi (design) and orange hibiscus
flowers 2021
Poly-cotton machine embroidery
on cotton with acetate
65 x 83.5cm
Acc. 2021.074
Commissioned 2021 with funds
from the Oceania Women’s Fund
through the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
PETYARRE, Kathleen
Alyawarr/Eastern Anmatyerre peoples
Australia c.1940–2018
Mountain Devil Lizard Dreaming 1994
Synthetic polymer paint on canvas
151 x 121cm
Acc. 2020.382
Purchased 2020 with funds from
Rick and Carolle Wilkinson through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
PICCININI, Patricia
Australia b.1965
Waiting for Jennifer
(from ‘SO2 (Series 1)’ series) 2000
Type C photograph on paper, ed. 18/60
80 x 80cm (comp.)
Gift of Joshua Fisher through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation 2021.
Donated through the Australian
Government’s Cultural Gifts Program
PIERRE, attrib. to Georges
France 1873–1943
or
BONTÉ, Elisabeth
France
Orchid pendant necklace c.1900
Horn, yellow glass, silk chord
50cm (length); 10.5 x 5.5cm (pendant)
Acc. 2021.018
Purchased 2021 with funds from the
Henry and Amanda Bartlett Trust
through the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation

RAM, Kalu
India c.1940s–2010
Cycle of Life #01 1970s
Gouache on paper
40.5 x 33cm
Acc. 2021.047
Cycle of Life #02 1970s
Gouache on paper
35 x 27cm
Acc. 2021.048
Cycle of Life #05 1970s
Gouache on paper
50.5 x 33cm
Acc. 2021.049
Many Lives Lived #76 1970s
Gouache on paper
43 x 64cm
Acc. 2021.050
Many Lives Lived #77 1970s
Gouache on paper
39 x 57cm
Acc. 2021.051
Gift of an anonymous donor through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation 2021.
Donated through the Australian
Government’s Cultural Gifts Program
Many Lives Lived #75 1970s
Gouache on paper
40 x 60cm
Acc. 2021.052
Gift of Joost van den Bergh through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation 2021
RINGHOLT, Stuart
Australia b.1971
Untitled (Iraq, Barbie, fashion) 2007
Digitally printed colour photographs on
paper in red hardbound leather cover,
ed. 2/7
27.8 x 22.2 x 3cm
Acc. 2020.359
Gift of Alex and Kitty Mackay
through the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation 2020

ROBERTS, Luke
Australia b.1952
Pope Alice’s Miracle Baby / Pope Alice
as Madonna and Child 1993
Photographic performance: performers
Pope Alice and Romy Sandison; camera
David Sandison 1993
Cibachrome photograph
100 x 105cm (framed)
Acc. 2020.358
Gift of the artist through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation 2020.
Donated through the Australian
Government’s Cultural Gifts Program
ROBERTS, Sallyanne
Pitjantjatjara people
Australia b.1986
Kura Ala 2019
Synthetic polymer paint on linen
122 x 152cm
Acc. 2020.425
The Glenn Manser Collection.
Gift of Glenn Manser through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation 2020.
Donated through the Australian
Government’s Cultural Gifts Program
ROUTE, Eriuter
Federated States of Micronesia b.1989
Urohs dereht (thread skirt) with sei ren
wai mwahi (design) 2021
Poly-cotton machine embroidery
on cotton with acetate
68 x 84cm
Acc. 2021.265
Commissioned 2021 with funds
from the Oceania Women’s Fund
through the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
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RUBUNTJA, Mervyn
Western Arrernte people
Australia b.1958
X X NO FRACKING! 2018–19
Synthetic polymer paint and marker
pen on woven polypropylene bag
64.5 x 69 x 20cm
Acc. 2020.385
Purchased 2020 with funds from
the Estate of Jessica Ellis through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
SAYE, Khadija
United Kingdom 1992–2017
‘Dwelling: in this space we breathe’
series 2017–18 comprising:
Sothiou 2017
Tééré 2018
Andichurai 2018
Limoŋ 2018
Nak Bejjen 2018
Ragal 2018
Kurus 2018
Peitaw 2018
Toor-Toor 2018
Silkscreen print on Somerset Satin
White 300gsm paper, ed. 15/50
Nine sheets: 61.3 x 50.2cm (each)
Acc. 2021.030.001-009
Purchased 2021 with funds from
Peter and Agnes Cooke, Michael
and Vanessa Myer, Jan Murphy
and Sydney Williams QC and
Contemporary Patrons through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
SEIOLA, Beverly Ann
Federated States of Micronesia b.1986
Urohs dereht (thread skirt) with
strawberry and flower mwahi
(design) 2021
Poly-cotton machine embroidery
on cotton with acetate
68 x 85cm
Acc. 2021.264
Commissioned 2021 with funds
from the Oceania Women’s Fund
through the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation

SHADHIN, Kamruzzaman (Artist)
Bangladesh b.1974
GIDREE BAWLEE FOUNDATION OF
ARTS (Collaborator)
Bangladesh est. 2001
Johura Begum, Monowara Begum,
Majeda Begum, Fatema Begum (1),
Shabnur Begum, Chayna Begum,
Fatema Begum (2), Samiron Begum,
Shirina Begum, Rekha, Nasima Begum,
Shushila Rani, Protima Rani, Akalu
Barman (Collaborating artists)
Bangladesh
The fibrous souls 2018–21
Jute, cotton, thread, clay and brass
70 pots ranging from 40cm to 100cm
(diam., approx.) and 70 shikas of various
dimensions; installed dimensions variable
Purchased 2021 with funds from
Metamorphic Foundation through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
SHEW, WM
United States 1820–1903
Young woman with lace collar 1866–70
Albumen photograph on paper
8.4 x 5.4cm (comp.); 10 x 6cm (mount)
Acc. 2020.342
(Pouting young girl with hair bows)
c.1870–80
Albumen photograph on paper
9 x 5.4cm (comp.); 10 x 6.2cm (mount)
Acc. 2020.343
Gift of Gael Newton AM and
Paul Costigan through the
Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation 2020
SITTHIKET, Vasan
Thailand b.1957
Fight For Art! 2002
Synthetic polymer paint on canvas
60 x 50cm
Acc. 2020.438

I am a mad King! 1999
Watercolour on paper
90 x 49cm
Acc. 2020.439
Gift of Alex and Kitty Mackay through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation 2020.
Donated through the Australian
Government’s Cultural Gifts Program
SMITH, Grace Cossington
Australia 1892–1984
Deep water, Bobbin Head c.1942
Oil on pulpboard
39.5 x 44cm
Acc. 2021.032
Gift of Des Park through the
Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation 2021.
Donated through the Australian
Government’s Cultural Gifts Program
SMITH, Martin
Australia b.1971
Fix it up 2010
Pigment print on paper
90 x 180cm
Acc. 2020.394
Gift of the artist through the
Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation 2020.
Donated through the Australian
Government’s Cultural Gifts Program
SMITH, Yasmin
Australia b.1984
Flooded Rose Red Basin 2018
Yong Chuan slip industrial stoneware
with Eucalyptus grandis wood ash
glaze and Jiajiang bamboo ash glaze;
Meishan Tudi clay with green tea
ash glaze
168 parts: installed dimensions variable
Acc. 2021.005.001168
Purchased 2021 with funds from
the Future Collective through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
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STAUNTON, Madonna
Australia 1938–2019
Untitled c.1970–74
Collage
25 x 38cm
Acc. 2021.112
Untitled 1988
Collage of piano keys
Two parts: 26.7 x 18.9cm (each)
Acc. 2021.113
Gift of Ross Searle through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation 2021.
Donated through the Australian
Government’s Cultural Gifts Program
STAVRIANOS, Wendy
Australia b.1941
Connecting threads (Beginning) 2019
Synthetic polymer paint on canvas
188 x 263cm
Acc. 2021.043
Gift of the artist through the
Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation 2021.
Donated through the Australian
Government’s Cultural Gifts Program
STEVENS, Grant
Australia b.1980
Hot damn 2003
Digital video: 7:36 minutes, colour,
stereo sound, looped, ed. 1/5
Acc. 2021.041
Baby please don’t go 2004
Digital video: 4:22 minutes, colour,
stereo sound, looped, ed. 2/5
Acc. 2021.042
Gift of Peter McKay, Miriam Aman
and Alfie Aman McKay through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation 2021.
Donated through the Australian
Government’s Cultural Gifts Program
SULEMAN, Adeela
Pakistan b.1970
Between Two Fires 2021
Found vintage ceramic plate with
enamel paint and lacquer
35.5 x 49cm

Home Front – 3 2021
Handpainted metal cleaver with
enamel paint and lacquer
14 x 30.5cm
Home Front – 2 2021
Handpainted metal cleaver with
enamel paint and lacquer
14 x 30.5cm
Home Front – 1 2021
Handpainted metal cleaver with
enamel paint and lacquer
14 x 30.5cm
Purchased 2021 with funds from
an anonymous donor through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
TANJORE OR TRICHINOPOLY ARTIST
India
Company painting of an entertainer
with monkeys and goats 1780–86
Watercolour on paper
22.5 x 40.5cm (comp.)
Acc. 2021.007
Company painting of two entertainers
with monkeys and goats 1780–86
Watercolour on paper
22.5 x 40.5cm (comp.)
Acc. 2021.008
Purchased 2021 with funds from the
Henry and Amanda Bartlett Trust
through the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
TANNER, Edwin
Australia 1920–80
Histogram 1954
Oil on canvas
40.5 x 51cm
Acc. 2021.039
Gift of Clinton Tweedie as a tribute
to his parents Heather and Arthur
Tweedie through the Queensland
Art Gallery | Gallery of Modern Art
Foundation 2021. Donated through
the Australian Government’s Cultural
Gifts Program

TARARU TJUNGURRAYI, Charlie
Pintupi people
Australia 1921–99
The importance of fire 1973
Synthetic polymer paint on plywood
42 x 50cm
Acc. 2020.317
Purchased 2020 with the support of
the Australian Government through the
National Cultural Heritage Account and
the Queensland Art Gallery | Gallery of
Modern Art Foundation
TAUMOEPEAU, Latai
Tongan people
Australia b.1972
The Last Resort Sandals 2020
Brick, nylon webbing with metal bolts
and clasps
Two pairs: (size 10): a: 16.5 x 14.5 x
24cm (irreg.), b: 13.5 x 15.5 x 23cm
(irreg.); (size 11): c: 16 x 15.5 x 24cm
(irreg.), d: 16 x 15 x 24cm (irreg.)
Acc. 2020.446.003ad
The Last Resort Ike Replicas
(Ngatu mallets) 2020
Hardwood, carved
Two mallets: 39.5 x 7.5 x 6cm;
40.5 x 7.5 x 6cm
Acc. 2020.446.004ab
Purchased 2020 with funds from
the Bequest of Jennifer Taylor
through the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
TAUMOEPEAU, Latai (Artist)
ALOUA, Taliu (Co-deviser)
Tonga b.1973
The Last Resort Robes 2020
Cotton jersey fabric with embroidery
Two robes: 140 x 145 x 81cm;
146 x 122 x 81cm
Acc. 2020.446.002ab
Purchased 2020 with funds from
the Bequest of Jennifer Taylor
through the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
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TAUMOEPEAU, Latai (Artist)
ALOUA, Taliu (Co-deviser)
MARUSIC, Miriana (Videographer/editor)
Croatia/Australia b.1953
The Last Resort 2020
Singlechannel HD video: 16:9, 25:00
minutes, colour, sound, ed. 1/2
Acc. 2020.446.001
Purchased 2020 with funds from
the Bequest of Jennifer Taylor
through the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
TAWALE, Salote
Fiji/Australia b.1976
Super Super 2003
Singlechannel video: 2.46 minutes,
colour, sound, looped
Cocoon 2004
Singlechannel video: 12.42 minutes,
colour, sound, looped
Gift of the artist through the
Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation 2021.
Donated through the Australian
Government’s Cultural Gifts Program
No Location 2021
Bamboo, nylon rope, cotton,
polycarbonate sheeting, tarpaulin
and found objects
300 x 240 x 1500cm
Purchased 2021 with funds from
the Bequest of Jennifer Taylor
through the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation

THOMAS HOUSEWORTH & CO (Studio)
United States 1869–86
HOUSEWORTH, Thomas (Photographer)
United States 1828–1915
149 Montgomery St Looking north
from Market. (Instantaneous) 1866,
published c.1870
Stereograph, albumen photograph
on paper
7.8 x 15cm (comp.); 7.8 x 17.4cm
(stereo card)
Acc. 2020.340
Gift of Gael Newton AM and
Paul Costigan through the
Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation 2020
TINGIMA, Wingu
Pitjantjatjara people
Australia c.1920–2010
Untitled 2005
Synthetic polymer paint on canvas
134 x 97cm
Acc. 2020.424
The Glenn Manser Collection.
Gift of Glenn Manser through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation 2020.
Donated through the Australian
Government’s Cultural Gifts Program
TJAKAMARRA, Anatjari
Ngaatjatjarra/Pintupi peoples
Australia c.1938–92
Pintupi Four Part Dreaming 1971
Synthetic polymer paint on
composition board
45 x 33cm
Acc. 2020.314
Purchased 2020. Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
TJAKAMARRA, Long Jack Phillipus
Ngaliya/Walpiri people
Australia b.1932
Water Ceremony Story (Version 1) 1971
Synthetic polymer paint on
composition board
88 x 34cm
Acc. 2020.318
Purchased 2020. Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation

TJAMPITJINPA, Martin
Pintupi people
Australia 1963–2007
Untitled 2007
Synthetic polymer paint on linen
91 x 61cm
Acc. 2020.428
The Glenn Manser Collection.
Gift of Glenn Manser through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation 2020.
Donated through the Australian
Government’s Cultural Gifts Program
TJAPALTJARRI, David Corby
Ngaliya/Warlpiri people
Australia c.1940–80
Telling a Rainbow 1972
Synthetic polymer paint on
composition board
37 x 29cm
Acc. 2020.316
Purchased 2020. Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
TJAPALTJARRI, Warlimpirrnga
Pintupi people
Australia b.c.1959
Untitled 1999
Synthetic polymer paint on canvas
137 x 91cm
Acc. 2021.044
Gift of Clinton Tweedie as a
tribute to his parents Heather
and Arthur Tweedie through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation 2021.
Donated through the Australian
Government’s Cultural Gifts Program
TJUPURRULA, Bobby West
Pintupi people
Australia b.c.1958
Untitled 2017
Synthetic polymer paint on linen
91 x 61cm
Acc. 2020.427
The Glenn Manser Collection.
Gift of Glenn Manser through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation 2020.
Donated through the Australian
Government’s Cultural Gifts Program
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TJUPURRULA, Johnny Yungut
Pintupi people
Australia c.1930–2016
Untitled 2011
Synthetic polymer paint on linen
91 x 61cm
Acc. 2020.429
The Glenn Manser Collection.
Gift of Glenn Manser through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation 2020.
Donated through the Australian
Government’s Cultural Gifts Program

TOM, Virginia
Federated States of Micronesia b.1977
Urohs dereht (thread skirt) with wild
cherry and kengid (mango) mwahi
(design) 2021
Poly-cotton machine embroidery
on cotton with acetate
69 x 83cm
Acc. 2021.266
Commissioned 2021 with funds
from the Oceania Women’s Fund
through the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation

TJUPURRULA, Matthew West
Pintupi people
Australia b.c.1979
Untitled 2014
Synthetic polymer paint on linen
91 x 46cm
Acc. 2020.435
The Glenn Manser Collection.
Gift of Glenn Manser through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation 2020.
Donated through the Australian
Government’s Cultural Gifts Program

TORRES, Geraldine
Federated States of Micronesia b.1987
Urohs dereht (thread skirt) with yellow
and pink flowers mwahi (design) 2021
Poly-cotton machine embroidery on
cotton with acetate
67 x 81cm
Acc. 2021.078
Commissioned 2021 with funds
from the Oceania Women’s Fund
through the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation

TO, Hiram
Australia 1964–2017
The Turn (from ‘I love you more than
my own death’ series) 2007
Steel, fibreglass,
lenticular transparency, lights
Three parts: 220 x 300 x 50cm
(installed, approx.)
Acc. 2021.016ac
Gift of Helen Lai in memory of
her son, Hiram To, through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation 2021

TRAILL, Jessie
Australia 1881–1967
Their time has come, in
Northumberland 1938
Etching and aquatint on paper
10.5 x 21cm
Acc. 2020.322
Brisbane Cathedral 1920
Etching on paper, ed. 1/?
10.7 x 3.5cm (comp.)
Acc. 2021.004
Purchased 2020 with funds from
the Bequest of Helen Dunoon through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
TUPOU, Lesieli Kato Kakala Tohi
Tonga b.1944
Fan c.2020
Woven coconut husk fibres (pulu)
23.5 x 19cm (approx.)

Drawstring kato c.2020
Woven coconut husk
fibres (pulu), shells
14 x 16cm (approx.)
Jewellery kato c.2020
Woven coconut husk fibres (pulu)
6 x 6cm (approx.)
Purchased 2021 with funds from
the Oceania Women’s Fund through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
UNKNOWN
Japan
Fourfold screen: Trading ship of the
Dutch East India Company in Nagasaki
Bay late 19th century (Meiji period)
Opaque watercolour, ink and pigments
on a silverleaf ground and paper,
on fourpanel lacquer framed screen
with brocade
64 x 136 x 1.6cm (overall)
Acc. 2021.006
Purchased 2021 with funds from the
Henry and Amanda Bartlett Trust
through the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
UNKNOWN
possibly France
Libellule brooch early 20th century
Horn
11.5cm (length)
Acc. 2021.020
Purchased 2021 with funds from the
Henry and Amanda Bartlett Trust
through the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
UNKNOWN
Fiji
Preparing kava c.1890–1900
Carte de visite, postcard
Image: 13 x 8cm; card: 14 x 9cm
Acc. 2021.250
Fijian pottery c.1890–1900
Carte de visite, postcard
Image: 11.5 x 7.5cm; card:13.5 x 8cm
Acc. 2021.251
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Making native pottery c.1890–1900
Carte de visite, postcard
Image: 13.5 x 8cm; card: 13.5 x 8cm
Acc. 2021.255

KNGWARREYE, Janice
Alyawarr people
Australia b.1958
Untitled [no. 7]

KNGALE, Glory
Anmatyerre people
Australia active 1990
Untitled [no. 18]

Making native pottery c.1890–1900
Carte de visite, postcard
Image: 13.5 x 8cm; card: 13.5 x 8cm
Acc. 2021.256

PETYARRE, Violet
Eastern Anmatyerre people
Australia b.1945
Untitled [no. 8]

Pottery making – Baking of pots,
Kadavu, Fiji c.1890–1900
Carte de visite, postcard
Image: 12.5 x 8.5cm; card: 14 x 9cm
Acc. 2021.258
Gift of Bruce Sowter through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation 2021

PETYARRE, Gloria Tamerre
Anmatyerre people
Australia b.1938
Untitled [no. 9]

PWERLE, Hilda Bird
Anmatyerre people
Australia b.c.1950
PANUNGA, Ray Nelson
Anmatyerre/Alyawarr peoples
Australia c.1950–2003
Untitled [no. 19]

VARIOUS ARTISTS
Australia NT
‘Utopia Suite’ (#1–68 and 70–72 from
a portfolio of 72) 1990 comprising:
PETYARRE, Wendy
Alyawarr/Anmatyerre peoples
Australia active 1990
Untitled [no. 1]

PETYARRE, Mavis Holmes
Anmatyerre people
Australia b.1947
Untitled [no. 11]

PANUNGA, Mavis
Alyawarr/Anmatyerre peoples
Australia active 1990
Untitled [no. 2]
PETYARRE, June Bird
Anmatyerre people
Australia b.c.1954
Untitled [no. 3]
PETYARRE, Kathleen
Alyawarr/Eastern Anmatyerre peoples
Australia c.1940–2018
Untitled [no. 4]
KNGALE, Paddy
Australia active 1990
Untitled [no. 5]
PANUNGA, Ray Nelson
Anmatyerre/Alyawarr peoples
Australia c.1950–2003
Untitled [no. 6]

UNKNOWN
Australia active 1990
Untitled [no. 10]

PETYARRE, Annie
Alyawarr people
Australia active 1990
Untitled [no. 12]
PWERLE, Rhonda Holmes
Anmatyerre people
Australia b.1960
Untitled [no. 13]
PURVIS, Lorna
Anmatyerre people
Australia active 1990
Untitled [no. 14]
PETYARRE, Dolly
Anmatyerre people
Australia active 1990
Untitled [no. 15]
PETYARRE, Ada Bird
Anmatyerre people
Australia 1921–2010
Untitled [no. 16]
PURVIS MPETYANE, Julie
Anmatyerre people
Australia b.1950
Untitled [no. 17]

PETYARRE, Gloria Tamerre
Anmatyerre people
Australia b.1938
Untitled [no. 20]
KNGWARREYE, Hazel
Alyawarr people
Australia b.1935
Untitled [no. 21]
PETYARRE, Pansy
Anmatyerre people
Australia active 1990
Untitled [no. 22]
KNGWARREYE, Ruby
Alyawarr people
Australia b.1968
Untitled [no. 23]
PETYARRE DOBBS, Pauline
Alyawarr people
Australia active 1990
Untitled [no. 24]
KNGWARREYE, Lucky
Alyawarr people
Australia b.c.1952
Untitled [no. 25]
KEMARRE, Ada
Alyawarr people
Australia active 1990
Untitled [no. 26]
PETYARRE, Nora
Alyawarr people
Australia b.1948
Untitled [no. 27]
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PETYARRE, Annie
Alyawarr people
Australia active 1990
Untitled [no. 28]

PETYARRE, Myrtle
Anmatyerre people
Australia c.1930–2014
Untitled [no. 39]

PWERLE, Angelina
Anmatyerre people
Australia b.c.1952
Untitled [no. 50]

PETYARRE, Nancy
Anmatyerre people
Australia 1934–2009
Untitled [no. 29]

PETYARRE, Mavis Holmes
Anmatyerre people
Australia b.1947
Untitled [no. 40]

KNGWARREYE, Lilly
Alyawarr people
Australia b.1955
Untitled [no. 51]

PETYARRE, Pauline
Kaytetye people
Australia active 1990
Untitled [no. 30]

PETYARRE, Margaret
Anmatyerre/Alyawarr peoples
Australia b.1951
Untitled [no. 41]

KEMARRE, Ally
Anmatyerre people
Australia 1920–2007
Untitled [no. 52]

KEMARRE, Elizabeth
Anmatyerre people
Australia active 1990
Untitled [no. 31]

NGAL, Polly
Anmatyerre people
Australia 1915–unknown
Untitled [no. 42]

MPETYANE, Lyndsay Bird
Anmatyerre people
Australia b.c.1935
Untitled [no. 53]

KEMARRE, Maggie
Alyawarr people
Australia active 1990
Untitled [no. 32]

KNGWARREYE, Audrey
Alyawarr/Ngkwarlerlaneme peoples
Australia b.c.1945Untitled [no. 43]

PETYARRE, Katy
Alyawarr people
Australia active 1990
Untitled [no. 54]

PRICE, Ronnie
Anmatyerre people
Australia active 1990
Untitled [no. 33]
KNGWARREYE, Maureen
Anmatyerre people
Australia active 1990
Untitled [no. 34]
BROWN, Marylin
Anmatyerre/Alyawarr people
Australia b.c.1945
Untitled [no. 35]
BAILY, May
Anmatyerre/Alyawarr peoples
Australia active 1990
Untitled [no. 36]

UNKNOWN
Australia active 1990
Untitled [no. 44]
KEMARRE, Queenie
Alyawarr/Ngkwarlerlaneme/Rrweltye
peoples
Australia c.1920–2020
Untitled [no. 45]
KEMARRE, Kwementyay (Glady)
Anmatyerre people
Australia b.1940
Untitled [no. 46]
BIRD, Eileen
Alyawarr people
Australia active 1990
Untitled [no. 47]

UNKNOWN
Australia active 1990
Untitled [no. 37]

KNGWARREYE, Sarah
Alyawarr people
Australia b.1955
Untitled [no. 48]

PETYARRE, Joy
Anmatyerre people
Australia b.1962
Untitled [no. 38]

KNGWARREYE, Ruby
Alyawarr people
Australia b.1968
Untitled [no. 49]

KNGWARREYE, Lilly
Alyawarr people
Australia b.1955
Untitled [no. 55]
PETYARRE, Audrey
Alyawarr people
Australia b.1945
Untitled [no. 56]
PETYARRE, Janie
Anmatyerre people
Australia b.1955
Untitled [no. 57]
PWERLE, Lucy
Alyawarr people
Australia active 1990
Untitled [no. 58]
PETYARRE, Anna
Anmatyerre people
Australia active 1990
Untitled [no. 59]
KEMARRE, Kathleen
Alyawarr people
Australia active 1990
Untitled [no. 60]
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PWERLE, Jeanna
Alyawarr/Anmatyerre peoples
Australia active 1990
Untitled [no. 61]
PETYARRE, Jessie
Alyawarr/Ingkwelaye/Arawerre peoples
Australia active c.1980–90s
Untitled [no. 62]
KEMARRE, Nora
Anmatyerre people
Australia b.1949
Untitled [no. 63]
PUNUNGA, Margaret
Anmatyerre/Alyawarr peoples
Australia active 1990
Untitled [no. 64]
PWERLE, Mary
Anmatyerre/Alyawarr peoples
Australia active 1990
Untitled [no. 65]
KNGWARREYE, Judith
Anmatyerre people
Australia active 1990
Untitled [no. 66]

PETYARRE, Rosemary
Anmatyerre people
Australia b.c.1960
Untitled [no. 72]
Woodcut on paper, printer’s proof ed. 2/4
53 sheets: 30 x 45cm (each comp.);
18 sheets: 45 x 30cm (each comp.)
Acc. 2021.150-220
Gift of Tony Coleing and Shayne Higson
through the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation 2021.
Donated through the Australian
Government’s Cultural Gifts Program
VASSILIEFF, Danila
Russia/Australia 1897–1958
Children with blue and green eyes 1947
Lilydale limestone and rhinestones
22.4 x 28.8 x 13cm
Acc. 2021.038
Gift of Clinton Tweedie as a tribute
to his parents Heather and Arthur
Tweedie through the Queensland
Art Gallery | Gallery of Modern Art
Foundation 2021. Donated through
the Australian Government’s Cultural
Gifts Program

Ian Fairweather (from ‘Track’ series) 1969
Gelatin silver photograph on paper
25.6 x 34.2cm (comp., sight)
Acc. 2021.083
Ian Fairweather (from ‘Track’ series) 1968
Gelatin silver photograph on paper
34.2 x 25.6cm (comp., sight)
Acc. 2021.084
Ian Fairweather (from ‘Track’ series) 1966
Gelatin silver photograph on paper
39.8 x 29.4cm (comp., sight)
Acc. 2021.085
Ian Fairweather (from ‘Track’ series) 1966
Gelatin silver photograph on paper
48.3 x 33.6cm (comp., sight)
Acc. 2021.086
Ian Fairweather (from ‘Hut’ series) 1966
Gelatin silver photograph on paper
34 x 25.5cm (comp., sight)
Acc. 2021.087
Ian Fairweather (from ‘Hut’ series) 1968
Gelatin silver photograph on paper
34 x 25.6cm (comp., sight)
Acc. 2021.088

PETYARRE, Suzie
Alyawarr people
Australia active 1990
Untitled [no. 67]

WALKER, Robert
Australia 1922–2007
Ian Fairweather (from ‘Track’ series) 1966
Gelatin silver photograph on paper
30 x 23.6cm (comp., sight)
Acc. 2021.079

PETYARRE, Jeanie
Anmatyerre people
Australia active 1990
Untitled [no. 68]

Ian Fairweather (from ‘Track’ series) 1968
Gelatin silver photograph on paper
34 x 23.2cm (comp., sight)
Acc. 2021.080

Ian Fairweather (from ‘Hut’ series) 1968
Gelatin silver photograph on paper
34 x 25.6cm (comp., sight)
Acc. 2021.090

KNGWARREYE, Jedda
Anmatyerre people
Australia active 1990
Untitled [no. 70]

Ian Fairweather (from ‘Track’ series) 1968
Gelatin silver photograph on paper
33.6 x 23.6cm (comp., sight)
Acc. 2021.081

Ian Fairweather (from ‘Hut’ series) 1966
Gelatin silver photograph on paper
25.5 x 34.1cm (comp., sight)
Acc. 2021.091

PWERLE, Marcia
Anmatyerre people
Australia active 1990
Untitled [no. 71]

Ian Fairweather (from ‘Track’ series) 1968
Gelatin silver photograph on paper
34.5 x 26.6cm (comp., sight)
Acc. 2021.082

Ian Fairweather (from ‘Hut’ series) 1966
Gelatin silver photograph on paper
34 x 25.5cm (comp., sight)
Acc. 2021.092

Ian Fairweather (from ‘Hut’ series) 1966
Gelatin silver photograph on paper
33.7 x 25.5cm (comp., sight)
Acc. 2021.089
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Ian Fairweather (from ‘Hut’ series) 1966
Gelatin silver photograph on paper
24.5 x 27.5cm (comp., sight)
Acc. 2021.093
Ian Fairweather (from ‘Hut’ series) 1968
Gelatin silver photograph on paper
48.3 x 33.6cm (comp., sight)
Acc. 2021.094
Ian Fairweather (from ‘Hut’ series) 1966
Gelatin silver photograph on paper
27.6 x 35.5cm (comp.)
Acc. 2021.095
Ian Fairweather (from ‘Hut’ series) 1968
Gelatin silver photograph on paper
35.4 x 24.5cm (comp.)
Acc. 2021.096
Ian Fairweather (from ‘Beach’ series) 1968
Gelatin silver photograph on paper
26.5 x 35.4cm (comp., sight)
Acc. 2021.097
Ian Fairweather (from ‘Beach’ series) 1967
Gelatin silver photograph on paper
26.5 x 35.5cm (comp., sight)
Acc. 2021.098
Ian Fairweather (from ‘Beach’ series) 1968
Gelatin silver photograph on paper
35 x 25.2cm (comp., sight)
Acc. 2021.099
Ian Fairweather (from ‘Shop’ series) 1966
Gelatin silver photograph on paper
29.5 x 25.6cm (comp.)
Acc. 2021.100
William Robinson unknown
Gelatin silver photograph on paper
34.7 x 49cm (comp.)
Acc. 2021.101
Jan Senbergs unknown
Gelatin silver photograph on paper
31.7 x 48cm (comp., sight)
Acc. 2021.102
Arthur Boyd unknown
Gelatin silver photograph on paper
33 x 49cm (comp., sight)
Acc. 2021.103

Sir Robert Helpmann as Dr Cappelius in
the ballet ‘Coppelia (1969)’ 1969
Gelatin silver photograph on paper
34.2 x 49.2cm (comp., sight)
Acc. 2021.104
Frank Hodgkinson, painting in
the bush unknown
Gelatin silver photograph on paper
24.5 x 32cm (comp., sight)
Acc. 2021.105
Ian Fairweather
(from ‘Beach’ series) 1968
Gelatin silver photograph on paper
34 x 25.6cm (comp., sight)
Acc. 2021.106
Ian Fairweather
(from ‘Hut’ series) 1966
Gelatin silver photograph on paper
33.9 x 25.5cm (comp., sight)
Acc. 2021.107
Ian Fairweather
(from ‘Hut’ series) 1966
Gelatin silver photograph on paper
34 x 25.6cm (comp., sight)
Acc. 2021.108
Ian Fairweather
(from ‘Hut’ series) 1966
Gelatin silver photograph on paper
32 x 25.8cm (comp., sight)
Acc. 2021.109
Ian Fairweather
(from ‘Track’ series) 1966
Gelatin silver photograph on paper
34.5 x 24.5cm (comp., sight)
Acc. 2021.110
Ian Fairweather
(from ‘Hut’ series) 1966
Gelatin silver photograph on paper
25 x 30.5cm (comp.)
Acc. 2021.111
Gift of Saskia Havekes and Louise
Havekes-Walker in memory of
Robert Walker through the
Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation 2021.
Donated through the Australian
Government’s Cultural Gifts Program

WARANGKULA TJUPURRULA, Johnny
Luritja people
Australia c.1918–2001
Bushfire Dreaming 1973
Synthetic polymer paint on
composition board
28.5 x 28cm
Acc. 2020.315
Purchased 2020. Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
WATERS, John William
United Kingdom/Fiji 1851–1934
Water carrier Fijian c.1890–1900
Carte de visite, postcard
Image: 10.5 x 8.5cm; card: 14 x 9cm
Acc. 2021.252
Gift of Bruce Sowter through
the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation 2021
WATKINS, Carleton
United States 1829–1916
Agassiz Rock, Union Point, Yosemite
1879–81 (B.33 from ‘New Series’
1875–mid 1890s)
Albumen photograph on paper
19.6 x 12.4cm (comp.);
21.4 x 13.6cm (mount)
Acc. 2020.345
Yowiye, The Nevada Fall, 700ft., Yosemite
1879–81 (B.41 from ‘New Series’
1875–mid 1890s)
Albumen photograph on paper
19.5 x 12cm (comp.); 21.4 x 13.7cm
(mount)
Acc. 2020.346
D.H. Oneonta Gorge, Columbia River
Scenery O. 1879–80 (D.11 from ‘New
Series’ 1875–mid1890s)
Albumen photograph on paper
19.6 x 13.6 (comp.);
21.6 x 13.6cm (mount)
Acc. 2020.347
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Seal Farallon Islands, P.O. 1879–80
(B.128 from ‘New Series’
1875–mid 1890s)
Albumen photograph
12.4 x 20.6cm (comp.);
13.6 x 21.4cm (mount)
Acc. 2020.348
Gift of Gael Newton AM and Paul
Costigan through the Queensland
Art Gallery | Gallery of Modern Art
Foundation 2020

heron island #7 2009
Three-plate etching on Hahnemühle
paper, ed. 25/30
24.5 x 19.5cm (comp.)
Acc. 2021.237

heron island #20 2009
Two-plate etching on Hahnemühle
paper, ed. 25/30
24.5 x 19.5cm (comp.)
Acc. 2021.246

heron island #8 2009
Three-plate etching on Hahnemühle
paper, ed. 25/30
24.5 x 19.5cm (comp.)
Acc. 2021.238

‘the holes in the land’ series 2015
comprising:
the holes in the land #1
Four-plate etching on Velin Arches
paper, ed. 14/30
37.5 x 49.5cm (comp.)

WATSON, Judy
Waanyi people
Australia b.1959
heron island #1 2009
Two-plate etching on Hahnemühle
paper, ed. 25/30
24.5 x 19.5cm (comp.)
Acc. 2021.231

heron island #9 2009
Three-plate etching on Hahnemühle
paper, ed. 25/30
24.5 x 19.5cm (comp.)
Acc. 2021.239

heron island #2 2009/10
Two-plate etching and screenprint
on Hahnemühle paper, ed. 25/30
24.5 x 19.5cm (comp.)
Acc. 2021.232
heron island #3 2009/10
Etching and screenprint on
Hahnemühle paper, ed. 25/30
24.5 x 19.5cm (comp.)
Acc. 2021.233
heron island #4 2009/10
Three-plate etching and screenprint on
Hahnemühle paper, ed. 25/30
24.5 x 19.5cm (comp.)
Acc. 2021.234
heron island #5 2009/10
Two-plate etching and screenprint on
Hahnemühle paper, ed. 25/30
24.5 x 19.5cm (comp.)
Acc. 2021.235
heron island #6 2009
Two-plate etching on Hahnemühle
paper, ed. 25/30
24.5 x 19.5cm (comp.)
Acc. 2021.236

heron island #10 2009/10
Etching and screenprint on
Hahnemühle paper, ed. 25/30
24.5 x 19.5cm (comp.)
Acc. 2021.240
heron island #11 2009/10
Etching and screenprint on
Hahnemühle paper, ed. 25/30
24.5 x 19.5cm (comp.)
Acc. 2021.241
heron island #12 2009
Two-plate etching on Hahnemühle
paper, ed. 25/30
24.5 x 19.5cm (comp.)
Acc. 2021.242
heron island #13 2009/10
Two-plate etching and screenprint
on Hahnemühle paper, ed. 25/30
24.5 x 19.5cm (comp.)
Acc. 2021.243
heron island #15 2009/10
Two-plate etching and screenprint
on Hahnemühle paper, ed. 25/30
24.5 x 19.5cm (comp.)
Acc. 2021.244
heron island #16 2009/10
Two-plate etching and two
screenprints on Hahnemühle paper,
ed. 25/30
24.5 x 19.5cm (comp.)
Acc. 2021.245

the holes in the land #2
Four-plate etching on Velin Arches
paper, ed. 14/30
49.5 x 37.5cm (comp.)
the holes in the land #3
Four-plate etching on Velin Arches
paper, ed. 14/30
37.5 x 49.5cm (comp.)
the holes in the land #4
Four-plate etching on Velin Arches
paper, ed. 14/30
37.5 x 49.5 cm (comp.)
the holes in the land #5
Three-plate etching on Velin Arches
paper, ed. 14/30
49.5 x 37.5 cm (comp.)
the holes in the land #6
Two-plate etching on Velin Arches
paper, ed. 14/30
37.5 x 49.5cm (comp.)
Acc. 2021.247.001-006
under the act 2007
Book with 20 etchings with chine collé
on Hahnemühle paper, ed. 11/30
20 prints: 42 x 30.5cm (each);
43 x 32 x 2.5cm (folio)
Acc. 2021.248a
Gift of the artist through the
Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
2021. Donated through the Australian
Government’s Cultural Gifts Program
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WINBERG, JA
United States active c.1876–86
Young man and urn c.1880
Albumen photograph on paper
9.6 x 5.8cm (comp.); 10.6 x 6.2 (mount)
Acc. 2020.349
Gift of Gael Newton AM and
Paul Costigan through the
Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation 2020
YANG, William
Australia b.1943
Golden Summer 1987/2016
Inkjet print, gold leaf on Innova Softex
paper, ed. 3/20
40 x 30cm (comp.)
Acc. 2021.017
Purchased 2021 with funds from
Cora Trevarthen and Andrew Reeves
through the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation
YOUNGER, Jay
Australia b.1960
Inversions II 2015
Archival inkjet print
110 x 110cm
Acc. 2021.011
Clive Palmer (from ‘Demagogues
and Megalomaniacs’ series) 2018
Archival inkjet print
80 x 80cm
Acc. 2021.012
Pauline Hanson (from ‘Demagogues
and Megalomaniacs’ series) 2018
Archival inkjet print
80 x 80cm
Acc. 2021.013
Gift of the artist through the
Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation 2021.
Donated through the Australian
Government’s Cultural Gifts Program
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Exhibitions and programs
Exhibitions
Unless otherwise stated, all exhibitions are organised by QAGOMA.
* Indicates an exhibition where its duration was impacted by
the Gallery's temporary closures (detailed on page 72) in line
with COVID-19 restrictions.
Indigenous Australian Art Collection: Namatjira Story*
17 June 2017 – 5 October 2020 | QAG
Curated by Bruce Johnson McLean
‘Namatjira Story’ interwove works by renowned Aboriginal
artist Albert Namatjira with paintings by his mentor Rex
Battarbee, and explored the legacy of Namatjira’s influence
on the first, second and fourth generation of artists in the
Arrernte landscape painting and ceramics tradition.
I, Object*
3 August 2019 – 29 August 2021 | GOMA
Curated by Bruce Johnson McLean and Katina Davidson
‘I, Object’ looks at the many complex relationships
Indigenous Australian artists have with objects: from the
histories informing their creation, to the social and cultural
consequences of their collection. Many Indigenous people
consider their cultural objects as family or as part of
themselves — physical, tangible products of their cultural
inheritances. Throughout the world, many museums hold
significant items of Indigenous cultural material. These items,
considered by many to be ancestors, are a great source of
pride and inspiration; however, their housing in public and
private collections over many generations also represents
a great source of cultural loss and trauma.
Works from the Asian Collection*
26 October 2019 – 8 August 2021 | QAG
Curated by Tarun Nagesh
This exhibition explores the gradual shifts in pattern, colour
and technique that can be traced across thousands of years
in ceramics from China, Japan, Korea and South-East Asia,
along with shared motifs, technological developments,
and the marks of artistic influence that have spread through
the ages and across cultures.

Ai Weiwei: Boomerang*
29 February 2020 – 30 January 2022 | QAG
Composed of 270 000 crystal pieces, Ai Weiwei’s
Boomerang, first installed during ‘The 5th Asia Pacific
Triennial of Contemporary Art’ in 2006, fills the
soaring space of QAG’s Watermall.
The work is both a dreamscape and a monument to
consumption and the conspicuous display of new wealth.
Errant Objects*
29 February 2020 – 8 August 2021 | QAG
Curated by Reuben Keehan
Inspired by Ai Weiwei's Boomerang 2006, ‘Errant Objects’
explores the legacy of the readymade, as well as assemblage
and the re-contextualisation of cultural objects, through works
from the Gallery’s contemporary Asian art holdings.
Gods and Gridlock*
29 February 2020 – 8 August 2021 | QAG
Curated by Reuben Keehan
‘Gods and Gridlock’ features works by artists who, by
experimenting with techniques and iconography, seek the
relevance of classical thangka painting in an age of digital
communication. Scroll paintings that emerged from Buddhist
figurative traditions in India and China, thangka flourished in
Tibet from the eleventh century onwards. Recognisable for
their precise brushwork, detailed imagery and strictly
proportionate geometry, these paintings principally depict
the Buddha and other deities or teachers. They function as
educational, devotional and meditational aids, but also serve
as sources of artistic innovation and reflection.
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Mavis Ngallametta: Show Me the Way to Go Home*
21 March 2020 – 7 February 2021 | QAG
Curated by Bruce Johnson McLean and Katina Davidson

Cut it: Collage to Meme*
7 August 2020 – 28 March 2021 | GOMA
Curated by Ellie Buttrose

Mavis Ngallametta (1944–2019) made a profound contribution
to arts and culture nationally and particularly in her home state
of Queensland. An Elder of the Putch clan and a cultural leader
of the Wik and Kugu people of Aurukun, Mavis Ngallametta was
one of the most well-regarded senior community-based artists
in Australia. This exhibition surveyed a decade of her intricate
and animated paintings, bringing together major works from
her Pamp/Swamp, Kendall River, Wutan, Ikalath, Yalgamunken,
intertidal estuary and bushfire series for the first time.

‘Cut It’ contemplated our voracious consumption of images
to show how artists have redeployed the meaning of images
through the enduring techniques of collage, montage
and sampling. Using the lenses of news reporting and
entertainment media, the works of art are cropped and altered
from newspapers, popular movies, the internet and art history,
bringing together disparate images to express new ideas.

PRINCIPAL BENEFACTOR

TOURISM & MEDIA PARTNERS

Two Sisters, A Singular Vision: Celebrating the Gifts of
Margaret and Cathryn Mittelheuser*
18 July 2020 – 31 January 2021 | QAG
Curated by Diane Moon
‘Two Sisters, A Singular Vision’ celebrated the sustained and
generous patronage by Margaret Mittelheuser AM (1931–2013)
and Gallery Medallist Cathryn Mittelheuser AM. Their support
began in 1985, and this exhibition featured a selection from
their enduring legacy of over 100 works. Though they have
supported the acquisition of key works across many areas of
the Collection, the Gallery’s holdings of Indigenous Australian
Art — particularly works by female artists — have benefitted
most significantly through their gifts.
Welcome to Colour Television*
7 August 2020 – 18 April 2021 | GOMA
Curated by Sophia Sambono
‘Welcome to Colour Television’ celebrated a powerful selection
of Indigenous Australian video art, featuring works by Richard
Bell, Destiny Deacon, Vernon Ah Kee, Christian Thompson,
Genevieve Grieves and Douglas Watkin. Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander artists have engaged with screen culture for over
50 years as a way to connect audiences with Indigenous issues
and address mis/representation within the medium and society
more broadly.

Unfinished Business: The Art of Gordon Bennett*
7 November 2020 – 21 March 2021 | GOMA
Curated by Zara Stanhope and Abigail Bernal
‘Unfinished Business: The Art of Gordon Bennett’ was the
first large-scale exhibition of Bennett’s work and featured
200 works of art ranging from installation and sculptural
assemblage to painting, drawing, video and ceramics. In his
lifetime, Bennett was widely regarded as one of Queensland’s —
indeed one of Australia’s — most perceptive and inventive
contemporary artists. Queensland-born, Bennett (1955–2014)
was deeply engaged with questions of identity, perception and
the construction of history, and made a profound and ongoing
contribution to contemporary art in Australia and internationally.
TOURISM & MEDIA PARTNERS

PUBLICATION SPONSOR

Full Face: Artists’ Helmets*
14 November 2020 – 16 May 2021 | GOMA
Curated by Samantha Littley
The 15 contemporary Australian artists represented in ‘Full Face:
Artists’ Helmets’ each accepted the invitation to individualise
a Biltwell Gringo ECE ‘full face’ helmet, the quintessential
motorcycling accessory. The display was conceived in response
to ‘The Motorcycle: Design, Art, Desire’, and included work
by a broad cross-section of practitioners. Their works of art
engaged with the interwoven themes of art and design that
‘The Motorcycle’ explored, or with related social, political or
environmental concerns.
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The Motorcycle: Design, Art, Desire*
28 November 2020 – 26 April 2021 | GOMA
Curated by Charles M Falco and Ultan Guilfoyle, working
with QAGOMA Coordinating Curator Michael O’Sullivan.
Ticketed exhibition.
‘The Motorcycle: Design, Art, Desire’ opened the throttle on the
ground-breaking designs that shaped one of the most iconic
objects the world has ever seen. This world-exclusive exhibition,
only in Brisbane, showcased the art, design and history of
the motorcycle. Featuring radical concepts, record breakers
and road icons, the fully immersive exhibition showcased 100
innovative and influential motorcycles from the 1860s to
present day; it considered the vehicle from the perspective
of social history, popular culture, design and technology.

William Yang: Seeing and Being Seen*
27 March – 22 August 2021 | QAG
Curated by Rosie Hays
Queensland-born, Sydney-based photographer William Yang’s
significant contribution to Australian photography spans five
decades. Known for his reflective and joyous depictions of
Australia’s LGBTIQ+ scene in the late 70s and 80s through to
the present. Yang’s photography is informed by the cultural and
political pressures of growing up as a gay man from a Chinese
immigrant family in north Queensland.
TOURISM & MEDIA PARTNERS

STRATEGIC PARTNER

TOURISM & MEDIA PARTNERS

SUPPPORTING PARTNERS

Creative Generation Excellence Awards in Visual Art (2021)
24 April – 8 August 2021 | GOMA
An initiative of the Department of Education and Training,
supported by QAGOMA
This annual exhibition recognises and celebrates the artistic
achievements of senior high school students from across
Queensland. In 2021, the exhibition showcases the work of
the 37 Excellence Award recipients from metropolitan and
regional schools throughout the state.
Reality and Invention
22 May – 19 September 2021 | GOMA
Curated by Reuben Keehan

Get Up, Stand Up*
19 December 2020 – 20 November 2022 | QAG
Curated by Katina Davidson
Drawn from the Collection, this exhibition of works by
Indigenous Queensland artists demonstrates the makers’
engagement with cultural, familial, historical and political
movements, their assertion of sovereignty and desire for
political and social equality. A significant group of works
reflect these ongoing familial experiences of involuntary
movement off Country — away from family and onto the
missions and reserves that provided both sanctuary and
oppression — while defiant protest works demand to
be heard.

'Reality & Invention' focuses on artists’ responses to social
change experienced throughout Asia since the 1980s, and the
emergence of realism as a defining artistic strategy of the
period. Taking in movements as diverse as Japan’s New Wave,
Indian figurative-narrative art and Indonesia’s politically charged
New Art Movement, the exhibition features many well-known
works from the Gallery’s Collection alongside some rarely seen
holdings of major significance.
Change Generators
29 May – 31 October 2021 | GOMA
Curated by Zara Stanhope
When celebrated French artist Marcel Duchamp (1887–1968)
began presenting mass-produced, utilitarian objects — which
he called ‘readymades’ — in a gallery setting, he disrupted
the centuries-long concept of the artist as a skilled creator of
original, handmade art. This Collection display features works
by artists who alter everyday items to transform how we think
about them.
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European Masterpieces from The Metropolitan Museum
of Art, New York*
12 June – 17 October 2021 | GOMA
Touring exhibition from The Metropolitan Museum of Art,
New York, jointly developed by The Metropolitan Museum of
Art, New York, Queensland Art Gallery | Gallery of Modern Art,
and Art Exhibitions Australia.
Curated by Keith Christiansen (John Pope-Hennessy Chairman,
European Paintings) and Adam Eaker (Assistant Curator,
European Paintings), both of The Metropolitan Museum of Art,
New York, working with QAGOMA Coordinating Curator Chris
Saines. Ticketed exhibition.
Spanning 500 years, ‘European Masterpieces from The
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York’ offers a breathtaking
journey from the 1420s and emerging Renaissance to the height
of early twentieth-century post-impressionism. This once-ina-lifetime opportunity allows visitors to experience works by
painters such as Rembrandt, Rubens, Turner, Degas, Renoir,
Cézanne and Monet, directly from The Metropolitan Museum
of Art, New York — one of the world’s finest collections
of European paintings, the majority of which rarely leave
permanent display in New York.
STRATEGIC PARTNER

PRINCIPAL SPONSOR

PRINCIPAL DONOR

NEWS PARTNERS

MAJOR PARTNER

TOURISM & MEDIA PARTNERS

SUPPORTING PARTNERS

SUPPORTED BY
Funding for insurance has also been provided through
the Queensland Government Exhibition Indemnification
Scheme, administered by Arts Queensland

EXHIBITION ORGANISED BY
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QAGOMA Learning project
Open Studio*
8 June 2019 – ongoing | QAG
Open Studio explores the creative practice of contemporary
Australian artists. Featured artists share their studio practice
and provide insights into how they work. Artists included Grace
Lillian Lee (1 February – 5 October 2020), Madeleine Kelly
(10 October 2020 – 31 January 2021) and Abdul Abdullah
(13 February – 13 June 2021).
GRANTOR
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Children’s Art Centre exhibitions and projects
Ross Manning: Idling Engines
28 November 2020 – 26 April 2021 | GOMA
Curated by Laura Mudge and Jacqueline Tunny
Brisbane-based kinetic artist Ross Manning created a sitespecific sound work Idling Engines 2020, which responded
to the movement of visitors in the space. It invited visitors to
contribute to the composition of sound and to consider how
everyday objects can be transformed into musical instruments.
The exhibition also featured his dynamic floor-based artwork
Elements Song 2020.
Raquel Ormella: Now is the Time
7 August 2020 – 1 August 2021 | GOMA
Curated by Tamsin Cull, Laura Mudge and Cosima Scales
Australian artist Raquel Ormella was inspired by children
around the world who have been calling for action on climate
change. She invites children to express their views through four
hands-on activities. This exhibition also includes a film made
with the artist in collaboration with Junction Park State School
students, in which they share their ideas, concerns and hopes
for the future.
The Gifting Tree
12 June – 17 October 2021
Curated by Laura Mudge and Cosima Scales
The exhibition brings together the work of Sonia Chitrakar,
Archana Kumari and Kamta Tahed — three contemporary Indian
artists who use bright colours, pattern and storytelling in their
work. Each artist created a painting or drawing that references
the importance of trees in supporting life. Children can reflect on
their own experiences of trees through two hands-on activities.
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Australian Cinémathèque programs and screenings
Brisbane International Film Festival 2020
1–11 October 2020 | GOMA and cinema partners
Artistic Director: Amanda Slack-Smith

Life’s a Drag
23 October – 22 November 2020
Curated by Victoria Wareham

The 2020 Brisbane International Film Festival (BIFF, 1–11 October)
was the final festival organised and curated by QAGOMA’s
Australian Cinémathèque under its three-year partnership with
Screen Queensland. BIFF 2020 featured 109 films (39 features,
34 documentaries and 36 shorts), with 204 screenings across
six venues to accommodate reduced cinema capacities in line
with social distancing requirements.

From the beloved classics Victor/Victoria 1982 and Paris Is
Burning 1990 to the contemporary celebrations in Drag Kids
2019, this program considered the varying portrayals of drag in
cinema. Moving between themes of illusion, performance and
masquerade, this selection of documentary and feature films
contrasted the extravagance of drag and the empowerment
of self-expression with the difficulties faced by the individuals
behind the make-up.

FOUNDING AND PRINCIPAL SPONSOR

MAJOR GOVERNMENT PARTNER

CINEMA PARTNERS

MAJOR PARTNER

BEVERAGE PARTNERS

TOURISM & MEDIA PARTNERS

DIGITAL PARTNER

Motorcycles on Screen
28 November 2020 – 25 April 2021
Curated by Robert Hughes
Presented in conjunction with ‘The Motorcycle: Design, Art,
Desire’, ‘Motorcycles on Screen’ looked back at more than
a century of motorcycles from around the world on screen.
Blending the seminal Hollywood classics that helped define
motorcycles in the popular Western imagination with lesser
known but equally captivating entries in the film canon,
‘Motorcycles on Screen’ included portrayals of the early
years of motorcycling and examined what possibilities may
lie in the future.

VENUE PARTNER

Live Music and Film: Sherlock Jr
21 March 2021
Presented as part of the 'Motorcycles on Screen' cinema
program, the delightful Sherlock Jr 1924 stars Buster Keaton
as a projectionist who longs to be a respected detective.
Often described as one of Keaton's greatest directorial
achievements, Sherlock Jr features silent cinema's most
beloved motorcycle chase — a cavalcade of slapstick comedy
and hair-raising stunts that remains thrillingly inventive to
this day. The film was preceded by the silent comedy short
Get Out and Get Under 1920, starring Harold Lloyd. Organist
David Bailey accompanied a 4K digital restoration of the film
on the Gallery's 1929 Wurlitzer organ.
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Live Music and Film: A Motorcycle Trip Among the Clouds
18 April 2021
Presented as part of the 'Motorcycles on Screen' cinema
program, Lothar Rübelt's A Motorcycle Trip Among the Clouds
1926 is an early example of documentary travel cinema. Rübelt
was a pioneer of sports photography — his eye for striking visual
composition is evident in this spectacular time capsule of
European motorcycle adventure.
The film was preceded by the silent comedy short Mabel at
the Wheel 1914, starring Charlie Chaplin. Both films were
accompanied by organist David Bailey on the Gallery's 1929
Wurlitzer organ.

Japanese Film Festival Classics Provocation and Disruption:
Radical Japanese Filmmaking from the 1960s to the 2000s
8–27 January 2021
Presented in partnership with the annual Japanese Film
Festival. The Japanese Film Festival is presented by The
Japan Foundation, Sydney and made possible by The Japan
Foundation Film Library.
'Provocation and Disruption' celebrated boundary-shattering
films through Japanese cinematic history, notoriously recognised
for their offbeat, rebellious, and eye-opening qualities. With a
spotlight on some of Japan’s leading experimental filmmakers
working within the zeitgeist of their time, this series presented
the visually audacious and sonically shocking — from Japanese
New Wave and avant-garde activity during the 1960s and 1970s
to gritty cyberpunk and brilliant psychedelic expressions of the
late 1980s and early 2000s.

NFSA Restores: Australia Daze
26 January 2021
Presented in partnership with the National Film and Sound
Archive, Canberra.
26 January 1988 marked the Bicentenary of European
settlement in Australia. Twenty-nine camera crews captured
the nation’s response, contrasting the official celebrations
with the thoughts and attitudes of ordinary Australians.
The finished film, restored by the National Film and Sound
Archive, is both entertaining and thought-provoking, and
addresses the quintessentially Australian disparity of what
26 January means to different sectors in our society.

Rave
30 January – 10 March 2021
Curated by Victoria Wareham
This selection of films explored the rave scene as a site of
connection, release and transformation. Born out of Chicago's
post-disco underground club scene in the late 1980s, rave
counterculture continues to be a significant global movement,
providing a space of liberation for repressed and marginalised
communities. In periods of radical social, political and economic
change, raves are energy-filled zones of autonomy that offer
alternative spaces of freedom, hope and unity.
Aleksei German: History through a Keyhole
13–31 March 2021
Curated by Robert Hughes
‘Aleksei German: History through a Keyhole’ was a rare
complete retrospective of the work of Aleksei German (1938–
2013), one of the most remarkable figures of Soviet cinema.
Celebrating a career that spanned six decades, this program
brought to light to the way German constructed vivid and
meticulously detailed films in which the exactitude of history
and the haziness of memory are inextricably intertwined.
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World Science Festival Brisbane 2021: All in the Mind
26–28 March 2021
Curated by Rosie Hays
‘All in the Mind’ highlighted films that consider our desire to
understand how our mind works. Presented in partnership with
the Queensland Museum, the program unpacked our curiosity
towards psychological and neurological conditions, our desire
to tinker with our brains through psychedelic and medical
interventions, and how these explorations nudge at broader
fears of medical treatment for mental ill health.
Love & Neon: The Cinema of Wong Kar Wai
30 April – 16 May 2021
Presented in partnership with ACMI.
Curated by Kristy Matheson, Director of Film, ACMI
A retrospective of celebrated Hong Kong filmmaker Wong
Kar Wai, this program featured eight recent restorations.
Wong’s cinema is intrinsically linked to urban spaces and
the lives of city dwellers, who are often in close proximity
but psychologically miles away. Across 11 feature films,
Wong Kar Wai (and his regular collaborators William Chang
and Christopher Doyle) deploys his exacting approach to
the language of cinema, crafting a cinematic universe that’s
instantly recognisable — and often imitated.

All in A Day’s Work
21 May – 30 June 2021
Curated by Rosie Hays
‘All in a Day’s Work’ considered the ways that occupations
shape our relationships, our social mobility and our self-image,
and examined the intersections of work and living conditions.
Across this selection of documentary and feature films, careers
lead to empowerment and redemption — as well as destruction
and isolation. Themes explored included the value of paid and
unpaid jobs, class structures, the shifting role of women in
the workplace, human rights and conditions of labour, and the
unseen and unsung work that goes on all around us.

Live Music and Film: Modern Times
20 June 2021
Charlie Chaplin’s iconic comedy Modern Times 1936 was
presented with live musical accompaniment on the Wurlitzer
Organ by musician David Bailey. In his last film as the Little
Tramp, Chaplin cannot keep pace with the assembly line.
He barrels his way through the job leading to disastrous
results, a trip to the hospital and jail. Made as a response to
rapid industrial development, the film is uncharacteristically
politicised for Chaplin in its unflattering yet hilarious portrayal
of factory working conditions.

The Met: The Masters and the Modern Day
12 June – 16 October 2021
Presented in conjunction with the exhibition ‘European
Masterpieces from The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York’,
this program offered cinematic insights into the lives and times
of the masters behind the masterpieces and the ways their
works continue to inspire and fascinate. It featured acclaimed
biographical dramas — such as Mr Turner 2014, depicting the
life of British painter JMW Turner, and At Eternity’s Gate 2018,
featuring Willem Dafoe’s Oscar-nominated performance as
Vincent van Gogh — alongside recent documentaries exploring
the work of key artists featured in the exhibition. The program
also looks at the museum itself, touching on The Met’s modern
persona as a touchstone for glamour and sophistication
through events such as the annual Met Ball in The First Monday
in May 2016, and its appearances on screen as a location in
feature films such as When Harry Met Sally 1989, The Thomas
Crown Affair 1999 and Ocean's 8 2018.
Postponed programs
Some Australian Cinémathèque programs were postponed as a
result of COVID-19 impacts. Screenings for ‘All in a Day’s Work’
and ‘Live Music and Film: Modern Times’ were rescheduled
from 2020 to 2021. ‘Hollywood Screwballs’ was rescheduled
from 2020 to 2022.
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QAGOMA Touring
Exhibitions presented in regional Queensland
The dates listed below reflect tour venues in 2020–21; some of
these exhibitions also toured in 2019–20 and/or will continue to
tour in 2021–22.
Robert MacPherson: BOSS DROVERS
Curatorial coordinators: Peter McKay, Henri van Noordenburg
and Simon Wright
A touring exhibition of 200 drawings by Robert MacPherson,
one of Australia’s most highly regarded contemporary artists.
Throughout his career, spanning over four decades, MacPherson
has been interested in language and related systems that
seek to categorise knowledge. His work explores how changes
to both can affect the gradual disappearance of specialist
knowledge as generations pass.

Island Fashion on Tour
1 July – 30 October 2020
Developed by the Children’s Art Centre in collaboration with
artists Grace Lillian Lee, Letila Mitchell, Maryann Talia Pau
and Ranu James
Curated by Tamsin Cull, Laura Mudge, Jacqueline Tunny and
Henri van Noordenburg

Warwick Art Gallery
3 June – 10 July 2021

‘Island Fashion on Tour’ celebrated the influence of traditional
cultures, contemporary art and fashion design in the work of
Australian and Pacific artists. This free program encouraged
children and families to get creative with fashion and adornment
through hands-on making and multimedia activities and was
conducted at more than 110 venues around Queensland and the
Torres Strait in 2020 — see the Gallery’s website for full listings.

Patricia Piccinini: Curious Affection on Tour
Curated by Peter McKay

Now is the Time Kids on Tour
1 January – 30 April 2021

This exhibition includes some of Patricia Piccinini’s best-known
sculptures, photographs and videos. These works introduce the
themes and concepts that have inspired her creations over the
course of her 20-year career, earning her a reputation as one of
the world’s most adventurous artists.

Developed by the Children’s Art Centre in collaboration
with Raquel Ormella

Caboolture Regional Art Gallery
12 June – 12 September 2020

Artspace Mackay
25 September – 29 November 2020
Northsite Contemporary Arts, Cairns
5 December 2020 – 30 January 2021
Pinnacles Gallery, Townsville
6 February – 18 April 2021

Curated by Tamsin Cull, Laura Mudge, Cosima Scales and
Henri van Noordenburg
This free program ran concurrently with the QAGOMA Children’s
Art Centre exhibition ‘Now is the Time’, enabling Queensland
communities across the state to enjoy key elements of the
original exhibition at their local venue. ‘Now is the Time Kids
on Tour’ was presented at more than 100 participating venues
in Queensland — see the Gallery’s website for full listings.
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GOVERNANCE

Organisational chart as at 30 June 2021

Queensland Art Gallery
Board of Trustees
Chair, Professor Emeritus Ian O'Connor AC

QAGOMA Foundation
Committee
President, Tim Fairfax AC

Audit and Risk
Management Committee
Chair, Catherine Sinclair

Directorate
Director, Chris Saines CNZM

QAGOMA
Foundation

Collection
and Exhibitions
Deputy Director,
Simon Elliott

Learning and
Public Engagement
Assistant Director,
Simon Wright

Development and
Commercial Services
Assistant Director,
Tarragh Cunningham

Operations
and Governance
Assistant Director,
Duane Lucas

Asian and
Pacific Art

Design, Workshop
and Installation

Business
Development
and Partnerships

Facilities

Australian Art

Information
and Publishing

Digital
Transformation

Finance

Australian
Cinémathèque

Learning

Food and Beverage
Services and
Events

Governance
and Reporting

Conservation and
Registration

Public
Engagement

Marketing,
Advertising
and Digital

Information
Management
and Technology

Exhibition
Management

Media

Protection and
Visitor Services

International Art

Retail
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Management and structure
Queensland Art Gallery Board of Trustees
The Queensland Art Gallery Act 1987 stipulates that the Board
consists of the number of members appointed by the Governor
in Council. In appointing a member, regard must be had to the
person’s ability to contribute to the Board’s performance and the
implementation of its strategic and operational plans. A person
is not eligible for appointment as a member if the person is not
legally able to manage a corporation under the Corporations Act
2001 (Cth). Members are appointed for terms of not more than
three years and are eligible for reappointment upon expiry of
their terms. Members are appointed on the conditions decided
by the Governor in Council.
The Board met five times during the year and considered
matters including:
•

COVID-19 response, impacts and management

•

trusts of which the Board is trustee,
including trust investments

•

focus presentations and discussions on ‘The 10th
Asia Pacific Triennial of Contemporary Art' and
the Learning Centre

•

draft Reconciliation Action Plan for submission to
Reconciliation Australia

•

performance reports and blockbuster exhibition outcomes

•

annual review of risk appetite.

In November, the Board and the QAGOMA Foundation
Committee held a strategic workshop focused on
opportunities in the COVID-19 era.
Remuneration for members of the Board of Trustees and the
Audit and Risk Management Committee is set in accordance
with the Queensland Government’s Remuneration Procedures
for Part-Time Chairs and Members of Queensland Government
Bodies. Annual remuneration is set at $7500 for the Chair
and $3000 for members of the Board of Trustees, and $1250
for the Chair and $750 for members of the Audit and Risk
Management Committee.
The transactions of the Board are accounted for in the
financial statements. Further information about the Board can
be accessed at www.qagoma.qld.gov.au/about/our-team.
Members of the Board during 2020–21 are listed below.

Board member

Role

Term of
appointment

Number of
meetings attended

Remuneration

Professor Emeritus
Ian O’Connor AC

Chair and member

2/03/20 – 1/03/23

4

$7500

Elizabeth Pidgeon

Deputy Chair and member

2/03/20 – 1/03/23

5

$3000

Dr Bianca Beetson

Member

1/11/18 – 31/10/21

5

$3000

The Honourable Justice Martin Daubney AM

Member

2/03/20 – 1/03/23

5

Nil#

Gina Fairfax

Member

2/03/20 – 1/03/23

5

$3000

Catherine Sinclair

Member

2/03/20 – 1/03/23

5

$3000

Paul Taylor

Member

2/03/20 – 1/03/23

5

$3000

Remuneration listed above is in line with the period of the relevant appointment.
The Board incurred $0 total out-of-pocket expenses during the year.
# Not eligible for fees as a public sector employee
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Board Members
CHAIR

Gina Fairfax

Professor Emeritus Ian O’Connor AC

Gina Fairfax is a trustee of the Tim Fairfax Family Foundation
and an advocate for access to art and education in rural,
regional and remote communities. In 2018, Gina and her
husband Tim Fairfax AC were awarded the 2018 Creative
Partnerships Australia Award for Philanthropy Leadership,
an acknowledgment of their significant and enduring legacy
to the arts in Australia.

Professor Emeritus Ian O’Connor AC was Vice Chancellor
and President of Griffith University from 2005 to 2018 and is
presently Deputy Chair of Trade and Investment Queensland and
Director of QInsure. In 2017, he was awarded the Companion of
the Order of Australia for his contributions to the community.
DEPUTY CHAIR
Liz Pidgeon
Elizabeth (Liz) Pidgeon is co-founder and Director of Cornerstone
Properties and a Director of the Pidgeon Group of Companies.
Liz is a former president of the Property Council of Australia
(Queensland Division) and is a past Director of Brisbane
Marketing. She is also a former Board Member of the Wesley
Research Institute, Property Industry Foundation, and former
Chair of the Surf Life Saving Foundation.

Catherine Sinclair
Catherine Sinclair is a Director of the Consultancy Bureau
and has experience as a member of tribunals and boards in
transport, the arts, and local government sectors. Former roles
include Chair of the Residential Tenancies Authority, Director
of the Brisbane Airport Corporation, Deputy Chair of the Port of
Brisbane and Director of Brisbane Festival.
Paul Taylor

Dr Bianca Beetson
Dr Bianca Beetson is a Gubbi Gubbi/Kabi Kabi (Sunshine Coast)
Waradjuri (NSW) artist and is Director of the Indigenous Research
Unit at Griffith University. She is also an accomplished curator
and was a former member of the seminal Aboriginal artist
collectives Campfire Group and proppaNOW. Bianca is a member
of the Artist Advisory Board at the Museum of Contemporary Art
Australia, Sydney, and a board member of Digi Youth Arts.
The Honourable Justice Martin Daubney AM
The Honourable Justice Martin Daubney AM has been a judge of
the Supreme Court of Queensland since 2007, and is currently
serving as President of the Queensland Civil and Administrative
Tribunal. In 2018, Justice Daubney was appointed a Member
of the Order of Australia for significant service to the law, the
judiciary, education and the community.

Paul Taylor is the head of Australian equities and portfolio
manager of the Fidelity Australian Equities Fund. He is the Chair
of the Dean’s Society for Business, Economics and Law at the
University of Queensland, and, together with his wife Sue, played
a key role in establishing the University of Queensland’s Centre
for the Business and Economics of Health.
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Executive Management Team
DIRECTOR

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, OPERATIONS & GOVERNANCE

Chris Saines CNZM

Duane Lucas

For 40 years, Chris Saines has led galleries in Australia and
New Zealand as a director, curatorial and collection manager,
educator and curator. Prior to joining QAGOMA as Director,
Chris was Director of Auckland Art Gallery Toi o Tāmaki,
New Zealand, from 1996 to 2013. He is a member of the
national Creative Economy Taskforce and a board member
of the Australia-Japan Foundation. He is the principal author
of James Turrell – Night Life (2019) and coordinating curator
of ‘European Masterpieces from The Metropolitan Museum
of Art, New York’ (2021).

Duane Lucas leads governance; Board, government and
stakeholder reporting; audit and risk management; strategic and
operational plan development; financial, human resources and
information technology functions and activities; protection and
visitor services; facilities management; and cultural precinct
liaison and coordination. Duane has more than 30 years’
experience in the public sector, specialising in governance
and corporate services.

The Director is appointed as Director of the Queensland Art
Gallery | Gallery of Modern Art by the Governor in Council upon
recommendation by the Minister for the Arts and approved by
the Board. The Director is appointed for a term of not more
than five years under the Queensland Art Gallery Act 1987
and is eligible for reappointment upon expiry of the term.
DEPUTY DIRECTOR, COLLECTION & EXHIBITIONS
Simon Elliott
Simon Elliott oversees curatorial, exhibition management,
conservation, imaging and registration activities, with direct
responsibility for managing and developing the Gallery’s
Collection. Simon has more than 30 years’ experience in
leading Australian galleries in Canberra and Brisbane and
is currently Vice-President of the Australian Museums and
Galleries Association.
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, DEVELOPMENT & COMMERCIAL
SERVICES
Tarragh Cunningham
Tarragh Cunningham is responsible for developing audiences
and partnerships through media, marketing and sponsorship;
overseeing digital transformation; and leading the Gallery’s
commercial services. Tarragh has worked in the museum and
gallery sector for over 25 years. She is participating in the
Australia Council Leadership Program and is a member of
the Queensland Museum Animal Ethics Committee. In 2019,
she was a Mentor in the Creative Partnerships Australia Arts
Leadership Mentoring Program.

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, LEARNING & PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT
Simon Wright
Simon Wright is responsible for design (encompassing
exhibition, graphic, multimedia and web design), information
and publishing, learning (education, access, volunteer guides
and regional services) and public engagement (public programs,
Members and Children’s Art Centre). Simon has held curatorial
and management positions in commercial and public galleries
and museums. He was Director of Griffith Artworks and Griffith
University Art Gallery from 2005 to 2012, and, since 2013, has
been a Board member of Brisbane’s Institute of Modern Art.
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Audit and Risk Management Committee
The Audit and Risk Management Committee (ARMC) is
a sub-committee of the Board of Trustees and provides
independent assurance and assistance to the Board on
the Gallery’s:
•

internal control structure

•

risk management practices

•

internal and external audits

•

financial accountability, as prescribed under the Financial
Accountability Act 2009, particularly in relation to the
preparation of annual financial statements

•

compliance with relevant laws, regulations and
government policies.

The committee met four times during the year and considered
matters including:
•

financial statements for 2019–20 and quarterly financial
reports for 2020–21

•

external audit strategy and plan, including a review
of findings of external audit reports and management
responses to recommendations

•

internal audit reports and progress against
recommendations

•

the Risk Management Group’s quarterly reporting on
strategic and operational risks

•

Collection revaluation

•

work health and safety practices and outcomes.

In performing its functions, the ARMC observed its Terms
of Reference and had due regard to Queensland Treasury’s
Audit Committee Guidelines: Improving Accountability and
Performance. In May, the committee strengthened its scope
of expertise through the engagement of an external specialist,
Ian Rodin, for an initial period of twelve months.
Members of the committee during 2020–21 are listed below.

Name

Role

Term of appointment

Number of
meetings attended

Remuneration

Catherine Sinclair

Chair and member

9/04/20 – 1/03/23

4

$1250

Dr Bianca Beetson

Member

1/11/18 – 31/10/21

4

$750

Professor Emeritus Ian O’Connor AC

Member

7/12/20 – 1/03/23

3#

$426.37

Paul Taylor

Member

2/03/20 – 29/03/21

3

$562.50

Remuneration listed above is in line with the period of the relevant appointment.
# One of the three meetings attended was as a Trustee guest, prior to appointment to the committee.
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Queensland Art Gallery | Gallery of Modern Art Foundation Committee
The QAGOMA Foundation supports the development of the
state's art Collection and the presentation of major national
and international exhibitions and community-based public
programs, including regional and children’s exhibition programs.
The Foundation receives support through donations, bequests
and gifts of works of art from individual benefactors, as well as
Queensland Government funding.

Gifts of 325 works of art valued at $2.354 million were also
made through the Foundation. The Foundation particularly
acknowledges Danie Mellor, Leanne Bennett, and Alex and
Kitty Mackay for their gifts to the Collection.

The Foundation Committee is established as a committee of
the Board under section 40C of the Queensland Art Gallery Act
1987. Its function is to raise funds to assist in the fulfilment of
the Board’s functions, including by:

Members are not remunerated for their role on the Foundation
Committee. The Committee incurred $0 total out-of-pocket
expenses during the year.

This year, 46 new members joined the QAGOMA Foundation
and 23 members upgraded their level of membership.

•

encouraging gifts, donations, bequests and legacies of
property for the benefit of the Board

Further details of the QAGOMA Foundation’s operations
and activities are available in the Foundation Year in Review
2020–21, to be published in November 2021.

•

managing and investing property made available to the
committee by the Board.

Members of the committee during 2020–21 are listed below.

The transactions of the committee are accounted for in the
financial statements of the Board. The committee met four
times in 2020–21.
Cash donations and bequests totalling $3.72 million were
received by the Foundation during the year, thanks to the
invaluable support of donors. The Foundation gratefully
acknowledges the inspiring support of the Estate of Noela C
Sharwood, Paul and Sue Taylor, Gallery Medallist Cathryn
Mittelheuser AM, and Liz Pidgeon and Graeme Wikman.

Name

Role

Term of appointment

Number of
meetings attended

Remuneration

Tim Fairfax AC

President

11/10/19 – 10/10/22

4

Nil

Philip Bacon AO

Member

27/4/20 – 26/4/23

3

Nil

Anna Cottell

Member

11/10/19 – 10/10/22

2

Nil

The Honourable Justice Martin Daubney AM

Trustee member

07/12/20 – 01/03/23

2

Nil

Kathy Hirschfeld AM

Member

11/10/19 – 10/10/22

2

Nil

Mary-Jeanne Hutchinson

Member

11/10/19 – 10/10/22

2

Nil

Judy Mather

Member

11/10/19 – 10/10/22

3

Nil

Joseph O’Brien

Member

11/10/19 – 10/10/22

3

Nil

Professor Emeritus Ian O’Connor AC

Trustee member

19/3/20 – 1/3/23

3

Nil

Elizabeth Pidgeon

Trustee member

19/3/20 – 1/3/23

3

Nil

Dr Sally Sojan

Member

11/10/19 – 10/10/22

4

Nil

Paul Taylor

Trustee member

19/3/20 – 1/3/23

4

Nil
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Risk management and accountability
Risk management
The Gallery’s Board and Executive Management Team are
committed to an accountable organisational culture with robust
internal systems and processes that identify and manage
risks. QAGOMA aims to engage with risk in a measured and
informed way, and this approach is underpinned by the Gallery’s
risk management framework and risk appetite statement.
The Gallery has a Risk Management Group that reviews risks,
advises and reports quarterly to the Executive Management
Team and Audit and Risk Management Committee (ARMC)
on managing strategic and operational risks arising from the
business activities of the Gallery.

•

advice on COVID-safe procedures for exhibitions including
the interactive components of ‘The Motorcycle: Design, Art,
Desire’, ‘European Masterpieces from The Metropolitan
Museum of Art, New York’ and ‘The 10th Asia Pacific
Triennial of Contemporary Art’

•

introduction and implementation of the COVID-19
Check In Qld app

•

ongoing monitoring and updating of the Gallery’s
COVID-19 test register including regular reporting
to executive management

•

monitoring of the supply of COVID-safe personal protective
equipment including reusable and disposable face masks,
gloves and additional hand sanitiser and isopropyl alcohol
product for front-of-house public interactives.

Risk management in response to COVID-19
During the reporting year, the Gallery focused on providing
safe access for staff and visitors to engage in its program
onsite and online, in line with the Queensland Government’s
Roadmap to easing restrictions and the plan for Queensland's
COVID Safe Future. The Gallery’s Crisis Management Team
continues to scenario plan for resilience and optimum capacity
that responds to potential short-, medium- and long-term
impacts from COVID-19.
QAG and GOMA reopened to the public on 22 June 2020 and
7 August 2020 respectively, following temporary closure orders
at midday on 23 March 2020 due to the pandemic.
Later in the reporting year, QAGOMA was closed to the public
in line with the Greater Brisbane lockdowns as follows:
•

closed 3pm 8 January, reopening 10am 12 January

•

closed 3pm 29 March, reopening 10am on 3 April (2 April
was a scheduled closure for the Good Friday public holiday)

•

closed 4pm 29 June, reopening 10am 4 July 2021.

The Gallery’s Work Health and Safety (WHS) Coordinator
continued to actively manage and respond to WHS issues
related to the pandemic, including:
•

ensuring procedures and protocols aligned with Gallery
COVID-safe site plans, in line with any changes to
restrictions and Chief Health Officer directions

•

development and implementation of COVID-safe event
plans and risk assessments for Gallery events, exhibitions
and programs, including corporate and private functions

•

monitoring local and interstate outbreaks for impacts on
Gallery operations

•

distribution of staff communication bulletins on QAGOMA,
Queensland Health and Commonwealth Government
COVID-19 updates

Internal audit
An internal audit function is carried out on the Gallery’s behalf
by the Corporate Administration Agency under a service level
agreement. The internal audit function is independent of
management and external auditors. The role of the internal
audit includes:
•

appraising the Gallery’s financial administration and
its effectiveness with regard to the functions and duties
required by Section 61 of the Financial Accountability
Act 2009

•

providing audit services and advice to the ARMC and the
Gallery on the effectiveness, efficiency, appropriateness,
legality and probity of the Gallery’s operations.

Internal audits operate under a charter that is consistent
with relevant audit and ethical standards, has due regard for
Queensland Treasury’s Audit Committee Guidelines, and is
approved by the ARMC.
The effectiveness of the internal audit function is monitored
by the ARMC, with the internal auditor attending committee
meetings and presenting internal audit reports. The internal
auditor consulted with Gallery management and evaluated
auditable systems against established criteria to develop the
Internal Audit Plan for 2020–21. The following audits were
completed in 2020–21:
•

workplace health and safety

•

QAGOMA Foundation

•

contract management

•

sponsorship and partnership arrangements.

All audit outcomes indicated that the Gallery has effective
internal controls and systems in place, with some minor
adjustments recommended and accepted by the ARMC
and implemented by the Gallery.
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External scrutiny
The Queensland Art Gallery Board of Trustees was not
subject to any external audits other than the Queensland
Audit Office’s mandated annual audit report of financial
controls and statements.

Information systems and record governance
QAGOMA is committed to using digital technology to increase
efficiency and to contribute to sustainability by reducing paper
use. Electronic approvals processes have been implemented
where appropriate. See also page 24 for outcomes of the Gallery’s
Digital Transformation Initiative during the reporting year.
The Gallery continues to progress its compliance with
Queensland regulatory requirements, including the Public
Records Act 2002 and the policy requirements of the Records
Governance Policy and Information Standard 34: Metadata.
The use of an appropriate Electronic Document and Record
Management System (eDRMS) is a key component in attaining
compliance. The record governance function is managed
by dedicated record management staff, in accordance with
Gallery policy and legislative requirements. Access to records
within the eDRMS is restricted to staff who require access to
perform their roles. Disposal of Gallery records occurs only
in accordance with the policy requirements of the Records
Governance Policy.
QAGOMA has approved procedures outlining record management
rules and responsibilities for preserving the Gallery’s public
records. Staff are informed of new developments in record
management practices through the Gallery’s record management
intranet page and regular emails.
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Human resources
Workforce planning and performance

Public sector ethics

As at 30 June 2021, the Gallery’s workforce consisted of
330 full-time equivalent staff (Minimum Obligatory Human
Resources Information [MOHRI] full-time equivalent data
for the fortnight ending 18 June 2021). The permanent
employee separation rate was 4.94 per cent.

The Board, the Director and all Gallery staff are bound by the
whole-of-government Code of Conduct for the Queensland
Public Service under the Public Sector Ethics Act 1994.
The Gallery’s administrative procedures and management
practices are developed and conducted according to the
ethics, principles and values set out in the Public Sector
Ethics Act 1994 and the Code of Conduct for the Queensland
Public Service.

The Corporate Administration Agency (CAA) is the main
provider of human resource services to the Gallery, including
payroll services, recruitment, corporate induction (combined
quarterly sessions for the Gallery, State Library of Queensland
and the Queensland Museum), training and development,
job evaluation, workforce strategy, policy development and
workplace relations.
The Gallery plays an active role in Cultural Centre-wide
networks to ensure staff have access to appropriate support
when specific workplace matters arise (rehabilitation,
harassment and discrimination), including access to external
employee assistance services.

Integrity and accountability are a significant ongoing focus
for the Board and its Audit and Risk Management Committee
(ARMC). The Gallery has robust controls to manage the risk
of fraud and corruption, including a clear delegation policy and
procedural framework, targeted staff awareness and training
initiatives, specialist internal expertise and oversight from the
Finance department, quarterly self-assessment checks on
internal controls (reported to ARMC), and an ongoing schedule
of independent internal and external audits to ensure the
monitoring of areas susceptible to fraudulent activity.

Through CAA, the Gallery delivered an annual training
and development calendar, both in-person and online,
targeted at frontline supervisors (Managing in a Public
Service Environment), team leaders/managers (Reasonable
Management Action) and staff (Performance Planning).
Staff lunchbox training sessions addressed career planning,
work–life balance, job applications and interview skills.

Across QAGOMA, active reporting occurs at governance forums
on related initiatives, with a focus on continual improvement
and monitoring the integrity and accountability framework
in the workplace. In 2020–21, full-time and part-time staff
completed mandatory online training on the Code of Conduct,
fraud and corruption awareness, cyber security (web browsing)
and bullying and occupational violence.

QAGOMA has an Agency Consultative Committee, made up
of representatives from staff, management and the Together
union. The Committee liaises as required to resolve identified
issues. Gallery management consulted staff delegates
throughout the year to address workplace issues, with no
formal Committee meetings held in 2020–21.

Employment arrangements and COVID-19
In accordance with Directive 01/20 Employment Arrangements
in the Event of a Health Pandemic, casual Gallery staff rostered
to work during closures necessitated by a public health directive
were paid for their rostered shifts (irrespective of whether they
performed work). QAGOMA continued to support flexible
working arrangements.

Human rights
In line with the Human Rights Act 2019, QAGOMA acknowledges
the importance of respecting, protecting and promoting human
rights. During the reporting year the Gallery received no human
rights complaints. To further the objectives of the Human Rights
Act 2019, QAGOMA introduced a new Governing Documents
Policy which includes guidance and a checklist to help ensure all
new or reviewed Gallery governing documents, including policies,
are compatible with human rights. As part of its cyclical review
of governing documents, the Gallery has reviewed its Customer
Complaints Management Policy and Procedure, Individual
Employee Grievance Management Procedure, Entertainment
and Hospitality Policy, Indemnity Policy, Deaccessioning and
Removal of Works of Art Policy, Fraud and Corruption Policy,
and Procurement Policy and Procedure to ensure their
alignment with human rights.
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Queensland public service values
QAGOMA supports the values of the Queensland public service by:
•

putting customers first by seeking to know audiences and
meet their needs

•

turning ideas into action by presenting transformative
experiences in the visual arts

•

unleashing potential with a focus on young people and
emerging creatives

•

being courageous by presenting art that both challenges
and delights

•

empowering staff by offering opportunities to work
in multidisciplinary project teams and to engage in
professional development.

Disclosure of additional information
The Gallery publishes reports on the following areas on the
Queensland Government Open Data website (https://data.qld.
gov.au) in lieu of including them in this annual report:
•

consultancies

•

overseas travel.
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GLOSSARY

ACAPA

Australian Centre of Asia Pacific Art

APT

Asia Pacific Triennial of Contemporary Art

ARMC

Audit and Risk Management Committee

BIFF

Brisbane International Film Festival

CAA

Corporate Administration Agency

CCTV

Closed-circuit television

CMS

Collection Management System

CRM

Customer Relationship Management

COVID-19
		

A disease caused by a new strain of coronavirus. 'CO' stands for corona,
'VI' for virus, 'D' for disease, ‘19’ represents 2019.

DAMS

Digital Asset Management System

eDRMS

Electronic Document and Record Management System

GOMA

Gallery of Modern Art

IGTV

Instagram TV

LED

Light-emitting diode

MOHRI

Minimum Obligatory Human Resources Information

NAIDOC

National Aborigines and Islanders Day Observance Committee

QAG

Queensland Art Gallery

QAGOMA or ‘the Gallery’

Queensland Art Gallery | Gallery of Modern Art

QGIF

Queensland Government Insurance Fund

RAP

Reconciliation Action Plan

TEQ

Tourism and Events Queensland

WHS

Work Health and Safety
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SUMMARY OF FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE

Financial Summary 2020–21
This summary provides an overview of the financial performance
and position for 2020–21 for the Queensland Art Gallery Board
of Trustees.i

Grants and other
contributions - Qld
Government: $36.2m

User charges
and fees: $9.1m

Services received free
of charge: $10.9m

Statement of Comprehensive Income
The Statement of Comprehensive Income sets out income and
expenditure of the Gallery.
Statement of Comprehensive Income

2021
$000

2020
$000

Total Income

75 116

66 522

Total Expenses

62 118

60 640

Operating Result from
Continuing Operations

12 998

5 882

Increase in asset
revaluation surplus

8 386

41 273

Total Comprehensive Income

21 384

47 155

Other grants
and contributions:
$8.3m

QGIF
insurance:
$3.8m
Other revenue: $0.3m

Income
The Gallery’s base funding comes from the Queensland
Government, which comprises cash grants ($36.2m) and the
fair value of rental services provided by Arts Queensland for nil
consideration ($10.9m). Grants and contributions from other
entities were $8.3m, of which $3.8m was from cash donations,
bequests and fundraising; $2.4m was from donations of artworks
and heritage library items; $1.2m was from cash and contra
sponsorship; and $0.9m was from other grants. User charges
and fees were $9.1m, of which $3.3m was from exhibition ticket
sales, $2.8m was from food and beverage (F&B) operations
and $2.2m was from retail operations. In addition, the Gallery
received interest and distributions from managed funds of
$3.9m, gains on investments of $2.6m and insurance recovery
of $3.8m from QGIF for business interruption.
Income for 2020–21 was $8.6m above the previous financial
year. This was primarily due to an insurance recovery of $3.8m
from QGIF for business interruption, an increase in interest and
distributions from managed funds and gains on investments
($2.9m and $2.6m respectively, primarily due to the recovery of
equity markets in 2020–21) and an increase in user charges and
fees (up $1.0m, primarily as a result of two major exhibitions in
2020–21). Offsetting these increases, grants, sponsorship and
contributions decreased by $1.5m, primarily due to ending of a
specific-purpose exhibition grant received in 2019–20.

Interest and
distributions: $3.9m

Gain on disposal and
re-measurement of
assets: $2.6m

Expenses
Expenses for the Gallery were $62.1m in 2020–21. Major costs
were employee expenses ($31.9m or 51.3% of total cost),
supplies and services ($18.1m or 29.1%) and the fair value of
rental services provided by Arts Queensland ($10.9m or 17.5%).
Expenditure in 2020–21 was $1.5m above the previous year
mainly due to an increase in employee expenses of $1.3m (due
to award increases), an increase in supplies and services of
$1.6m (which vary from year to year, depending on the nature
and timing of exhibition programs) and a decrease in unrealised
loss on investments of $1.6m (incurred in 2019–20 as a result
of COVID-19-driven falls in equity markets).
Employee expenses:
$31.9m

Supplies and
services: $18.1m
Services received free
of charge: $10.9m

Other expenses,
depreciation: $1.3m
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Operating Result from Continuing Operations
The Operating Result from Continuing Operations (income less
expenses) was $13.0m in 2020–21, of which $2.4m represents
the fair value of artworks donated to the Gallery.

Other Comprehensive Income:
Increase in asset revaluation reserve
As at 30 June 2021, the Gallery’s Collection was revalued in
line with accounting requirements, resulting in an increase in
value of $8.4m (approximately 1.5% of the Collection value
prior to revaluation).

Statement of Financial Position
The Statement of Financial Position sets out the Net Assets
(that is, assets less liabilities) and equity of the Gallery.
As at 30 June 2021, the Net Assets of the Gallery were
$624.1m, up $20.2m on the 30 June 2020 position.
The Gallery’s major assets were the Art Collection
($565.2m) and financial assets held in respect of the
QAGOMA Foundation ($46.2m).

Comparison to the 2020–21 Budgetii
Actual
$000

Budget
$000

Variance
$000

Total Income

75 116

64 013

11 103

Total Expenses

62 118

63 362

(1 244)

Operating Result from
Continuing Operations

12 998

651

12 347

Increase in asset
revaluation surplus

8 386

5 000

3 386

Total Comprehensive
Income

21 384

5 651

15 733

Total income for 2020–21 was $11.1m favourable to budget,
primarily due to an insurance recovery from QGIF for business
interruption ($3.8m — not budgeted as it was not certain
it would be received), greater-than-expected interest and
distributions from managed funds and gains on investments
($2.6m and $1.3m respectively, primarily due to better-thanexpected equity market performance in 2020–21) and betterthan-expected user charges and fees ($2.0m, primarily due to
better-than-expected admission, retail and F&B revenue).

Total expenditure for 2020–21 was $1.2m favourable to
budget, primarily due to savings in supplies and services of
$1.3m. (Savings in the exhibition program and savings in travel,
refreshments, entertainment, printing and administrative costs
were made as a result of the impact of COVID-19 — offset
by additional cost of goods sold as a result of greater-thanexpected retail and F&B revenue).
Overall, the Gallery’s Operating Result from Continuing
Operations was $12.3m favourable to budget.

Financial governance
The Gallery is managed in accordance with the requirements
of the Financial Accountability Act 2009, the Financial and
Performance Management Standard 2019, the Statutory
Bodies Financial Arrangements Act 1982 and the Queensland
Art Gallery Act 1987.
The Gallery has a well-developed risk management framework
and internal audit oversight, both under the supervision of the
Audit and Risk Management Committee. The Gallery maintains
a strong system of internal controls, and expenditures are
monitored to provide value for money. The risk management
framework, under the supervision of the Audit and Risk
Management Committee, ensures that potential liabilities
and risks are appropriately reviewed and treated. In addition,
the Gallery’s financial operations and accounts are externally
audited by the Queensland Audit Office.
Assurances to this effect have been provided by Professor
Emeritus Ian O’Connor AC, Chair of the Queensland Art Gallery
Board of Trustees, and Chris Saines CNZM, Director of the
Queensland Art Gallery | Gallery of Modern Art, to the
Queensland Audit Office.
Notes
i.

Trading as the Queensland Art Gallery | Gallery of Modern Art.

ii.

2020–21 Queensland State Budget – Service Delivery Statements –
Queensland Art Gallery.
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Queensland Art Gallery Board of Trustees
Statement of Comprehensive Income
For the year ended 30 June 2021
2021
Actual
$'000

2021
Original
budget
$'000

Budget
variance*
$'000

B1-1
B1-2
B1-3

44,476
10,897
9,055

43,102
10,874
7,084

1,374
23
1,971

45,979
10,874
8,059

B1-4
B1-5

3,931
4,173

1,288
340

2,643
3,833

990
618

72,532

62,688

9,844

66,520

2,584

1,325

1,259

2

75,116

64,013

11,103

66,522

31,880
18,054
593
11
10,897
683

32,019
19,321
556
10,874
592

(139)
(1,267)
37
11
23
91

30,571
16,412
574
1
10,874
588

62,118

63,362

(1,244)

59,020

-

-

-

1,620

Total expenses from continuing
operations

62,118

63,362

(1,244)

60,640

Operating result from continuing
operations

12,998

651

12,347

5,882

8,386

5,000

3,386

41,273

8,386

5,000

3,386

41,273

21,384

5,651

15,733

47,155

Notes

2020
Actual
$'000

OPERATING RESULT
Income from continuing operations
Grants, sponsorships and contributions
Rent received below fair value
User charges and fees
Interest and distributions from managed
funds
Other revenue
Total revenue
Gains on disposal and re-measurement of
assets

B2

Total income from continuing operations
Expenses from continuing operations
Employee expenses
Supplies and services
Depreciation and amortisation
Finance costs
Rent received below fair value
Other expenses

B3-1
B3-2
B3-3
B1-2
B3-5

Total expenses
Loss on disposal and re-measurement of
assets

B3-4

OTHER COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
Increase in asset revaluation surplus
Total other comprehensive income
TOTAL COMPREHENSIVE INCOME

C10-1

*An explanation of major variances is included at Note E1. The accompanying notes form part of these financial
statements.
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Queensland Art Gallery Board of Trustees
Statement of Financial Position
As at 30 June 2021

Notes
Current assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Receivables
Inventories
Prepayments
Total current assets

2021
Actual

2020
Actual

$'000

$'000

C1
C2
C3

16,869
2,137
877
447
20,330

10,963
357
843
447
12,610

C4
C5
C9

40,839
569,818
1,237
103
611,997

40,582
557,743
140
598,465

632,327

611,075

C6
C9
C7
C8

2,814
191
2,812
1,338
7,155

3,905
67
2,369
808
7,149

C9

1,045
74
1,119

61
61

8,274

7,210

Net assets

624,053

603,865

Equity
Contributed equity
Accumulated surplus
Asset revaluation surplus
Total equity

19,314
232,487
372,252
624,053

19,314
220,685
363,866
603,865

Non-current assets
Other financial assets
Property, plant and equipment
Right-of-use assets
Intangible assets
Total non-current assets
Total assets
Current liabilities
Payables
Lease liabilities
Accrued employee benefits
Other liabilities
Total current liabilities
Non-current liabilities
Lease liabilities
Other non-current liabilities
Total non-current liabilities
Total liabilities

C10-1

The above Statement of Financial Position should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.
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Queensland Art Gallery Board of Trustees
Statement of Changes in Equity
For the year ended 30 June 2021
Contributed
Equity
$'000
Balance at 1 July 2019

Accumulated
Surplus
$'000

Asset
Revaluation
Surplus
$'000

Total
$'000

19,314

215,566

322,593

557,473

-

(763)

-

(763)

Net effect of changes in accounting policies/prior year
adjustment
.
Operating result
Operating result from continuing operations
Other comprehensive income
Increase in asset revaluation surplus
Balance at 30 June 2020

-

5,882

-

5,882

19,314

220,685

41,273
363,866

41,273
603,865

Balance at 1 July 2020

19,314

220,685

363,866

603,865

Net effect of transfer of funds to a charitable trust (refer
Note F3-3)
.
Operating result
Operating result from continuing operations
Other comprehensive income
Increase in asset revaluation surplus
Balance at 30 June 2021

-

(1,196)

-

(1,196)

-

12,998

-

12,998

19,314

232,487

8,386
372,252

8,386
624,053

The above Statement of Changes in Equity should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.
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Queensland Art Gallery Board of Trustees
Statement of Cash Flows
For the year ended 30 June 2021
Notes
Cash flows from operating activities
Inflows:
Grants, sponsorships and contributions
User charges and fees
Interest receipts and distributions from managed funds
GST collected from customers
GST input tax credits from ATO
Other
Outflows:
Employee expenses
Supplies and services
Finance / borrowing costs
GST paid to suppliers
GST remitted to ATO
Other
Net cash inflow from operating activities

C1-1

Cash flows from investing activities
Inflows:
Sales of property, plant and equipment
Sales of investments
Outflows:
Payments for investments
Payments for property, plant and equipment
Net cash from investing activities
Cash flows from financing activities
Outflows:
Lease payments
Net cash from financing activities
Net increase in cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents – opening balance
Cash and cash equivalents - closing balance

2021
$'000

40,425
7,778
3,931
712
1,292
4,308

41,804
7,823
990
861
1,452
557

(31,100)
(16,518)
(11)
(1,379)
(647)
(659)
8,132

(31,132)
(14,109)
(1,275)
(920)
(642)
5,409

1,135

C1-2

C1

2020
$'000

3
-

(3,175)
(2,040)

(1,073)
(3,776)
(4,846)

(186)
(186)

(160)
(160)

5,906
10,963
16,869

403
10,560
10,963

The above Statement of Cash Flows should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.
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Queensland Art Gallery Board of Trustees
Notes to the Financial Statements
For the year ended 30 June 2021
A ABOUT THE GALLERY AND THIS FINANCIAL REPORT
A1 BASIS OF FINANCIAL STATEMENT PREPARATION
A1-1 GENERAL INFORMATION
These financial statements are for the Queensland Art Gallery Board of Trustees.
The Queensland Art Gallery Board of Trustees (which will hereafter be referred to as the Gallery) is a
Queensland Government statutory body established under the Queensland Art Gallery Act 1987 and controlled
by the State of Queensland, which is the ultimate parent.
The head office and principal place of business of the Gallery is:
Queensland Art Gallery | Gallery of Modern Art
Stanley Place
South Brisbane QLD 4101
The principal objectives of the Gallery are disclosed at Note A2.
For information in relation to these financial statements please call (07) 3840 7303, email
gallery@qagoma.qld.gov.au or visit the Gallery's website.
A1-2 COMPLIANCE WITH PRESCRIBED REQUIREMENTS
The Gallery has prepared these financial statements in compliance with section 39 of the Financial and
Performance Management Standard 2019 and with Queensland Treasury's Minimum Reporting Requirements for
reporting periods beginning on or after 1 July 2020.
The Gallery is a not-for-profit entity and these general purpose financial statements are prepared on an accrual
basis (except for the Statement of Cash Flows which is prepared on a cash basis) in accordance with Australian
Accounting Standards and Interpretations applicable to not-for-profit entities.
A1-3 PRESENTATION DETAILS
Currency and rounding
Amounts included in the financial statements are in Australian dollars and have been rounded to the nearest
$1,000 or, where that amount is $500 or less, to zero unless disclosure of the full amount is specifically required.
Comparatives
Comparative information reflects the audited 2019-20 financial statements.
Current/non-current classification
Assets and liabilities are classified as either 'current' or 'non-current' in the Statement of Financial Position and
associated notes.
Assets are classified as 'current' where their carrying amount is expected to be realised within 12 months after
the reporting date. Liabilities are classified as 'current' when they are due to be settled within 12 months after the
reporting date, or the Gallery does not have an unconditional right to defer settlement to beyond 12 months after
the reporting date.
All other assets and liabilities are classified as non-current.
A1-4 AUTHORISATION OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR ISSUE
The financial statements are authorised for issue by the Chair of the Queensland Art Gallery Board of Trustees
and Director of the Gallery at the date of signing the management certificate.
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Queensland Art Gallery Board of Trustees
Notes to the Financial Statements
For the year ended 30 June 2021
A1-5 BASIS OF MEASUREMENT
Historical cost is used as the measurement basis in this financial report except for the following:
• the Art Collection and the Library Heritage Collection are measured at fair value
• other non-current financial assets are measured at fair value and
• inventories are measured at the lower of cost and net realisable value.
Historical cost
Under historical cost, assets are recorded at the amount of cash or cash equivalents paid or the fair value of the
consideration given to acquire them at the time of their acquisition. Liabilities are recorded at the amount of
proceeds received in exchange for the obligation or at the amounts of cash or cash equivalents expected to be
paid to satisfy the liability in the normal course of business.
Fair value
Information about the Gallery’s Art Collection and Library Heritage Collection and the Gallery's non-current
financial asset valuations are included in Notes C5 and D1.
Net realisable value
Net realisable value represents the amount of cash or cash equivalents that could currently be obtained by selling
an asset in an orderly disposal.
A1-6 THE REPORTING ENTITY
The financial statements include all income, expenses, assets, liabilities and equity of the Gallery.
Included in these results are the income, expenses, assets, liabilities and equity of the Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art (QAGOMA) Foundation, which is a committee of the Queensland Art Gallery Board of
Trustees. Additional disclosures pertaining to the operations of the QAGOMA Foundation are provided at Note
F3.
All material transactions and balances internal to the economic entity have been eliminated.
A2 OBJECTIVES OF THE GALLERY
In performing its functions, the Board must have regard to the object of, and guiding principles for, the
Queensland Art Gallery Act 1987 (the Act). The object of the Act is to contribute to the cultural, social and
intellectual development of all Queenslanders. The guiding principles for achieving this object are as follows:
• Leadership and excellence should be provided in the visual arts.
• There should be responsiveness to the needs of communities in regional and outer metropolitan areas.
• Respect for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander cultures should be affirmed.
• Children and young people should be supported in their appreciation of, and involvement in, the visual arts.
• Diverse audiences should be developed.
• Capabilities for lifelong learning about the visual arts should be developed.
• Opportunities should be developed for international collaboration and for cultural exports, especially to the
Asia Pacific region.
• Content relevant to Queensland should be promoted and presented.
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Queensland Art Gallery Board of Trustees
Notes to the Financial Statements
For the year ended 30 June 2021
A3 ACCOUNTING ESTIMATES AND JUDGEMENTS
The preparation of financial statements necessarily requires the determination and use of certain critical
accounting estimates, assumptions, and management judgements that have the potential to cause a material
adjustment to the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities within the next financial year. Such estimates,
judgements and underlying assumptions are reviewed on an ongoing basis. Revisions to accounting estimates
are recognised in the period in which the estimate is revised and in future periods as relevant.
Estimates and assumptions that have a potential significant effect are outlined in the following financial statement
notes:
• Fair value of the Art Collection - Note D1 and C5-4
• Property, plant and equipment and related depreciation expense - Note C5
• Rental services received below fair value - Note B1-2
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Queensland Art Gallery Board of Trustees
Notes to the Financial Statements
For the year ended 30 June 2021
B NOTES ABOUT FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
B1 REVENUE
B1-1 GRANTS, SPONSORSHIPS AND CONTRIBUTIONS
2021
$'000
Revenue recognised under AASB 15 Revenue from Contracts with
Customers
Sponsorships
Sponsorships - cash
Sponsorships - in-kind

Revenue recognised under AASB 1058 Income of Not-for-Profit Entities
Grants
Queensland Government administered funding from Arts Queensland
Other Queensland Government grants
Other grants

Contributions
Donations - cash
Donations - artwork and heritage library items
Bequests - cash
Contribution charitable trust - cash
Fundraising

Total

2020
$'000

193
1,010
1,203

279
1,578
1,857

34,929
1,252
916
37,097

36,719
984
665
38,368

1,514
2,382
2,238
42
6,176

2,918
2,759
63
14
5,754

44,476

45,979

Accounting policy - Sponsorships
The Gallery’s sponsorships are entered into through formal sponsorship agreements under which a sponsor
provides sponsorship revenue to the Gallery (either in cash or in-kind goods or services) in return for the right to
be recognised or associated with the Gallery (e.g. through signage and publications) and the provision of sponsor
benefits (e.g. invitations to events, provision of tickets to exhibitions). Sponsorships are generally provided as a
contribution towards the cost of presenting an exhibition.
Sponsorship revenue is accounted for under AASB 15 Revenue from Contracts with Customers.
Cash sponsorships
Where performance obligations under a cash sponsorship agreement are sufficiently specific to determine when
the performance obligations are satisfied, the revenue is initially deferred (as a contract liability) and recognised
when the performance obligations are satisfied.
Where performance obligations under a cash sponsorship agreement are not sufficiently specific to determine
when the performance obligations are satisfied, the revenue is recognised at the time the income is receivable
under the sponsorship agreement.
In-kind sponsorships
In-kind sponsorships are recognised as income after the goods and services have been received by the Gallery,
and where the fair value of the goods and services can be measured reliably. In nearly all cases, this is at the
conclusion of the exhibition. An equal amount is recognised as revenue and an expense.
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Queensland Art Gallery Board of Trustees
Notes to the Financial Statements
For the year ended 30 June 2021
B1-1 GRANTS, SPONSORSHIPS AND CONTRIBUTIONS (CONTINUED)
Disclosure - Cash sponsorships
During 2020-21, all of the Gallery's cash sponsorship agreements were regarded as not sufficiently specific to
determine when the performance obligations were satisfied and hence revenue was recognised at the time the
invoice was receivable under the sponsorship agreement.
As at 30 June 2021, $0.030m in sponsorship revenue was held as a contract liability in respect of sponsorship
received in 2019-20 for an exhibition which was deferred as a result of COVID-19. With agreement of the
sponsor, the sponsorship revenue has been held by the Gallery pending the rescheduling of the exhibition, which
will now be in late 2021-22.
Disclosure - In-kind sponsorships
During 2020-21, in-kind sponsorship was recognised for all exhibitions that concluded in 2020-21.
Accounting Policy - Grants
Grants are non-reciprocal transactions where the Gallery does not directly give approximately equal value to the
grantor. Depending on the nature of the grant, the grant could be accounted for under AASB 15 Revenue from
Contracts with Customers or AASB 1058 Income of Not-for-Profit Entities.
If the grant agreement provides for the transfer of goods or services to a third party, and if the agreement is
enforceable and contains sufficiently specific performance obligations, the grant is accounted for under AASB 15
Revenue from Contracts with Customers. The grant is initially recorded as a contract liability, and recognised as
revenue when performance obligations are satisfied.
If the grant agreement provides for the acquisition or construction of a recognisable non-financial asset (e.g.
artwork, plant or equipment, building) to be controlled by the Gallery and the agreement occurs under an
enforceable agreement, the grant is initially recognised as a liability and recognised as revenue as the Gallery
satisfies its obligations under the grant agreement.
If the grant agreement results in a provision in accordance with AASB 137 Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and
Contingent Assets, the grant is initially recognised as a provision and recognised as revenue as the Gallery
satisfies its obligations under the grant agreement.
Otherwise, the Gallery recognises the grant immediately as grant income.
Disclosure - Grants
During 2020-21, all grants were brought to account as income other than $0.045m in grant revenue held in
unearned revenue, which will be recognised in revenue in 2021-22 as grant obligations are met.
In addition, as at 30 June 2021, $0.067m remains in unearned revenue in respect of the All-Ages Learning
Centre concept design and feasibility study, which was received in an earlier accounting period.
Accounting Policy - Other contributions
Other cash contributions, such as donations, bequest and fundraising income, are recognised on receipt in
accordance with AASB 1058 Income of Not-for-Profit Entities.
In-kind donations, such as gifts of artwork and library heritage collection items, are recognised at fair value at the
time of acceptance by the Gallery.
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Queensland Art Gallery Board of Trustees
Notes to the Financial Statements
For the year ended 30 June 2021
B1-2 RENT RECEIVED BELOW FAIR VALUE
2020
$'000

2021
$'000
Rent received below fair value
Total

10,897
10,897

10,874
10,874

Accounting policy - Contribution of services
Contribution of services are recognised only if the services would have been purchased if they had not been
donated and their fair value can be reliably measured. Where this is the case, an equal amount is recognised as
revenue and an expense.
Disclosure - Rent received below fair value
Rent received below fair value represents the market value rent on the premises occupied by the Gallery and
provided by Arts Queensland for nil consideration. The value is based on market appraisal via the State Valuation
Service. This is recognised as both an income and expense. These services would otherwise have been
purchased by the Gallery and can be reliably measured.
B1-3 USER CHARGES AND FEES
2021
$'000
Revenue from contracts with customers
Admission revenues
Retail revenue
Food and beverage revenue
Venue hire
Members revenue
Business Leaders Network revenue
Function revenue
Other user charge revenue
Total

3,337
2,186
2,823
72
230
197
140
70
9,055

2020
$'000

1,982
1,931
3,243
167
229
253
176
78
8,059

Accounting policy - User charges and fees
User charges and fees are accounted for under AASB 15 Revenue from Contracts with Customers and are
recognised when the Gallery transfers control over goods or services to the customer.
Generally, where the Gallery receives revenue in advance of the transfer of goods or services to the customer,
the revenue is held in Other liabilities (Contract liabilities), and recognised as revenue when the goods or
services are transferred.
In a small number of User charges and fees, where revenue is immaterial, and it would be onerous to do
otherwise (e.g. online retail sales), the Gallery has elected to bring revenue to account on receipt.
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B1-3 USER CHARGES AND FEES (CONTINUED)
Disclosure - User charges and fees
User charges and fees held in Other liabilities (Contract liabilities) are disclosed in Note C8.
Admission revenue is recognised as revenue when the ticket to the exhibition is redeemed.
Deposits paid for catering and venue hire are recognised as revenue when the event is held.
Membership revenue paid in advance is recognised progressively over the term of the membership agreement.
B1-4 INTEREST AND DISTRIBUTIONS FROM MANAGED FUNDS
2021
$'000
Distributions from QIC investment funds
Interest
Total

3,797
134
3,931

2020
$'000
773
217
990

Accounting policy - Distributions from QIC investment funds
Distributions from QIC investment funds are declared and paid by QIC quarterly in arrears. As the distribution for
the June quarter is declared in early July prior to the finalisation of the financial statements and as it is almost
certain it will be received it is recognised in the financial year it accrues in accordance with AASB 9 Financial
Instrument.
B1-5 OTHER REVENUE
2021
$'000
Investment revenue - franking credits
Recovery from catering clients of third-party event costs
Insurance recoveries from the Queensland Government Insurance Fund (QGIF)
Recovery of exhibition touring costs from other galleries
Miscellaneous
Total

78
201
3,836
58
4,173

2020
$'000
60
358
1
132
67
618

Disclosure - Insurance recoveries
The Gallery incurred business losses as a result of the impact of COVID-19 in 2020-21 and 2019-20. During
2020-21, the Gallery received an insurance recovery of $3.807m from QGIF for business interruption up to 31
March 2021. In addition, the Gallery received an insurance payout of $0.029m for accidental damage to property,
plant and equipment.
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B2 GAINS ON DISPOSAL AND RE-MEASUREMENT OF ASSETS
2021
$'000
Unrealised gains on investments held at fair value
Net gain from disposal of plant and equipment
Total

2020
$'000
2
2

2,584
2,584

Accounting policy - Unrealised gains on investments held at fair value
Gains arising from changes in the fair value of investments are included in the operating result in the period in
which they arise.
Refer to Note C4 for further information on the Gallery’s investments.
B3 EXPENSES
B3-1 EMPLOYEE EXPENSES
2021
$'000
Employee benefits
Salary and wages
Employer superannuation contributions
Annual leave expenses
Long service leave levy
Employee related expenses
Payroll tax
Workers' compensation premium
Fringe benefits tax
Staff recruitment and training
Other employee related expenses
Total

Number of full-time equivalents (FTEs) (30 June)*

2020
$'000

24,406
2,952
2,085
600

23,637
2,846
1,782
566

1,436
269
15
57
60
31,880

1,394
235
18
52
41
30,571

328

269

*The number of FTEs varies significantly across pay periods depending on the Gallery's exhibitions and
programs. FTEs were temporarily higher at 30 June 2021 due to the requirements for installation and opening of
European Masterpieces from The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York which commenced on 12 June 2021.
Accounting policy - Salaries and wages
Salaries and wages due but unpaid at reporting date are recognised as employee expenses and in the Statement
of Financial Position at the current salary rates. As the Gallery expects such liabilities to be wholly settled within
12 months of reporting date, the liabilities are recognised at undiscounted amounts.
Accounting policy - Sick leave
Prior history indicates that, on average, sick leave taken each reporting period is less than the entitlement
accrued. This is expected to continue in future periods. Accordingly, it is unlikely that existing accumulated
entitlements will be used by employees and no liability for unused sick leave entitlements is recognised. As sick
leave is non-vesting, an expense is recognised for this leave as it is taken.
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B3-1 EMPLOYEE EXPENSES (CONTINUED)
Accounting policy - Annual leave expenses
The Gallery holds annual leave balances at undiscounted values as the difference between the undiscounted and
discounted values is immaterial.
Accounting policy - Long service leave levy
Under the Queensland Government’s Long Service Leave Scheme, a levy of 2.35% is payable by the Gallery to
cover the cost of employees' long service leave. The levies are expensed in the period in which they accrue.
Amounts paid to employees for long service leave are claimed from the scheme quarterly in arrears.
Accounting policy - Employer superannuation contributions
Post-employment benefits for superannuation are provided through defined contribution (accumulation) plans or
the Queensland Government’s QSuper defined benefit plan as determined by the employee’s conditions of
employment.
Defined Contribution Plans - Contributions are made to eligible complying superannuation funds based on the
rates specified in the relevant EBA or other conditions of employment. Contributions are expensed when they are
paid or become payable following completion of the employee’s service each pay period.
Defined Benefit Plan - The liability for defined benefits is held on a whole-of-government basis and reported in
those financial statements pursuant to AASB 1049 Whole of Government and General Government Sector
Financial Reporting. The amount of contributions for defined benefit plan obligations is based upon the rates
determined on the advice of the State Actuary.
Contributions are paid by the Gallery at the specified rate following completion of the employee’s service each
pay period. The Gallery’s obligations are limited to those contributions paid.
Accounting policy - Payroll tax
Payroll tax is payable to the Office of State Revenue at 4.95% of taxable wages. Payroll tax is expensed each
pay period, and is accrued when salaries and wages are due but unpaid.
Disclosure - Key management personnel
KMP and remuneration disclosures are detailed in Note F1.
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B3-2 SUPPLIES AND SERVICES
2021
$'000
Advertising, promotion and public relations
Food & beverage sales - cost of goods sold
Retail sales - cost of goods sold
Contractors and consultants
Leases expenses
Other exhibition related expenses
Postage, freight and storage
Property equipment and maintenance costs
Stationery printing, books and publications
Telecommunication and access fees
Travel expenses
Other supplies and services
Total

1,916
910
1,356
2,707
127
2,710
1,768
4,264
699
233
149
1,215
18,054

2020
$'000
2,274
1,010
1,195
2,554
126
992
658
3,814
627
264
410
2,488
16,412

Accounting policy - Distinction between Supplies and services and Grants and subsidies
For a transaction to be classified as supplies and services, the value of goods or services received by the Gallery
must be of approximately equal value to the value of the consideration exchanged for those goods or services.
Where this is not the substance of the arrangement, the transaction is classified in expenses under grants and
subsidies.
Accounting policy - Lease expenses
Lease expenses include lease rentals for short-term leases, leases of low value assets and variable lease
payments.
Refer to Note C9 for a breakdown of lease expenses and other lease disclosures.
B3-3 DEPRECIATION AND AMORTISATION

Depreciation - property, plant and equipment
Depreciation - on right-of-use assets
Total

2021
$'000

2020
$'000

399
194
593

411
163
574

Refer to Note C5 for accounting policy and disclosures in relation to Property, plant and equipment.
Refer to Note C9 for accounting policy and disclosures in relation to AASB 16 Leases.
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B3-4 LOSS ON DISPOSAL AND RE-MEASUREMENT OF ASSETS
2020
$'000

2021
$'000
Revaluation decrement on financial assets held at fair value
Loss on sale or disposal - plant & equipment
Total

-

1,605
15
1,620

In 2019-20, the Gallery incurred an unrealised loss in the fair value of investments, primarily following share
market falls after COVID-19.
Refer to Note C4 for further information on the Gallery’s investments.
B3-5 OTHER EXPENSES

Audit fees - external
Bank and investment fees
Insurance premiums - QGIF
Insurance premiums - other
Trustee fees and reimbursements
Other
Total

2021
$'000

2020
$'000

51
226
203
20
24
159
683

50
239
170
22
29
78
588

Disclosure - Audit fees - external
Total Audit fees quoted by the Queensland Audit Office relating to the 2020-21 financial statements are $50,550
(2019-20: $49,500).
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C NOTES ABOUT FINANCIAL POSITION
C1

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
2020
$'000

2021
$'000
Cash at QTC - QTC Capital Guaranteed Cash Fund and foreign currency
reserves
Cash at bank and on hold
Imprest accounts
Total

13,153
3,694
22
16,869

7,950
2,987
26
10,963

Accounting policy - Cash and cash equivalents
For the purposes of the Statement of Financial Position and the Statement of Cash Flows, cash and cash
equivalents include deposits at call with the Queensland Treasury Corporation (QTC), and deposits at bank,
including all cash and cheques receipted but not banked at 30 June.
C1-1 RECONCILIATION OF OPERATING RESULT TO NET CASH PROVIDED BY OPERATING ACTIVITIES
2020
2021
$'000
$'000
Operating surplus
Non-cash items included in operating result:
Depreciation expenses
(Gain)/loss on sale of property, plant and equipment
Donated assets received
(Gain)/loss on financial assets at fair value through profit and loss
Other non-cash items
Changes in assets and liabilities:
(Increase)/decrease in GST input tax credits receivable
(Increase)/decrease in receivables
(Increase)/decrease in inventories
(Increase)/decrease in prepayments
Increase/(decrease) in payables
Increase/(decrease) in accrued employee benefits
Increase/(decrease) in other current liabilities
Increase/(decrease) in other non-current liabilities
Net cash inflow from operating activities

12,998

5,882

593
(2,382)
(2,584)
(10)

574
13
(2,759)
1,534
-

(22)
(1,762)
(34)
288
443
530
74
8,132

118
172
(118)
(241)
1,106
(657)
(215)
5,409
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C1 CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS (CONTINUED)
C1-2 CHANGES IN LIABILITIES ARISING FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Opening Non-cash
changes
2021
balance

New leases
acquired
Lease liabilities
Total

Opening
balance

2020

Lease liabilities
Total
C2

128
128

260
260

1,294
1,294

Cash
changes
Cash
repayment
principal
(186)
(186)

Non-cash
changes

Cash changes

New leases
acquired

Cash
repayment
principal

28
28

Closing
balance

1,236
1,236
Closing
balance

(160)
(160)

128
128

2021
$'000

2020
$'000

194
170
(70)
80
61
772
834
96
2,137

12
83
(5)
215
45
7
357

RECEIVABLES

Trade debtors
GST receivable
GST payable
Franking credits received from the Australian Tax Office
Long service leave reimbursements from Queensland Treasury
Receivables from QTIX for ticketing sales
Receivables from QGIF in respect of COVID-19 insurance claims
Other
Total
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C2 RECEIVABLES (CONTINUED)
Accounting policy - Receivables
Trade debtors are recognised at the amounts due at the time of sale or service delivery, that is the agreed
purchase/contract price. Settlement of these amounts is required within 30 days from invoice date. Other
receivables are recognised at their assessed values and are typically received within 90 days. No interest is
charged, and no security is obtained on receivables.
Disclosure - Credit Risk Exposure of Receivables
The maximum exposure to credit risk at balance date for receivables is the gross carrying amount of those
assets. No collateral is held as security.
Based on historical experience, the Gallery’s risk in relation to non-payment of receivables is minimal.
C3

INVENTORIES

Retail
Publication
Beverage
Total

2021
$'000

2020
$'000

704
96
77
877

683
126
34
843

Accounting policy - Inventories
Retail inventories are held for sale through the Gallery stores.
Publication inventories are held for sale through the Gallery stores or commercial distributors.
Beverage inventories are held for sale in the Gallery’s cafes and restaurants. All food is expensed at the time of
purchase.
Inventories are valued at the lower of cost and net realisable value. Net realisable value is determined on the
basis of the Gallery's normal selling pattern.
Cost is assigned on a weighted average basis. Immaterial expenditure incurred in transporting inventory to the
Gallery is expensed as incurred.
C4

OTHER FINANCIAL ASSETS
2021
$'000

Non-current
At fair value
QIC investment funds
Total

40,839
40,839

2020
$'000

40,582
40,582

Accounting policy - Other financial assets
QIC investments are valued at the unit prices provided by QIC as at 30 June each year. Changes to market value
are recognised as income or expenditure in determining the net result for the period.
Included in Other financial assets are net assets of the QAGOMA Foundation that must be preserved based on
the conditions imposed at the time of donation or bequest. Refer to Note F3-3 for further information. As these
invested funds are preserved, the investments are classified as non-current financial assets.
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C5 PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT AND RELATED DEPRECIATION EXPENSE
C5-1 CLOSING BALANCES AND RECONCILIATION OF CARRYING AMOUNT
Library
Heritage
Plant and
Work in
Art Collection
Collection
equipment
progress
2021
2021
2021
2021
$'000
$'000
$'000
$'000
Fair Value
Fair Value
Cost
Cost
Gross
Less Accumulated depreciation
Carrying amount at 30 June
2021
Represented by movements in
carrying amount:
Carrying amount at 1 July 2020
Acquisitions (including upgrades)
Transfers between asset classes
Donations received
Disposals
Depreciation
Gains/(losses) recognised in other
comprehensive income:
Net revaluation increment
Carrying amount at 30 June
2021

Gross
Less Accumulated depreciation
Carrying amount at 30 June
2020
Represented by movements in
carrying amount:
Carrying amount at 1 July 2019
Acquisitions (including upgrades)
Transfers between asset classes
Donations received
Disposals
Depreciation
Gains/(losses) recognised in other
comprehensive income:
Net revaluation increment
Carrying amount at 30 June
2020

Total
2021
$'000

565,153
-

459
-

8,915
(6,930)

2,221
-

576,748
(6,930)

565,153

459

1,985

2,221

569,818

553,108
1,305
2,354
-

397
34
28
-

2,176
208
(399)

2,062
159
-

557,743
1,706
2,382
(399)

8,386

-

-

-

8,386

565,153

459

1,985

2,221

569,818

Art Collection
2020
$'000
Fair Value

Library
Heritage
Collection
2020
$'000
Fair Value

Plant and
equipment
2020
$'000
Cost

Work in
progress
2020
$'000
Cost

Total
2020
$'000

553,108
-

397
-

8,707
(6,531)

2,062
-

564,274
(6,531)

553,108

397

2,176

2,062

557,743

507,018
2,058
2,759
-

397
-

2,423
112
68
(16)
(411)

2,130
(68)
-

511,968
2,170
2,759
(16)
(411)

41,273

-

-

-

41,273

553,108

397

2,176

2,062

557,743
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C5 PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT AND RELATED DEPRECIATION EXPENSE (CONTINUED)
C5-2 RECOGNITION AND ACQUISITION
Basis of capitalisation and recognition
Items of property, plant and equipment with a historical cost or other value equal to or exceeding the following
thresholds in the year of acquisition are reported as property, plant and equipment in the following classes:
Art Collection
Library Heritage Collection
Plant and equipment

$1
$1
$5,000

Items with a lesser value are expensed in the year of acquisition.
Expenditure on property, plant and equipment is capitalised where it is probable that the expenditure will produce
future service potential for the Gallery. Subsequent expenditure is only added to an asset’s carrying amount if it
increases the service potential or useful life of that asset. Maintenance expenditure that merely restores original
service potential (lost through ordinary wear and tear) is expensed.
Accounting policy - Cost of acquisition
Historical cost is used for the initial recording of all property, plant and equipment acquisitions. Historical cost is
determined as the value given as consideration and costs incidental to the acquisition (such as architects' fees
and engineering design fees), plus all costs incurred in getting the assets ready for use.
Assets acquired at no cost or for nominal consideration are recognised at their fair value at date of acquisition.
C5-3 MEASUREMENT USING HISTORICAL COST
Accounting policy
Plant and equipment is measured at historical cost less any accumulated depreciation in accordance with the
Queensland Treasury’s Non-Current Asset Policies for the Queensland Public Sector. The net carrying amounts
are not materially different from their fair value.
C5-4 MEASUREMENT USING FAIR VALUE
Accounting policy
Under the Queensland Treasury’s Non-Current Asset Policies for the Queensland Public Sector, all heritage and
cultural assets are required to be carried at fair value. These assets are reported at their revalued amounts, being
the fair value at the date of valuation.
Art Collection
The valuation of the Art Collection is conducted in accordance with the Gallery’s Art Collection Revaluation Policy
which has been approved by the Board and which has been prepared in line with AASB 116 Property, Plant and
Equipment, AASB 13 Fair Value Measurement and Queensland Treasury’s Non-Current Asset Policies for the
Queensland Public Sector. The revaluation process is managed by the Deputy Director, Collection and
Exhibitions, with revaluations approved by the Director, and then endorsed by the Board.
The Gallery’s Art Collection is comprised of over 19,000 works, which makes it impractical to revalue each work
every year. The Art Collection is materially influenced by the highest valued works while lower value works
(particularly those below $50,000) have not historically resulted in large movements and any changes in value
have not had a material impact on the overall value of the Art Collection.
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C5 PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT AND RELATED DEPRECIATION EXPENSE (CONTINUED)
C5-4 MEASUREMENT USING FAIR VALUE (CONTINUED)
Consequently, the Gallery has adopted a systematic, risk-based approach to the revaluation with:
• top 10 works by value revalued every three years, with independent valuers used to support final Gallery
valuations
• works with a valuation above $500,000 revalued every three years generally by internal experts, although
assistance is obtained from external experts at the Gallery’s discretion
• works with a valuation between $50,000 and up to $500,000 revalued every three years by internal
experts, although assistance is obtained from external experts at the Gallery’s discretion, and
• works below $50,000 reviewed every ten years.
In addition, works with a valuation above $500,000 are reviewed every year for movements in currency exchange
rates which would have affected valuations. As part of the Art Collection Revaluation Policy, the Gallery has
retained a provision to revalue the complete Art Collection if it believes that there has been an underlying
movement in art works not revalued in the current year of + or - 10% of the overall valuation.
In determining fair value, the Gallery uses a market valuation approach which takes into account:
• publicly available sale prices of comparable works by the same or other artists (e.g. auction records)
• the price paid for the item (noting that the fair value over time for some works could be significantly less
than the purchase price and, conversely, could be significantly more)
• sales information provided by artist agents (noting that they should be treated with caution if they cannot
be independently verified)
• current conditions in the art market
• physical condition and attributes of the artwork, and
• valuation advice and opinions provided by experts.
Considerable judgement is required in determining fair value, as the fair values of individual works may rise and
fall depending on a variety of broad market factors such as overall economic conditions, trends in the art market,
or the perceived importance of the artist, alongside the intrinsic elements of the object in question (size, date,
subject matter, history, provenance, relevance or impact, rarity, etc.). For some artworks, and particularly for
those with high values, there may be few or no comparable works that exist or have come to auction to allow
comparison.
Any revaluation increment arising on the revaluation of Art Collection assets is credited to the asset revaluation
surplus, except to the extent it reverses a revaluation decrement previously recognised as an expense. A
decrease in the carrying amount on revaluation is charged as an expense, to the extent it exceeds the balance, if
any, in the asset revaluation surplus refer to Note C10-1.
Heritage Library Collection
As the value of the Heritage Library Collection is immaterial to the overall value of Property, plant and equipment
(less than 0.08%) the Gallery has elected not to revalue the Heritage Library Collection in line with Queensland
Treasury’s Non-Current Asset Policies for the Queensland Public Sector.
C5-5 DEPRECIATION EXPENSE
Accounting policy
Property, plant and equipment is depreciated on a straight-line basis so as to allocate the net cost or revalued
amount of each asset, less its estimated residual value, progressively over its estimated useful life to the Gallery.
The Art Collection and the Library Heritage Collection are not depreciated due to the heritage and cultural nature
of the assets.
Assets under construction (work-in-progress) are not depreciated until construction is complete and the asset is
put to use or is ready for its intended use, whichever is the earlier. These assets are then reclassified to the
relevant class within property, plant and equipment.
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C5 PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT AND RELATED DEPRECIATION EXPENSE (CONTINUED)
C5-5 DEPRECIATION EXPENSE (CONTINUED)
Key Judgement:
The following depreciation rates are used for Property, plant and equipment:
Class
Computer and servers
Motor vehicles
Leasehold improvements
Other

Rate %
20-30
25
6-10
10-20

C5-6 IMPAIRMENT
Accounting policy
Indicators of Impairment and Determining Recoverable Amounts:
All non-current physical assets are assessed for indicators of impairment on an ongoing basis, or where the asset
is measured at fair value, for indicators of a change in fair value/service potential since the last valuation was
completed. Where indicators of a material change in fair value or service potential since the last valuation arise,
the asset is revalued at the reporting date under AASB 13 Fair Value Measurement. If an indicator of possible
impairment exists, the Gallery determines the asset’s recoverable amount under AASB 136 Impairment of
Assets. Recoverable amount is equal to the higher of the fair value less costs of disposal and the asset’s value in
use.
Where the carrying amount of the asset exceeds the recoverable amount, the impairment loss is accounted for
as follows:
• for assets measured at cost, an impairment loss is recognised immediately in the Statement of
Comprehensive Income;
• for assets measured at fair value, the impairment loss is treated as a revaluation decrease and offset
against the revaluation surplus of the relevant class to the extent available. Where no asset revaluation
surplus is available in respect of the class of asset, the loss is expensed in the Statement of
Comprehensive Income as a revaluation decrement.
Where an impairment loss subsequently reverses, the carrying amount of the asset is increased to the revised
estimate of its recoverable amount, but so that the increased carrying amount does not exceed the carrying
amount that would have been determined had no impairment loss been recognised for the asset in prior years.
For assets measured at cost, impairment losses are reversed through income.
For assets measured at fair value, to the extent the original decrease was expensed through the Statement of
Comprehensive Income, the reversal is recognised in income, otherwise the reversal is treated as a revaluation
increase for the class of asset through asset revaluation surplus.
When an asset is revalued using either a market or income valuation approach, any accumulated impairment
losses at that date are eliminated against the gross amount of the asset prior to restating for the revaluation.
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C6

PAYABLES
2021
$'000

Trade creditors
Payroll tax payable
Artwork accrual
Other accruals
Other payables
Total

392
827
134
1,356
105
2,814

2020
$'000
293
475
1,513
1,578
46
3,905

Accounting policy - Payables
Trade creditors are recognised upon receipt of the goods or services ordered and are measured at the nominal
amount, that is agreed purchase/contract price, gross of applicable trade and other discounts. Amounts owing
are unsecured.
Disclosure - Accruals
Artwork accruals are works that have been committed to the Art Collection but payment is yet to be finalised.
Other accruals are made up of purchase orders and other expenses incurred but not invoiced or paid in the
period to which they relate.
C7

ACCRUED EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
2021
$'000

Current
Salaries and wages outstanding
Employee superannuation contributions payable
Parental leave payable
Long service leave levy payable
Annual leave payable
Total

320
20
6
168
2,298
2,812

2020
$'000

124
17
5
142
2,081
2,369

Accounting policy - Accrued employee benefits
The Gallery holds annual leave balances at undiscounted values as the difference between the undiscounted and
discounted values are immaterial.
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C8

OTHER LIABILITIES

Contract liabilities
Deposits held for venue hire and catering
Membership revenue paid in advance
Exhibition tickets purchased but not redeemed
Sponsorship revenue for an exhibition postponed due to COVID-19
Unearned revenue
Grant revenue invoiced but performance obligations not yet met
Other liabilities
Other liabilities - other
Total

2021
$'000

2020
$'000

368
333
493
30

171
265
30

112

340

2
1,338

2
808

Disclosure - Contract liabilities
Contract liabilities arise from contracts with customers under AASB 15 Revenue from Contracts with Customers.
Of the contract liability balance at 1 July 2020 of $0.436m, $0.265m was recognised as revenue in 2020-21.
$0.100m remains in contract liabilities as at 30 June 2021 (primarily multi-year membership revenue) and
$0.071m was refunded to clients primarily as a result of COVID-19 event cancellations.
Of the contract liability balance at 30 June 2021, all of the balance is expected to be recognised as revenue in
2021-22 as performance obligations are performed.
Included in the contract liability balance at 30 June 2021 is $0.493m in advance ticket sales for European
Masterpieces from The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, which runs from 12 June 2021 to 17 October
2021.
Refer to Note B1-1 and B1-3 for further information in relation to treatment of contracts with customers under
AASB 15 Revenue from Contracts with Customers.
Disclosure - Unearned revenue
The unearned grant revenue is in respect of three grants where the performance obligations were not met as 30
June 2021. The performance obligations are expected to be met in 2021-22.
Refer Note to B1-1 for further information in relation to the treatment of Grants and contributions under AASB
1058 Income of Not-for-Profit Entities.
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C9 LEASE AS LESSEE
Right-of-use assets
Buildings
$'000

Plant and
equipment
$'000

Total
$'000

16
1,305
(152)
1,169

124
(42)
(13)
(1)
68

140
1,305
(194)
(13)
(1)
1,237

Buildings
$'000

Plant and
equipment
$'000

Total
$'000

114
(98)
16

162
27
(65)
124

276
27
(163)
140

2020-21
Opening balance at 1 July
Additions
Depreciation charge
Disposal / derecognition
Other adjustments
Closing balance at 30 June

2019-20
Opening balance at 1 July
Additions
Depreciation charge
Closing balance at 30 June

2021
$'000
Lease liabilities
Current
Non-current

191
1,045
1,236

2020
$'000

67
61
128

Accounting policy - Leases as lessee
Right-of-use assets
Right-of-use assets are initially recognised at cost comprising the following:
• the amount of the initial measurement of the lease liability
• lease payments made at or before the commencement date, less any lease incentives received
• initial direct costs incurred, and
• the initial estimate of restoration costs
Right-of-use assets are subsequently depreciated over the lease term and be subject to impairment testing on an
annual basis.
The carrying amount of right-of-use assets are adjusted for any re-measurement of the lease liability in the
financial year following a change in discount rate, a reduction in lease payments payable, changes in variable
lease payments that depend upon variable indexes/rates of a change in lease term.
The Gallery measures right-of-use assets from concessionary leases at cost on initial recognition, and measures
all right-of-use assets at cost subsequent to initial recognition.
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C9 LEASE AS LESSEE (CONTINUED)
The Gallery has elected not to recognise right-of-use assets and lease liabilities arising from short-term leases
and leases of low value assets. The lease payments are recognised as expenses on a straight-line basis over the
lease term. An asset is considered low value where it is expected to cost less than $10,000 when new.
Where a contract contains both a lease and non-lease components such as asset maintenance services, the
Gallery allocates the contractual payments to each component on the basis of their stand-alone prices. However,
for leases of plant and equipment, the Gallery has elected not to separate lease and non-lease components and
instead accounts for them as a single lease component.
Lease liabilities
Lease liabilities are initially recognised at the present value of lease payments over the lease term that are not
yet paid. The lease term includes any extension or renewal options that the Gallery is reasonably certain to
exercise. The future lease payments included in the calculation of the lease liability comprise the following:
• fixed payments (including in-substance fixed payments), less any lease incentives receivable
• variable lease payments that depend on an index or rate, initially measured using the index or rate as at
the commencement date
• amounts expected to be payable by the Gallery under residual value guarantees
• the exercise price of a purchase option that the Gallery is reasonably certain to exercise
• payments for termination penalties, if the lease term reflects the early termination
When measuring the lease liability, the Gallery uses its incremental borrowing rate as the discount rate where the
interest rate implicit in the lease cannot be readily determined, which is the case for all of the Gallery’s leases. To
determine the incremental borrowing rate, the Gallery uses loan rates provided by QTC that correspond to the
commencement date and term of the lease.
Subsequent to initial recognition, the lease liabilities are increased by the interest charge and reduced by the
amount of lease payments. Lease liabilities are also remeasured in certain situations such as a change in
variable lease payments that depend on an index or rate (e.g. a market rent review), or a change in the lease
term.
Disclosures - Leases as lessee
Details of leasing arrangements as lessee
Plant and equipment
leases

The Gallery occasionally enters into leases for plant and equipment including photographic,
photocopiers, and cinema equipment. Lease terms are generally five years or less. Some leases
have renewal or extension options.
The options are not included in the right-of-use asset or lease liability unless the Gallery is
reasonably certain the lease will be renewed.
The photocopier lease has variable lease payments that depend on the volume of usage. The
usage-based payments are recognised as lease expenses in Note B3-2 when incurred. They are
not expected to vary materially from year to year.

Offsite storage facilities

On the 31 August 2020 the Gallery surrendered the existing lease for Unit A. As of the 1st of
September 2020 a new lease including Unit A and Unit B commenced. The Gallery entered into a 5
year lease with 3 one year extension options, which the Gallery expects to exercise if alternative
storage options are not identified.
Lease payments are initially fixed and are subject to a CPI-based rent increases or a fixed rate of
1%, whichever is greater annually, with the exception of the commencement of the first option term
when a market rent review will apply.
As the future minimum rent increase is fixed at 1% and the Gallery expects to exercise the
extension options, these factors have been captured in the right-of-use asset and lease liability.
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C9 LEASE AS LESSEE (CONTINUED)
Motor vehicle lease with QFleet
The Gallery has one motor vehicle lease with QFleet. As QFleet has substitution rights over the vehicle, this
vehicle is categorised as a procurement of services rather than as a lease. The service expenses are included in
Note B3-2.
Amount recognised in the statement of profit or loss
The statement of profit or loss shows the following amounts relating to leases:
Interest expense (included in finance cost)
Expense relating to short-term leases (included in note B3-2 lease
expenses)
Expense relating to leases of low-value assets that are not shown above
as short-term leases (included in note B3-2 lease expenses)
Expense relating to variable lease payments not included in lease
liabilities (included in note B3-2 lease expenses)
Total

11

1

68

69

9

5

50
138

52
127

C10 EQUITY
C10-1 ASSET REVALUATION SURPLUS BY ASSET CLASS
Accounting policy
The asset revaluation surplus represents the net effect of upwards and downwards revaluations of assets to fair
value.
Art Collection
2021
$'000
Balance at 1 July
Revaluation
Increment
Balance 30 June

Library Heritage Collection
2020
$'000

2021
$'000

2020
$'000

Total
2021
$'000

2020
$'000

363,769

322,496

97

97

363,866

322,593

8,386
372,155

41,273
363,769

97

97

8,386
372,252

41,273
363,866
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D NOTES ABOUT RISKS AND OTHER ACCOUNTING UNCERTAINTIES
D1 FAIR VALUE MEASUREMENT
D1-1 ACCOUNTING POLICY AND INPUTS FOR FAIR VALUE
What is fair value?
Fair value is the price that would be received to sell an asset or paid to transfer a liability in an orderly transaction
between market participants at the measurement date under current market conditions (i.e. an exit price)
regardless of whether that price is directly derived from observable inputs or estimated using another valuation
technique.
Observable inputs are publicly available data that are relevant to the characteristics of the assets/liabilities being
valued.
Unobservable inputs are data, assumptions and judgements that are not available publicly, but are relevant to the
characteristics of the assets/liabilities being valued. Significant unobservable inputs used by the Gallery include
valuation of the Art Collection and valuation of managed funds held with QIC. Unobservable inputs are used to
the extent that sufficient relevant and reliable observable inputs are not available for similar assets/liabilities.
A fair value measurement of a non-financial asset takes into account a market participant’s ability to generate
economic benefits by using the asset in its highest and best use.
Fair value measurement hierarchy
Details of individual assets and liabilities measured under each category of fair value are set out in the tables at
Note D1-2.
All assets and liabilities of the Gallery for which fair value is measured or disclosed in the financial statements are
categorised within the following hierarchy, based on the data and assumptions used in the most recent specific
appraisals:
Level 1:

Represents fair value measurements that reflect unadjusted quoted market prices in active markets
for identical assets and liabilities.

Level 2:

Represents fair value measurements that are substantially derived from inputs (other than quoted
prices that are included in Level 1) that are observable, either directly or indirectly.

Level 3:

Represents fair value measurements that are substantially derived from unobservable inputs.

None of the Gallery’s valuations of assets or liabilities are eligible for categorisation into Level 1 of the fair value
hierarchy.
There were no transfers of assets between fair value hierarchy levels during the period.
The Gallery’s financial investments with QIC are categorised at Level 2 and the Gallery’s Art Collection and
Library Heritage Collection are categorised at Level 3.
More specific fair value information about the Art Collection and Library Heritage Collections is included in Note
C5-4.
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D1-2 CATEGORISATION OF ASSETS AND LIABILITIES MEASURED AT FAIR VALUE
The following investments are held at their fair value:
Level 2
2021
$'000
Art Collection
Library Heritage Collection
QIC investment funds
Total

40,839
40,839

Total Carrying
Amount

Level 3
2020
$'000
40,582
40,582

2020
$'000

2021
$'000

553,108
397
553,505

565,153
459
565,612

2020
$'000

2021
$'000
565,153
459
40,839
606,451

553,108
397
40,582
594,087

D2 FINANCIAL RISK DISCLOSURES
Financial assets and financial liabilities are recognised in the Statement of Financial Position when the Gallery
becomes party to the contractual provisions of the financial instrument. The Gallery has the following categories
of financial assets and financial liabilities.
Financial assets
Notes
Cash and cash equivalents
Financial assets at amortised cost:
Receivables
Equity investments at fair value through QIC:
QIC investment funds
Total financial assets

2020
$'000

2021
$'000

C1

16,869

10,963

C2

2,137

357

C4

40,839
59,845

40,582
51,902

Financial liabilities
Notes
Financial liabilities at amortised cost:
Payables
Lease liabilities
Total financial liabilities at amortised cost

C6
C9

2020
$'000

2021
$'000

2,814
1,236
4,050

3,905
128
4,033

No financial assets and liabilities have been offset and presented net in the Statement of Financial Position.
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D2 FINANCIAL RISK DISCLOSURES (CONTINUED)
Credit risk
Credit risk (the risk that the Gallery may incur a financial loss as a result of a counterparty to a financial
instrument failing to discharge their obligation) exists in relation to cash and cash equivalents, non-current
financial assets, and receivables.
Credit risks in relation to cash and cash equivalents and non-current financial assets are minimal as deposits are
held by the QTC, the QIC, and the Commonwealth Bank. Risks are further minimised by ensuring all investments
are in accordance with the Gallery’s Investment Policy, which is consistent with the Queensland Government’s
Statutory Bodies Financial Arrangements Act 1982 (the SBFAA).
Based on historical experience, the Gallery’s risk in relation to non-payment of receivables is minimal.
Currency risk
Currency risk (the risk of loss from fluctuating foreign exchange rates) exists primarily to the extent that contracts,
mainly exhibition contracts and art acquisition contracts, are in foreign currency. The Gallery minimises this risk
by negotiating contracts in Australian dollars and by keeping payment terms short where possible. Where this is
not possible and the amount is material, the Gallery may reduce currency risks by holding foreign currency when
approved by the Treasurer under the SBFAA.
Currency risks from financial investments is minimal as under the SBFAA the Gallery must hold all investments in
Australian dollars. Indirectly, the Gallery is exposed to currency risk to the extent that QIC investments are held in
foreign currency. This risk is managed by QIC principally through the use of currency hedging.
Currency movements can impact the valuation of major international artworks. As these artworks are not held for
trading, movements in valuations do not impact the Gallery’s cash flows and do not have an impact on the
Gallery’s ability to meet its objectives.
D3 COMMITMENTS
2021
$'000

2020
$'000

Forward exhibition contracts
Not later than one year
More than one year
Total

344
30
374

2,295
2,295

Expenditure commitments
Not later than one year
More than one year
Total

386
46
432

-

51
51

-

Intangibles
Not later than one year
Total
D4 CONTINGENCIES
Litigation in progress
The Gallery does not have any litigation before the courts.
Contingent assets
The Gallery does not have any contingent assets.
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D5 EVENTS OCCURRING AFTER THE BALANCE DATE
No post balance date events have been identified.
D6 FUTURE IMPACT OF ACCOUNTING STANDARDS NOT YET EFFECTIVE
All Australian Accounting Standards and Interpretations with future effective dates are either not applicable to the
Gallery’s activities or have no material impact.
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E NOTES ABOUT PERFORMANCE COMPARED TO BUDGET
E1 BUDGET TO ACTUAL COMPARISON - STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
This section contains explanations of major variances between the Gallery’s actual 2020-21 financial results and
the original budget presented to Parliament.
User charges and fees
An increase in User charges and fees was primarily due to increases in F&B revenue during the latter part of the
2020-21 year as COVID-19 impacts reduced, greater than expected Retail revenue during The Motorcycle:
Design, Art, Desire and European Masterpieces from The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York and greater
than expected admission revenue to The Motorcycle: Design, Art, Desire and European Masterpieces from The
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York.
Interest and distributions from managed funds
An increase in interest and distributions was due to greater than expected distributions from QIC investments
following recovery in equity markets in 2020-21, after COVID-19 related falls in 2019-20.
Other revenue
An increase in Other revenue was due to a COVID-19 insurance payout from the QGIF. The insurance payout
was not included in the budget as it was not certain that it would be received.
Gains on disposal and re-measurement of assets
An increase in Gains on disposal / revaluation of assets was due to recovery of QIC investments following
recovery in equity markets in 2020-21, after COVID-19 related falls in 2019-20.
Supplies and services
A decrease in Supplies and services was primarily due to savings in the exhibition program; savings in travel,
refreshments / entertainment, printing and administrative costs as a result of the impact of COVID-19; offset by
additional cost of goods sold as a result of greater than expected Retail and F&B revenue.
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F OTHER INFORMATION
F1 KEY MANAGEMENT PERSONNEL (KMP) DISCLOSURES
Details of Key Management Personnel
The Gallery’s responsible Minister is identified as part of the Gallery’s KMP, consistent with additional guidance
included in the revised version of AASB 124 Related Party Disclosures. That Minister is The Honourable
Leeanne Enoch, Minister for Communities and Housing, Minister for Digital Economy and Minister for the Arts.
The following non-ministerial KMP include those positions that had authority and responsibility for planning,
directing and controlling the activities of the Gallery during 2020-21 and 2019-20. Further information on these
positions can be found in the body of the Annual Report under the section relating to Executive Management
Team.
Position

Position Responsibility

Board of Trustees

The Board is responsible for reporting to the Minister, and for ensuring the Gallery
achieves its strategic and operational plans and performs its functions in a proper,
effective and efficient way.

Director

Provides strategic direction and leadership for the Gallery’s service delivery, with
responsibility for the efficient, effective and economic management of operational
outcomes, the QAGOMA Foundation and key stakeholder relations.

Deputy Director, Collection and
Exhibitions

Portfolio responsibilities for Australian Art, Asian and Pacific Art, International Art,
Australian Cinémathèque, Exhibition Management, Conservation and Registration.

Assistant Director, Development and Portfolio responsibilities for Marketing, Media, Corporate Communications,
Commercial Services
Sponsorship and Business Development, Retail Services, and Food and Beverage
Services.
Assistant Director, Learning and
Public Engagement

Portfolio responsibilities for Public Programs, Children’s Art Centre, Memberships,
Exhibition Design, Workshop, Installation, Graphic Design, Web and Multimedia,
Access and Education and Regional Services.

Assistant Director, Operations &
Governance

Portfolio responsibilities for Finance, Information Technology, Protection and Visitor
Services, Property, Human Resources and Governance and Reporting.

Remuneration policies
Ministerial remuneration entitlements are outlined in the Legislative Assembly of Queensland’s Members’
Remuneration Handbook. The Gallery does not bear any cost of remuneration of Ministers. The majority of
Ministerial entitlements are paid by the Legislative Assembly, with the remaining entitlements being provided by
the Ministerial Services Branch within the Department of the Premier and Cabinet. As all Ministers are reported
as KMP of the Queensland Government, aggregate remuneration expenses for all Ministers are disclosed in the
Queensland General Government and Whole of Government Consolidated Financial Statements, which are
published as part of Queensland Treasury’s Report on State Finances.
Remuneration entitlements for Board members are payable in accordance with Remuneration Procedures for
Part-time Chairs and Members of Queensland Government Bodies published by the Department of Premier and
Cabinet.
Remuneration policy for the Gallery’s other KMP is aligned to the conditions set by the Queensland Public
Service Commission as provided for under the Public Service Act 2008. Individual remuneration and other terms
of employment (including allowances and motor vehicle entitlements) are specified in employment contracts.
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F1 KEY MANAGEMENT PERSONNEL (KMP) DISCLOSURES (CONTINUED)
Remuneration expenses for KMP comprise the following components:
Short-term employee expenses

Board fees. Salaries, allowances and leave entitlements earned and expensed for the
entire year, or for that part of the year during which the employee occupied a KMP
position. Non-monetary benefits – consisting of provision of parking together with FBT
applicable to the benefit.

Long-term employee expenses

Long service leave levy expensed during the year.

Post-employment expenses

Superannuation contributions expensed during the year.

Termination payments

Payment in lieu of notice on termination.

Remuneration expenses
The following disclosure focuses on the expenses incurred by the Gallery attributable to non-Ministerial KMP
during the respective reporting periods. The amounts disclosed are determined on the same basis as expenses
recognised in the Statement of Comprehensive Income.
2020-21

Position
Board Member (Chair) - O'Connor, I
Board Member (Deputy Chair) –
Pidgeon, L
Board Member - Taylor, P
Board Member – Beetson, B
Board Member – Daubney, M
Board Member – Fairfax, G
Board Member – Sinclair, C
Director
Deputy Director, Collection &
Exhibitions
Assistant Director, Development &
Commercial Services
Assistant Director, Learning & Public
Engagement
Assistant Director, Operations &
Governance
Total

Short-Term Employee
Expenses
Long-Term
Employee
Monetary Non-Monetary Expenses
$'000
$'000
$'000
8

-

3
4
4
3
4
379

2

180

2

180

-

200

2

184
1,149

2
8

Post Employ.
Expenses
$'000

Termination Total
Expenses Expenses
$'000
$'000

-

1

-

9

-

-

-

3

9

48

-

4
4
3
4
438

4

19

-

205

4

19

-

203

5

19

-

226

4

20

-

210

26

126

-

1,309
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F1 KEY MANAGEMENT PERSONNEL (KMP) DISCLOSURES (CONTINUED)
2019-20

Position
Board Member (Chair) - O'Connor, I
Board Member - Mickel, J ( to
04/02/2020)
Board Member - Taylor, P
Board Member (Deputy Chair) –
Wilkinson, R (to 01/03/2020)
Board Member – Beetson, B
Board Member – Daubney, M
Board Member – Fairfax, G
Board Member (Deputy Chair from
27/04/20) – Pidgeon, L
Board Member – Sinclair, C (from
02/03/2020)
Director
Deputy Director, Collection &
Exhibitions
Assistant Director, Development &
Commercial Services
Assistant Director, Learning & Public
Engagement
Assistant Director, Operations &
Governance
Total

Short-Term Employee
Expenses
Long-Term
Employee
Monetary Non-Monetary Expenses
$'000
$'000
$'000
8

-

2
4

-

3
4
3

-

3

-

1
373

3

185

3

191

-

196

3

194
1,167

3
12

Post Employ.
Expenses
$'000

Termination Total
Expenses Expenses
$'000
$'000

-

1

-

9

-

-

-

2

-

-

-

4

-

-

-

3

-

-

-

4
3

-

-

-

3

-

-

-

1

9

48

-

433

4

19

-

211

4

20

-

215

5

19

-

223

5

20

-

222

27

127

-

1,333

Performance payments
No KMP remuneration packages were provided for performance or bonus payments.
F2 RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS
Transactions with people/entities related to KMP
KMP and their relatives have gifted $415,089 in cash to the QAGOMA Foundation during the 2020-21 financial
year.
Transactions with other Queensland Government controlled entities
The Gallery’s primary ongoing source of funding is from the Queensland Government grant, which is provided via
Arts Queensland (Note B1-1).
Rental services are services provided free of charge by Arts Queensland (Note B1-2). The Gallery reimburses
Arts Queensland on a full cost recovery basis for certain lease costs such as building maintenance, external
security and cleaning.
The Gallery’s human resource management, internal audit and some financial services are provided by the
Corporate Administration Agency on a full cost recovery basis.
The Gallery has insurance policies with the Queensland Government Insurance Fund (Note B3-5).
The Gallery has funds invested in the QTC (Note C4) and the QIC (Note B1-4, B2, B3-4 & C4).
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F3 TRANSACTIONS IN RELATION TO THE QUEENSLAND ART GALLERY | GALLERY OF MODERN ART
(QAGOMA) FOUNDATION
Included in the Gallery’s Statement of Comprehensive Income and Statement of Financial Position as at 30 June
are the following income and expenses of the QAGOMA Foundation.
F3-1 QAGOMA FOUNDATION STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL INCOME
2021

2020

Actual

Actual

$'000

$'000

Income from Continuing Operations
Revenue
Government grants
Donations - cash
Bequests - cash
Donations - artwork and heritage library items
Fundraising
Interest
Other investment revenue - distributions
Franking credit
Other revenue
Gains
Gains on disposal and re-measurement of assets

500
1,481
2,238
2,354
23
3,797
78
67

503
2,909
63
2,759
15
11
773
60
100

2,584

-

Total income from Continuing Operations

13,122

7,193

Expenses from Continuing Operations
Contributions to the QAG Board of Trustees
Loss on revaluation of investments
Other expenses

4,734
591

7,735
1,534
556

Total Expenses from Continuing Operations

5,325

9,825

Operating Result from Continuing Operations

7,797

(2,632)
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F3-2 QAGOMA FOUNDATION STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
Amounts included in the Gallery’s Statement of Financial Position in respect of QAGOMA Foundation are as
follows:

Current assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Receivables
Prepayments
Total Current Assets

2021

2020

Actual

Actual

$'000

$'000

5,270
112
5
5,387

1,178
212
5
1,395

Non-Current Assets
Other financial assets - QIC investment funds
Total Non-Current Assets

40,839
40,839

40,582
40,582

Total Assets

46,226

41,977

518
57
575

2,904
23
2,927

45,651

39,050

Current Liabilities
Payables
Other current liabilities
Total current liabilities
Net Assets

F3-3 RESTRICTED ASSETS HELD BY QAGOMA FOUNDATION
Net assets of the QAGOMA Foundation are only available for use in accordance with the Foundation’s charter
which is to develop the Gallery's Collections and assist with the provision of major exhibitions and
community-based public programs.
In addition, some of the earnings and net assets of the QAGOMA Foundation have further restrictions on their
use, based on the conditions imposed at the time of donation or bequest (e.g. to acquire art of a particular era or
type). The following donations and bequests are required to be preserved in accordance with the conditions
imposed on their contribution.
Net assets of the Foundation required to be preserved:
Queensland Government
contributions
Other private donations to
the QAGOMA Foundation
Bequests
Total

Only income can be used for acquisitions, exhibitions or
related purposes
Only income can be used for acquisitions, exhibitions or
related purposes
For purposes specified in the original bequest, such as
acquisitions, prizes or scholarships

2021
$'000

2020
$'000

10,472

10,222

16,000

16,000

7,113
33,585

5,904
32,126

Following advice from Crown Law, a previous investment fund of $1.196m held by the QAGOMA Foundation as a
restricted asset was transferred to a charitable trust with the Queensland Art Gallery Board of Trustees acting as
trustee. As the Board will act only in a custodial role in respect of the trust, these funds are now included in Note
F5.
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F4 RESTRICTED ASSETS HELD BY THE GALLERY
Included in the Gallery’s Statement of Financial Position are the following assets that are restricted in their use.
Restricted assets held by the Gallery:
Bequest
Total

For purposes specified in the original bequest, such as
acquisitions, prizes or scholarships

2021
$'000

2020
$'000

410
410

410
410

F5 TRUST TRANSACTIONS AND BALANCES
The Queensland Art Gallery Board of Trustees acts as trustee for four charitable trusts which were established in
accordance with the last will and testament of the benefactors.
As the Board acts only in a custodial role in respect of the trust’s assets, they are not included in these financial
statements. Income and net assets of the charitable trusts are as follows:
2021
$'000
Income
Expenses
Net Surplus
Assets
Liabilities
Net Assets

4,456
83
4,373
44,395
1
44,394

2020
$'000
399
56
343
38,875
38,875

F6 TAXATION
The Gallery is a statutory body as defined under the Income Tax Assessment Act 1936 and is exempt from
Commonwealth taxation with the exception of Fringe Benefits Tax (FBT) and Goods and Services Tax (GST).
FBT and GST are the only taxes accounted for by the Gallery. GST credits receivable from and GST payable to
the ATO are recognised and accrued (refer Note C2).
Additionally, the Gallery pays Payroll Tax to the Office of State Revenue in respect of employee salaries, wages,
allowances, superannuation and eligible termination payments.
F7 SIGNIFICANT FINANCIAL IMPACT FROM COVID-19
As a result of the COVID-19 pandemic and resulting lower Gallery attendance, the Gallery’s F&B revenue, Retail
revenue, and ticketed exhibition revenue were lower than what would have been expected pre-COVID-19.
To offset COVID-19 losses incurred in 2019-20 and 2020-21, the Gallery received $3.8m in insurance recoveries
from QGIF.
After COVID-19 related investment market impacts in 2019-20, the Gallery’s investment balances recovered in
2020-21 to levels above pre-COVID-19 levels.
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F8 CLIMATE RISK DISCLOSURE
Climate Risk Assessment
The Gallery addresses the financial impacts of climate-related risks by identifying and monitoring the accounting
judgements and estimates that will potentially be affected, including asset useful lives, fair value of assets,
provisions or contingent liabilities and charges to future expenses and revenue.
The Gallery has not identified any material climate-related risks relevant to the financial report at the reporting
date, however, it constantly monitors the emergence of such risks under the Queensland Government’s Climate
Transition Strategy.
Current Year impacts
No adjustments to the carrying value of recorded assets or other adjustments to the amounts recorded in the
financial statements were recognised during the financial year.
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CERTIFICATE OF THE QUEENSLAND ART GALLERY BOARD OF TRUSTEES

These general financial statements have been prepared pursuant to s62(1) of the Financial Accountability Act
2009 (the Act), s39 of the Financial and Performance Management Standard 2019 and other prescribed
requirements. In accordance with s62(1) of the Act we certify that in our opinion:
(a)

the prescribed requirements for establishing and keeping the accounts have been complied with in all
material respects; and

(b)

the financial statements have been drawn up to present a true and fair view, in accordance with
prescribed accounting standards, of the transactions of the Queensland Art Gallery Board of Trustees for
the financial year ended 30 June 2021 and of the financial position of the Queensland Art Gallery Board of
Trustees at the end of that year; and

(c)

We acknowledge responsibility under s7 and s11 of the Financial and Performance Management
Standard 2019 for the establishment and maintenance, in all material respects, of an appropriate and
effective system of internal controls and risk management processes with respect to financial reporting
throughout the reporting period.

Professor Emeritus Ian O'Connor AC
Chair
Queensland Art Gallery Board of Trustees
25/08/2021

Chris Saines CNZM
Director
Queensland Art Gallery I Gallery of Modern Art
25/08/2021
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT
To the Board of Queensland Art Gallery Board of Trustees

Report on the audit of the financial report
Opinion
I have audited the financial report of Queensland Art Gallery Board of Trustees.
In my opinion, the financial report:
a)

gives a true and fair view of the entity's financial position as at 30 June 2021, and its
financial performance and cash flows for the year then ended

b)

complies with the Financial Accountability Act 2009, the Financial and Performance
Management Standard 2019 and Australian Accounting Standards.

The financial report comprises the statement of financial position as at 30 June 2021, the
statement of comprehensive income, statement of changes in equity and statement of cash
flows for the year then ended, notes to the financial statements including summaries of
significant accounting policies and other explanatory information, and the management
certificate.
Basis for opinion
I conducted my audit in accordance with the Auditor-General Auditing Standards, which
incorporate the Australian Auditing Standards. My responsibilities under those standards are
further described in the Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the financial report section of
my report.
I am independent of the entity in accordance with the ethical requirements of the Accounting
Professional and Ethical Standards Board’s APES 110 Code of Ethics for Professional
Accountants (the Code) that are relevant to my audit of the financial report in Australia. I
have also fulfilled my other ethical responsibilities in accordance with the Code and the
Auditor-General Auditing Standards.
I believe that the audit evidence I have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a
basis for my opinion.
Responsibilities of the entity for the financial report
The Board is responsible for the preparation of the financial report that gives a true and fair
view in accordance with the Financial Accountability Act 2009, the Financial and
Performance Management Standard 2019 and Australian Accounting Standards, and for
such internal control as the Board determines is necessary to enable the preparation of the
financial report that is free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
The Board is also responsible for assessing the entity's ability to continue as a going
concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters relating to going concern and using the going
concern basis of accounting unless it is intended to abolish the entity or to otherwise cease
operations.
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Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the financial report
My objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial report as a
whole is free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an
auditor’s report that includes my opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of
assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance with the Australian
Auditing Standards will always detect a material misstatement when it exists. Misstatements
can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually or in aggregate, they
could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of users taken on the
basis of this financial report.
As part of an audit in accordance with the Australian Auditing Standards, I exercise
professional judgement and maintain professional scepticism throughout the audit. I also:


Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial report, whether
due to fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks,
and obtain audit evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for my
opinion. The risk of not detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud is higher
than for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional
omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of internal control.



Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit
procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances. This is not done for the purpose
of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal controls, but
allows me to express an opinion on compliance with prescribed requirements.



Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of
accounting estimates and related disclosures made by the entity.



Conclude on the appropriateness of the entity's use of the going concern basis of
accounting and, based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty
exists related to events or conditions that may cast significant doubt on the entity's
ability to continue as a going concern. If I conclude that a material uncertainty exists, I
am required to draw attention in my auditor’s report to the related disclosures in the
financial report or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to modify my opinion. I base my
conclusions on the audit evidence obtained up to the date of my auditor’s report.
However, future events or conditions may cause the entity to cease to continue as a
going concern.



Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial report,
including the disclosures, and whether the financial report represents the underlying
transactions and events in a manner that achieves fair presentation.

I communicate with the Board regarding, among other matters, the planned scope and
timing of the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in
internal control that I identify during my audit.

Statement
In accordance with s.40 of the Auditor-General Act 2009, for the year ended 30 June 2021:
a)

I received all the information and explanations I required.

b)

I consider that, the prescribed requirements in relation to the establishment and
keeping of accounts were complied with in all material respects.
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Prescribed requirements scope
The prescribed requirements for the establishment and keeping of accounts are contained in
the Financial Accountability Act 2009, any other Act and the Financial and Performance
Management Standard 2019. The applicable requirements include those for keeping
financial records that correctly record and explain the entity’s transactions and account
balances to enable the preparation of a true and fair financial report.

27 August 2021
Carolyn Dougherty
as delegate of the Auditor-General

Queensland Audit Office
Brisbane
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